Call number DVD-6101

ANDERSON, Wes

The Grand Budapest Hotel
Scott Rudin Productions, Indian Paintbrush, Neunzehnte Babelsberg Film GmbH, 
Germany, in co-production with American Empirical Pictures, in association with 
TSG Entertainment, with the financial support of Deutscher Filmförderfonds, 
Berlin, Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg, Medien-
und Filmgesellschaft Baden-Württemberg, 2014
Producers: Wes Anderson, Scott Rudin, Steven Rales, Jeremy Dawson
Executive producers: Molly Cooper, Charlie Woebcken, Christoph Fisser, Henning 
Molfenter
Co-producers: Jane Frazer, Eli Bush
Associate producer: Octavia Peissel
Screenplay: Wes Anderson, from a story by Wes Anderson and Hugo Guinness, 
based on the writings of Stefan Zweig
Photography: Robert Yeoman
Production design: Adam Stockhausen
Music: Alexandre Desplat

Monsieur Gustave H.    Ralph Fiennes
Young Zero Moustafa     Tony Revolori
Dmitri Desgoffe und Taxis     Adrien Brody
J.G. Jopling            Willem Dafoe
Deputy Vilmos Kovacs    Jeff Goldblum
Agatha               Saoirse Ronan
Inspector Henckels     Edward Norton
Old Zero Moustafa       F. Murray Abraham
Serge X.              Mathieu Amalric
The Author as a Young Man    Jude Law
Ludwig                Harvey Keitel
Monsieur Ivan           Bill Murray
Clotilde              Léa Seydoux
Monsieur Jean          Jason Schwartzman
Madame Céline Villeneuve Desgoffe und Taxis     (Madame D.) Tilda Swinton
The Author as an Old Man    Tom Wilkinson
Monsieur Chuck         Owen Wilson
Monsieur Martin        Bob Balaban
Mr. Mosher             Larry Pine
Serge’s sister         Giselda Volodi
Pinky                  Florian Lukas
Wolf                   Karl Markovics
Günther               Volker Zack Michalowski
Lieutenant             Neal Huff
Monsieur Robin         Fisher Stevens
Monsieur Georges       Wally Wolodarsky
Monsieur Dino          Waris Ahluwalia

100 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles
Blu ray disc
Region code  
Aspect ratio  
Languages  
Features  

2K digital transfer, supervised by director Wes Anderson, with 5.1 surround DTS-HD Master Audio soundtrack
2020 audio commentary featuring Wes Anderson, Roman Coppola, Jeff Goldblum and Kent Jones
‘Visiting “The Grand Budapest Hotel”’, consisting of
Design / Special Effects, 25 minutes 21 seconds
Music, 5 minutes 24 seconds
Miniatures, 2 minutes 10 seconds
‘The Making of “The Grand Budapest Hotel”’, a new documentary about the film, 21 minutes 28 seconds
Selected-scene storyboard animatics, 25 minutes 42 seconds
Video essays:
‘Wes Anderson takes the 4:3 challenge’ by David Bordwell, 23 minutes 23 seconds
‘The Grand Budapest Hotel’ by Matt Zoller Seitz, 16 minutes 8 seconds
Featurettes, consisting of:
Part 1, The Story, 4 minutes 36 seconds
Part 2, The Society of the Crossed Keys, 4 minutes 2 seconds
Part 3, Creating the Hotel, 4 minutes 28 seconds
Part 4, Creating a World, 4 minutes 57 seconds
Wes Anderson, 3 minutes 49 seconds
The Cast, 3 minutes 22 seconds
Bill Murray tours Görlitz, 4 minutes 16 seconds
Kunstmuseum Zubrowka Lecture, 2 minutes 52 seconds
‘The Society of the Crossed Keys’, 2 minutes 55 seconds
Courtesans au Chocolat, 3 minutes 21 seconds
A 2014 essay by critic Richard Brody and a collectible poster, along with excerpts from an additional 2014 piece by Brody, an 1880 essay on European hotel portiers by Mark Twain, and other ephemera

Source  
The Criterion Collection No. 1025
Call number DVD-6102

DIBB, Saul

The Salisbury Poisonings
Dancing Ledge Productions for BBC, 2020
Producer: Karen Lewis
Executive producers: Chris Carey, Laurence Bowen, Declan Lawn, Adam Patterson, Saul Dibb
Executive producer for BBC: Lucy Richer
Associate producer: Toby Bruce
Archive producer: Gregor Murbach
Line producer: Dan Kay
Screenplay: Declan Lawn, Adam Patterson
Photography: Graham Smith
Production design: Amelia Shankland
Music: Rael Jones
Tracy Daszkiewicz       Anne-Marie Duff
Sarah Bailey            Annabel Scholey
Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey       Rafe Spall
Gracie Sturgess         Sophia Ally
Toby Daszkiewicz        Judah Cousin
Charlie Rowley          Johnny Harris
Dawn Sturgess           MyAnna Buring
Superintendent Dave Minty    Darren Boyd
Annie Bailey            Kiera Thompson
Ellie Bailey            Stephanie Gil
Caroline Sturgess       Stella Gonet
Alistair Cunningham     Andrew Brooke
Dr James Haslam         Duncan Pow
Detective Chief Constable Paul Mills       Nigel Lindsay
Emma Black              Emma Stansfield
Tim Atkins              Jonathan Slinger
Ted Daszkiewicz         William Houston
Claire Sturgess         Melanie Gutteridge
Stan Sturgess           Ron Cook
Ross Cassidy            Mark Addy
Mo Cassidy              Clare Burt
Stephen Kemp            Michael Shaeffer
Maya                    Naomi Yang
Detective Inspector Lata Mishra    Amber Aga
Detective Inspector Ben Mant    Paul Popplewell
Sergei Skripal           Wayne Swann
Jayne McNaughten         Faye McKeever
Detective Sergeant Janet Brown    Katherine Jakeways
Detective Sergeant Izzy Rawlings    Emma Noakes
Yulia Skripal            Jill Winternitz
Woman 2                  Joanne Henry
Jimmy                    Stephen Kennedy
Woman 1                  Candida Gubbins
Dr Rebecca Jenner  Shereen Martin
Major McPherson  Mark Weinman
Police Constable Marx  Jake Curran
Matthew Rowley  Barry Aird
Georgia  Remy Beasley
Dan  Rick Bacon
Eric  Jon Foster
Sergeant Tracy Holloway  Natalie Klamar
PC Alex Wade  Kate Lamb
Police Officer  Katherine Jack
Hannah Mitchell  Kimberley Nixon
Sergeant Tom Mackle  Andy Gathergood
Police Officer  Daniel Crossley
Mark O’Brien  Matt McCooey
James Otterson  Justin Edwards
Davina Moens  Ann Akin
Sam  Alexander Perkins
Paramedic  Caitlin Drabble
Detective Constable Julie Dennison  Claire Lams

Total running time: $4 \times 45 = 180$ minutes

In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

**DVD**
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Dazzler Media
Call number DVD-6103

DRÉVILLE, Jean

Normandie-Niemen
Franco-London Film, Les Films Alkam, with the collaboration of Mosfilm Studios, 1960; released 9 March 1960
Collaboration on the direction: Damir Viatich-Berezhnykh
Producers: Henry Deutschmeister, Alexandre Kamenka
Screenplay and dialogue: Charles Spaak, Elsa Triolet, Konstantin Simonov
Photography: Jacques Natteau
Production design: Aleksei Parkhomenko, Alexandre Hinkis
Music: Rodion Shchedrin

Chardon          Pierre Trabaud
Villemont        Roland Ménard
Lemaître         Gianni Esposito
Le Guen          Gérard Darrieu
Benoit           Georges Rivière
Major Flavier    Jean-Claude Michel
Dupont           André Oumansky
Boissy           Jean Houbé
Colin            Jacques Richard
Dr Lebiedinsky   Roland Chalosse
Castor           Nicolas Bataille
Major Marcellin  Marc Cassot
Simonet          Richard Wincker
Picard           Michel de Séréville
Cazal            Daniel Darès
Le Liron          Gérard Buhr
Vignelette       Clément Thierry
Périer           Jacques Bernard
General Komarov  Vitalii Doronin
Colonel Sinitsyn  Nikolai Lebedev
Engineer Captain Sar’ian  Vladimir Bamdasov
Lieutenant Zykov  Vladimir Gusev
Captain Tarasenko  Nikolai Rybnikov
Sergeant Major Ivanov  Iurii Medvedev
French Ambassador in Teheran  Roger Monteaux
German pilot      Hans Werner
Senior technician  Gennadii Iukhtin
Partisans        Elena Vol’skaia, Vladimir Solov’ev
Millet           Valentin Gaft
Lieutenant Lévy   Valentin Kulik
Javot            Ian Ianakiev
Russian Major    Oleg Moshantsev
Old woman in hut  Antonina Bogdanova
Radio operator    Vladimir Ferapontov
121 minutes

In French with optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing, and French subtitles for the German and (most of the) Russian dialogue, restored
Region code: A, B, C
Region code: All
Aspect ratio: 1.37:1
Languages: Optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing French subtitles for the German and (most of the) Russian dialogue
Features: 2K restoration of the film
Jean Dréville au Beaumont Palace - Normandie-Niemen, Gaumont Vidéo, 2019, including an interview with Patrick Glâtre of 19 February 2019, 30 minutes 58 seconds, in French without subtitles
Normandie Niemen restauré, 2 minutes 19 seconds
Trailer, 4 minutes 29 seconds, in French without subtitles
Source: Gaumont
Call number DVD-6104

FRENCH, Harold

The Day Will Dawn
A Paul Soskin Production, 1942
Producer: Paul Soskin
Screenplay: Terence Rattigan, Anatole de Grunwald, Patrick Kirwan, from a story by Frank Owen
Photography: Cyril J. Knowles
Production design: William C. Andrews
Music: Richard Addinsell
Colin Metcalfe    Hugh Williams
Inspector Gunter  Griffith Jones
Kari Alstad      Deborah Kerr
Frank Lockwood   Ralph Richardson
Kommandant Ulrich Wettau    Francis L. Sullivan
Commander Pittwaters (naval attaché) Roland Culver
Captain Alstad   Finlay Currie
Olaf             Niall MacGinnis
Gerda            Elizabeth Mann
Ingrid           Patricia Medina
Captain Waverley (naval intelligence) Roland Pertwee
Newspaper editor  Henry Oscar
Evans, foreign editor    David Horne
Jack, news editor       Henry Hewitt
Milligan, reporter in Fleet Street pub John Warwick
Political journalist  Brefni O’Rorke
McAllister, Irish soldier    Bernard Miles
Bergen, spokesman of Langedal Beckett Bould
Langedal’s schoolmaster Olaf Olsen
Army Sergeant     Gus McNaughton
Harry, soldier in Fleet Street pub    George Carney
‘Man-in-the-street’ in Fleet Street pub John Salew
Milly, the barmaid Meriel Forbes
Pilot              Philip Friend
German trawler captain George Merritt
U-boat commander John Boxer
American reporter in Oslo John Slater
Lieutenant         Jack Watling
German guard at cell door hatchway Valentine Dyall
German soldier    Walter Gotell
Heinrich           Victor Weske
Barman, Bla Tonne in Oslo Gerrard Kempinski
Evans’ secretary   Ann Farrer
Daily Express reporter in phone booth Ronald Adam
Journalist sitting at bar in pub George Woodbridge
Fossen, Langedal’s postmaster James Knight
Hendriksen, Langedal’s grocer Davis Escott
Pastor Lunder      Olav Martin Leirvaag
Baker       Dennis Wyndham  
His wife    Madeleine Godar  
Wettau’s assistant  Lloyd Pearson  
Reporters  Stuart Lindsell, Patrick Curwen  
Soldier in Fleet Street pub with Harry  Johnnie Schofield  
Fritz      George Skillan  
Receptionist    Albert Chevalier  
Page      Brian Nissen  
Navigator    David Carr  
Bomb aimers  John Brandon, Alan Haines  
Captain of destroyer    Robert Rendel  
Sergeant-Major    Vincent Holman  
American sailor in Bla Tonne, Oslo  Eric Clavering  
Petersen, man mending nets    D. J. Williams  
Old man with beard    Gordon Begg  
Old woman    Vi Kaley  
Drunk, Oslo quayside    Frank Atkinson  
95 minutes  

**In English without subtitles**

**DVD**  
Region code  2  
Aspect ratio  4:3  
Languages     No subtitles  
Features    Chapter selection  
Source   ITV Studios Global Entertainment. Strawberry Media
Call number DVD-6105

GILLIATT, Sidney

State Secret
London Films, 1950
Producers: Frank Launder, Sidney Gilliat
Screenplay: Sidney Gilliat, based on the novel of the same name by Roy Huggin
Photography: Robert Krasker
Production design: Wilfrid Shingleton
Music: William Alwyn
Dr John Marlowe  Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Lisa    Glynis Johns
Baba    Olga Lowe
Teresa  Therese van Kye
Colonel Galcon  Jack Hawkins
General Nivo  Walter Rilla
Dr Revo  Karel Stepanek
Dr Poldoi  Leonard Sachs
Theodor  Herbert Lom
Buckman  Robert Ayres
Clubmen  Howard Douglas, Martin Boddey, Russell Waters,
          Arthur Howard
Prada    Carl Jaffé
Bendel   Gerard Heinz
Man at telephone box  Leo Bieber
Shop woman  Nelly Arno
Barber  Paul Demel
Taxi driver  Danny Green
State Policeman  Anton Diffring
Macco  Peter Illing
Compere  Arthur Reynolds
Red Nose  Richard Molinas
Cable Car Conductor  Eric Pohlmann
Sigrist  Hans Moser
Christian  Louis Wiechert
Bartorek  Gerik Schjelderup
Mountain soldier  Henrik Jacobsen
Lieutenant Prachi  Guido Lorraine
106 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles
Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  US Version reel 1, 7 minutes 47 seconds
          Secret Publicity, an interview with Forbes Taylor, 24
          minutes 54 seconds, in English
          Image gallery
Those British Faces: Jack Hawkins, 26 minutes 37 seconds, in English
Information leaflet

Source: Network
Call number DVD-6106

JIMENEZ, Cédric

The Man with the Iron Heart
A Légende Films, Red Crown Productions, Mars Films, France 2 Cinéma, Carmel, CZM Productions, HHHH Limited, Nexus Factory, BNP Paribas Fortis Films Finance co-production, with the participation of Canal+, Ciné+, France Télévisions, with the support of Taxsheler from Federal Government of Belgium and Taxshelter Investors, with the financial support of Blue Lake Media Fund, Finch Finance Corporation, produced with the support of the Hungarian Sate, 2017
Producers: Ilan Goldman, Daniel Crown, Benjamin Drouin, Simon Istolainen
Executive producers: Bob Weinstein, Harvey Weinstein, David C. Glasser, Glen Basner, Doug Mankoff, Silver Tabatznik, Gary Podell
Associate producer: Catherin Morisse-Monceau
Co-producers: Sylvain Goldberg, Serge de Poucques, David Claikens, Alex Verbaere
Line producer: Emese Hunyadi
Line producer DAD Films: Daniel Delume
Screenplay: David Farr, Audrey Diwan, Cédric Jimenez, based on the novel HHHH by Laurence Binet
Photography: Laurent Tangy
Production design: Jean-Philippe Moreaux
Music: Guillaume Roussel
Reinhard Heydrich Jason Clarke
Lina von Osten Rosamund Pike
Jan Kubiš Jack O'Connell
Jozef Gabčík Jack Reynor
Anna Novak Mia Wasikowska
Heinrich Himmler Stephen Graham
Josef Valcik Thomas M. Wright
Karl Hermann Frank Barry Atsma
Heinrich Müller Geoff Bell
Adolf Opalka Enzo Cilenti
Admiral Hansen David Horovitch
Libena Pafcu Abigail Lawrie
General Eduard Wagner David Rintoul
Ernst Röhm Ian Redford
Emile Čurda Adam Nagaitis
Mare Moravek Céline Salette
Václav Morávek Gilles Lellouche
Jan Zelenka Steve Evens
Ata Moravek Noah Jupe
Walter Schellenberg Volker Bruch
Naujocks Christophe Maratieiev
Milic Zelenka Oscar Kennedy
Pere Petrek Pál Makrai
Jindriska Novak Blanca Gyorfi-Toth
Josef Masin Zoltán Schmied
Emil Hácha Vernon Dobtcheff
Adolf Hitler Zdenek Sedláček
Bretislav Baumann  Paul Brennen
Pannwitz     Tamás Lengyel
Johanes Klein  Pierre Lopez
Steward      Alexis Latham
Riehl        Zoltán Rajkai
Castorp      Luca Fiorilli
Birgitta     Júlia Huzella
Klaus Heydrich Delaet Ignace
120 minutes

In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional English audio-description

Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio  2.40:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features   ‘The Making of The Man with the Iron Heart’, 21 minutes, 43 seconds
Source      Lionsgate
Call number DVD-6107

KRAMER, Stanley

Judgement at Nuremberg
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, a United Artists Release, 1961
Producer: Stanley Kramer
Associate producer: Philip Langner
Screenplay: Abby Mann, from his original story
Photography: Ernest Laszlo
Production design: Rudolph Sternad
Music: Ernest Gold
Chief Judge Daniel Haywood Spencer Tracy
Dr Ernst Janning Burt Lancaster
Colonel Tad Lawson Richard Widmark
Mrs Bertholt Marlene Dietrich
Hans Rolfe Maximilian Schell
Irene Hoffman Judy Garland
Rudolph Petersen Montgomery Clift
Captain Harrison Byers William Shatner
Emil Hahn Werner Klemperer
Judge Kenneth Norris Kenneth MacKenna
Werner Lampe Torben Meyer
Major Abe Radnitz Joseph Bernard
Brigadier General Matt Merrin Alan Baxter
Senator Burkette Edward Binns
Mrs Halbestadt Virginia Christine
Pohl Otto Waldis
Dr Heinrich Geuter Karl Swenson
Friedrich Hofstetter Martin Brandt
Judge Curtiss Ives Ray Teal
Dr Karl Wieck John Wengraf
Halbestadt Ben Wright
Hugo Wallner Howard Caine
Mrs Elsa Lindnow Olga Fabian
Schmidt Paul Busch
Max Perkins Bernard Kates
179 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

On 1 Blu ray of the film and 1 DVD of the extras

This is the Blu ray disc.

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features Audio commentary by Jim Hemphill, November 2019
The Guardian Interview: Maximilian Schell. The actor in conversation with the critic Deac Rossell at the National Film Theatre London, 1971, in English, 86 minutes, audio only, plays over the film.

Trailer
Image Gallery

Source
BFI
Call number DVD-6108

KRAMER, Stanley

Judgement at Nuremberg

On 1 Blu ray of the film and 1 DVD of the extras.

This is the DVD, containing:

A Tribute to Stanley Kramer
A celebration of Stanley Kramer’s life and career, featuring interviews with screenwriter Abby Mann and Karen Sharpe, Kramer’s widow
MGM Home Entertainment, 2004
Producer: Greg Carson
Director: Greg Carson
14 minutes 26 seconds
In English

AND

The Value of a Single Human Being
The screenwriter Abby Mann discusses his Oscar-winning screenplay
MGM Home Entertainment, 2004
Producer: Greg Carson
Director: Greg Carson
6 minutes 2 seconds
In English

AND

In Conversation. Abby Mann. Maximilian Schell
The actor and writer reminisce about Stanley Kramer and working on the film
MGM Home Entertainment, 2004
Producer: Greg Carson
Director: Greg Carson
19 minutes 37 seconds
In English

AND

Heredity in Man
A chilling insight into pre-Holocaust eugenics
Gaumont British Instructional, produced in collaboration with The Eugenics Society, 1937
Director: J.V. Durden, under the supervision of Julian S. Huxley and R. Hewer
Narrator: Julian S. Huxley
13 minutes 34 seconds
In English
AND

Into Battle No. 4. These Are the Men
Ministry of Information, 1943
Producer: Donald Taylor
Devised and compiled by Alan Osbiston and Dylan Thomas from an idea by Robert Neumann
Commentators: James McKechnie, Bryan Herbert
11 minutes 58 seconds
In English

AND

Man One Family
Ministry of Information, 1946
Producer: Sidney Cole
Director: Ivor Montagu
Script: Ivor Montagu
Music: Van Phillips
Commentary: Julian Huxley
16 minutes 30 seconds
In English

AND

Berlin Airlift. The Story of a Great Achievement
A compilation of newsreel footage
A Central Office of Information film re-edited by British Movietonews Ltd, and made by Information Services of the Central Commission for Germany, 1949
10 minutes 40 seconds
In English

AND

Resistance
The story of a group of “defectives” and their lives within the walls of an institution as part of the Nazis’ Aktion-T4 a programme of mass murder through involuntary euthanasia
Roaring Girl Productions, 2008
Producer: Lou Birks
Director: Liz Grow
Script: Liz Grow
Photography: Terry Flaxton
Production design: Colin Williams
Music: Claudio Ahlers, Barnaby Taylor
13 minutes 8 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing, optional British sign language version and optional English audio description

AND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>See above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>BFI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6109

LANG, Fritz

The Woman in the Window
International Pictures Inc. presents an Independent Releasing Corp. Production, 1944
Producer: Nunnally Johnson
Screenplay: Nunnally Johnson, based on the novel Once Off Guard by J. H. Wallis
Photography: Milton R. Krasner
Production design: Duncan Cramer
Music: Arthur Lange
Professor Richard Wanley Edward G. Robinson
Alice Reed Joan Bennett
District Attorney Frank Lalor Raymond Massey
Dr Michael Barkstane Edmund Breon
Heidt/Tim the doorman Dan Duryea
Inspector Jackson, Homicide Bureau Thomas E. Jackson
Mrs Wanley Dorothy Peterson
Claude Mazard/Frank Howard/Charlie the Hat-Check Man Arthur Loft
Collins Frank Dawson
99 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Framed, a video essay by David Cairns, 22 minutes 35 seconds, in English
Feature Length Audio Commentary by Imogen Sara Smith, the author of In Lonely Places: Film Noir Beyond the City
Original theatrical trailer
40-page Collector’s booklet featuring new essays by Amy Simmons and Samm Deighan, alongside rare archival imagery

Source Eureka. The Masters of Cinema, No. 204
Call number DVD-6110

LANG, Fritz

Cloak and Dagger
Warner Bros Pictures Inc. presents a United States Pictures production, 1946; released 28 September 1946
Producer: Milton Sperling
Screenplay: Albert Maltz, Ring Lardner Jr., from an original story by Boris Ingster and John Larkin, suggested by the book by Corey Ford and Alastair MacBain
Photography: Sol Polito
Production design: Max Parker
Music: Max Steiner

Professor Alvah Jesper          Gary Cooper
Pinkie             Robert Alda
Gina    Lilli Palmer
Polda    Vladimir Sokoloff
Trenk    J. Edward Bromberg
Ann Dawson          Marjorie Hoshelle
The German          Ludwig Stossel
Katerin Lodor        Helen Thimig
Marsoli             Dan Seymour
Luigi               Marc Lawrence
Colonel Walsh       James Flavin
The Englishman      Pat O’Moore
Erich               Charles Marsh

106 minutes

In English with optional English subtitles

Dual format edition. This is the Blu ray disc

Blu ray disc  Region code B
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages   Optional English subtitles
Features    Audio commentary Alexandra Heller-Nicholas
              Spycraft, a video essay by David Cairns, 19 minutes 15 seconds, in English
              Cloak and Dagger: Lux Radio Theater, Episode 614. Radio adaptation first broadcast on 3 May 1948, starring Lilli Palmer and Ronald Reagan, 57 minutes 58 seconds
              Cloak and Dagger: The Radio Series, approx. 660 minutes (22 30-minute episodes), first broadcast in 1950
28-page Collector’s booklet with an essay by Samm Deighan

Source  Eureka. The Masters of Cinema, No. 205
Call number DVD-6111

LANG, Fritz

Cloak and Dagger
Warner Bros Pictures Inc. presents a United States Pictures production, 1946; released 28 September 1946
Producer: Milton Sperling
Screenplay: Albert Maltz, Ring Lardner Jr., from an original story by Boris Ingster and John Larkin, suggested by the book by Corey Ford and Alastair MacBain
Photography: Sol Polito
Production design: Max Parker
Music: Max Steiner
Professor Alvah Jesper          Gary Cooper
Pinkie             Robert Alda
Gina    Lilli Palmer
Polda    Vladimir Sokoloff
Trenk    J. Edward Bromberg
Ann Dawson          Marjorie Hoshelle
The German          Ludwig Stossel
Katerin Lodor          Helen Thimig
Marsoli          Dan Seymour
Luigi             Marc Lawrence
Colonel Walsh          James Flavin
The Englishman          Pat O’Moore
Erich          Charles Marsh
106 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles

Dual format edition. This is the DVD

DVD
Region code          2
Aspect ratio         1.37:1
Languages            Optional English subtitles
Features
Audio commentary Alexandra Heller-Nicholas
Spycraft, a video essay by David Cairns, 19 minutes 15 seconds, in English
Cloak and Dagger: Lux Radio Theater, Episode 614. Radio adaptation first broadcast on 3 May 1948, starring Lilli Palmer and Ronald Reagan, 57 minutes 58 seconds
Cloak and Dagger: The Radio Series, approx. 660 minutes (22 30-minute episodes), first broadcast in 1950
28-page Collector’s booklet with an essay by Samm Deighan
Source
Eureka. The Masters of Cinema, No. 205
Call number DVD-6112

LENI, Paul

The Man Who Laughs
Universal Pictures, 1928
Producer: Carl Laemmle
Screenplay: J. Grubb Alexander, from the novel L’Homme qui rit by Victor Hugo
Titles: Walter Anthony
Photography: Gilbert Warrenton
Production design: Charles D. Hall, Joseph Wright, Thomas O’Neil
Music: 1928 Movietone score or 2018 Berklee Silent Film Orchestra Score
Dea Mary Philbin
Gwynplaine / Lord Clancharlie Conrad Veidt
Gwynplaine as a child Julius Molnar Jr.
Duchess Josiana Olga Baklanova (as Olga Baclanova)
Barkilphedro Brandon Hurst
Ursus Cesare Gravina
Lord Dirry-Moir Stuart Holmes
King James II Sam DeGrasse
Dr Hardquanonne George Siegmann
Queen Anne Josephine Crowell
Innkeeper Charles Puffy
110 minutes
English titles, silent with added music score, restored

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.2:1
Languages English titles
Features 4K restoration of film
‘Kim Newman on Paul Leni’, an interview, 2020, 12 minutes 23 seconds, in English
‘The Face Deceives’, a video essay by David Cairns and Fiona Watson, 2020, 33 minutes 18 seconds, in English
‘Paul Leni and “The Man Who Laughs”’ featurette on the production of the film by John Soister, 13 minutes 44 seconds, in English
Stills galleries
36-page booklet featuring new writing by Travis Crawford, Richard Combs, Kevin Brownlow and Sonia Coronado

Source Eureka. The Masters of Cinema, No. 236
Call number DVD-6113

LOACH, Ken

Fatherland
Film Four Internation, MK2 Productions, Clasart Film present a Kestrel II Production, with the participation of the Ministère de la Culture, France, 1986
Producer: Raymond Day
Executive producer: Irving Teitelbaum
Co-producer: Marin Karmitz, Fritz Buttenstedt, Herbert G. Kloiber
Associate producers: Ingrid Windisch, Catherine Lapoujade
Line producer: Ingrid Windisch
Screenplay: Trevor Griffiths
Photography: Chris Menges
Production design: Martin Johnson
Music: Christian Kunert, Gerulf Pannach
Klaus Drittemann Gerulf Pannach
Emma de Baen Fabienne Babe
James Dryden Sigfrit Steiner
Lucy Bernstein Cristine Rose
East German lawyer Robert Dietl
Marita Heike Schrötter
Thomas Patrick Gilbert
Max Stephan Samuel
Jürgen Kirsch Heinz Diesing
Rosa Eva Krutina
U.S. Consul Official Marlowe Shute
Rainer Schiff Hans Peter Hallwachs
Braun Jim Rakete
Hennig Winfried Tromp
Journalist Bernard Bloch
Young Drittemann Thomas Oehlke
Uwe Ronald Simoneit
111 minutes
In German, English and French with with optional English subtitles for the German and French and optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing, remastered

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the German and French dialogue
Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features High definition remaster
Language Barriers, 2021, 6 minutes 19 seconds, the editor Jonathan Morris discusses his first feature-film collaboration with Ken Loach
Trailer
Image gallery: publicity and promotional material
Original shooting script
*Talk About Work*, 1971, 15 minutes 58 seconds, Loach’s documentary on youth employment, made for the Central Office of Information and photographed by Chris Menges

*Right to Work March*, 1972, 42 minutes 13 seconds, campaign film documenting a five-week protest march from Glasgow to London that saw the participation of a number of cultural figures, including Loach and other filmmakers

36-page booklet with an essay by Frank Collins, an archival interview with Ken Loach, an extract from *Loach on Loach*, an overview of contemporary critical responses, new writing on the documentary films

Source
Indicator, No. 136
Call number DVD-6114

LUMET, Sidney

Fail Safe
Columbia Pictures, 1963
Producer: Max E. Youngstein
Associate producer: Charles H. Maguire
Screenplay: Walter Bernstein, from the 1962 novel by Eugene Burdick and Harvey Wheeler
Photography: Gerald Hirschfeld
Production design: Albert Brenner

General Black           Dan O’Herlihy
Groeteschele           Walter Matthau
General Bogan           Frank Overton
Colonel Grady           Edward Binns
Colonel Cascio          Fritz Weaver
The President           Henry Fonda
Buck                    Larry Hagman
Secretary Swenson       William Hansen
General Stark           Russell Hardy
Knapp                   Russell Collins
Congressman Raskob      Sorrell Booke
Ilza Wolfe              Nancy Berg
Thomas                  John Connell
Sullivan                Frank Simpson
Betty Black             Hildy Parks
Mrs Grady               Janet Ward
Sergeant Collins        Dom DeLuise
Foster                  Dana Elcar
Mr Cascio               Stewart Germain
Mrs Cascio              Louise Larabee
Jennie                  Frieda Altman
112 minutes

In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features Audio commentary from 2000 featuring the director, Sidney Lumet
October 2019 interview with film critic J. Hoberman on 1960s nuclear paranoia and Cold War films, 19 minutes 30 seconds
Revisiting “Fail Safe”, a documentary from 2000 including interviews with Lumet, the screenwriter Walter Bernstein and the actor Dan O’Herlihy and George Clooney, 16 minutes
An essay by Bilge Ebir
Source: The Criterion Collection No. 1011
Call number DVD-6115

MOORE, John

Behind Enemy Lines
Twentieth Century Fox presents a Davis Entertainment Company production, 2001
Producer: John Davis
Executive producers: Stephanie Austin, Wyck Godfrey
Co-producer: T. Alex Blum
Screenplay: David Veloz, Zak Penn, from a story by James Thomas and John Thomas
Photography: Brendan Galvin
Production design: Nathan Crowley
Music: Don Davis
Burnett    Owen Wilson
Reigart    Gene Hackman
Stackhouse  Gabriel Macht
Rodway     Charles Malik Whitfield
Piquet      Joaquim De Almeida
O’Malley    David Keith
Lokar      Olek Krupa
Tracker    Vladimir Mashkov
Bažda       Marko Igondo
Petty Officer Kennedy  Eyal Podell
Admiral Donnelly  Geoff Pierson
Aernout van Leyden  Aernout van Leyden
Red Crown Operator 1  Sam Jaeger
Red Crown Operator 2  Shane Mikael Johnson
Red Crown Operator 3  Don Winston
Red Crown Operator 4  Elizabeth Perry
Serb spotter  Igor Hajdarhodžić
Serb soldier  Tarik Filipović
Serb soldier at Lokar’s mansion Peter Palka
Junior Officer  Todd Boyce
Babić          Kamil Kollarik
Ejup          Salaudin Bilal
Brandon       Laurence Mason
Ed Burnett    Leon Russom
Technician    Goran Grgić
Father in minefield  Ivan Urbánek
Muslim passenger  Ismet Bagtašević
Damir         Dragan Marinković
Tiger 1       Kamil Mikulčik
Anchor        Vedrana Seksan
Petrović      Vladimir Oktaveč
Dorothy Lucey  Dorothy Lucey
CIA spook      Gregory B. Goossen
Serb soldier at mass grave Filip Nola
SCIF technician  Bumper Robinson
Mom Burnett    Ann Sorum
Sky News cameraman       George Davis
Carrier Commanding Officer   Tom Mooney
Navy rep          Mark Bocchetti
Muslim girl        Lucia Srnčova
Muslim teenager  Daniel Margolius
Tiger 2          Robert Franko
Tiger 3          Lukas Hoffmann
Piquet’s aide    Jared Chandler
101 minutes

In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

DVD
Region code    2
Aspect ratio   2.35:1
Languages      Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features       Behind the scenes featurette, 6 minutes 7 seconds
                Extended and deleted scenes:
                Original Main Title Sequence / Take Off / Mass Grave / Hac /
                Killing of the Tracker / Original End Credit Sequence /
                Reigert is Relieved of his Duties, all with optional
                commentary by John Moore and Paul Martin Smith
                Pre-Vis Ejection sequence, 5 minutes 25 seconds with
                optional commentary by John Moore and Paul Martin Smith
                Audio commentary by the director, John Moore and the
                editor, Paul Martin Smith with optional English subtitles
                Audio commentary by the producer, John Davis and the
                executive producer Wyck Godfrey with optional English
                subtitles

Source       20th Century Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-6116

ROSE, Bernard

Ivansxtc.
Rhino Films presents an Enos / Rose Production, in association with Alternative Investment of Michigan, 2000
Producer: Lisa Enos
Executive producers: Kenneth Enos, Stephen Nemeth, Lisa Henson, Cat Villiers
Associate producers: Torsten Leschly, Mark Harris
Co-producers: Heidi Jo Markel, Galina Tuchinsky
Screenplay: Lisa Enos, Bernard Rose, from the story ‘Smert’ Ivana Il´icha’ by Lev Tolstoi
Photography: Bernard Rose, Ron Forsythe
Music: Matt Schultz, Elmo Weber
Ivan Beckman   Danny Huston
Don West    Peter Weller
Danny McTeague  James Merendino
Barry Oaks   Adam Krentzman
Charlotte White  Lisa Enos
Nurse Jackie  Alison Taylor
Marcia Beckman  Joanne Duckman
Sid Beckman  Robert Graham
Rosemary Kramer  Caroleen Feeney
Naomi    Sarah Goldberg
Lucy Lawrence  Morgan Vukovic
Phil    Jay Lavender
Judy Tarzana  Carol Rose
Melvin    Steve Dickman
Missy    Wendy Rhoads
Avery    Kate Connor
Ken     Ken Stephens
Joe    Jay Itzkowitz
Mary    Julia Verdin
Brad East  Alex Butler
Vicky West  Ruby Rose
Rabbi No 1  Boris Gorbis
Francesca Knight  Heidi Jo Markel
Marie Stein  Tiffani-Amber Thiessen
Reporter  Pierre Tisserand
Ted Zimblest  Dan Ireland
Margaret Mead  Lisa Henson
Lloyd Hall    Hal Lieberman
Bonnie Shane  Marilyn Heston
Constanza Vero  Valeria Golino
Amanda Hill  Angela Featherstone
Derek    Bobby Bell
Dr Gold  Vladimir Tuchinsky
Melanie    Victoria Silvstedt
Bad Bobby  Ken Enos
Jessie  Crystal Atkins  
Anita  Sofia Eng  
Kimmi  Courtney Kling  
AAA Man  Sam Lingenfelter  
Ira Reuther  Mike Gold  
Book Store Cashier  Megan Carson  
Mrs Mrinalini  Pria Chattergee  
Cop No 1  Tommy Harris  
Cop No 2  Jerry Kaona  
Paramedic  Todd Williams  
Slim  Sharon Hall  
Dr Meyer  Dino DeConcini  
Hilda  Camille Alick  
Rabbi No 2  Ira Newborn  

In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code  A, B  
Aspect ratio  1.78:1  
Languages  Optional English subtitles  
Features  Theatrical Cut presented in two versions; the preferred director’s version, 24 frames per second (fps) and the producer’s version, 60i, with 5.1 DTS-HD Master Audio  
Extended Producer’s Cut with Stereo DTS-HD Master Audio, presented for the first time  
Brand new commentary for the Extended Cut with co-writer/producer/actress Lisa Enos and filmmaker Richard Wolstencroft  
Charlotte’s Story a 2020 documentary on the making of the film from Lisa Enos, 31 minutes 11 seconds  
Q&A with Lisa Enos, the director Bernard Rose and the actors Danny Huston, Peter Weller and Adam Krentzman from a 2018 screening at the Egyptian Theatre in Los Angeles, 34 minutes 33 seconds  
Archival interviews with Lisa Enos (11 minutes 12 seconds) and Bernard Rose (18 minutes 56 seconds) from the 2001 Santa Barbara Film Festival  
Extended Party Sequence Outtakes, 41 minutes 29 seconds  
Original Theatrical Trailer  
24-page Collector’s booklet featuring new writing by Robert J.E. Simpson  

Source  Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-6117

WILDER, Billy

A Foreign Affair [Eine auswärtige Affäre]
A Paramount Picture, 1948
Producer: Charles Brackett
Screenplay: Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder, Richard L. Breen, from a story by David Shaw adapted by Robert Harari
Photography: Charles B. Lang Jr.
Production design: Hans Dreier, Walter Tyler
Music: Friedrich Hollaender (as Frederick Hollander)
Songs: 'Illusions', 'Black Market' and 'The Ruins of Berlin', music and lyrics by Frederick Hollander
Phoebe Frost    Jean Arthur
Erika von Schluetow Marlene Dietrich
Captain John Pringle John Lund
Colonel Rufus J. Plummer Millard Mitchell
Hans Otto Birgel Peter von Zerneck
Mike Stanley Prager
Joe Bill Murphy
Pennecot Raymond Bond
Giffin Boyd Davis
Kramer Robert Malcolm
Yandell Charles Meredith
Salvatore Michael Raffetto
Lieutenant Colonel Damian O’Flynn
Major Mathews Frank Fenton
Lieutenant Hornby James Larmore
General McAndrew Harland Tucker
Lieutenant Lee Thompson William Neff
General Finney George Carleton
Military Police Gordon Jones, Fred Steele
Staff Sergeant Len Hendry
Major Bob Simpson
G.I.s Paul Lees, William Self, Don Lynch, John Shay, Pat Shade, Ken Lundy
German waiter Eric Wyland
Russian soldiers Peter Similuk, Zivko Simunovich, Chester A. Hayes, Nick Abramoff
Germans Edward Van Sloan, Walter E. Thiele, Lisa Golm
Russian Sergeant Henry Kulky
German wife Ilka Gruning
German husband Paul Panzer
Lieutenants Jerry James, Hazard Newberry
Fräuleins Fay Wall, Christa Walton
Maier Richard Ryen
WAC Technical Sergeant Phyllis Kennedy
Gerhardt Maier Ted Cottle
Inspector Otto Waldis
Russian officers  Gregory Merims, George Unanoff, George Kachin, Nicholas L. Zane, Sergei N. Vonesky
Russian soldiers  Frank Popovich, Leo Gregory, George Paris
Accordion player  Frank Yaconelli
Waiters  Will Kaufman, Hans Herbert, Vilmos Gymes
Russian dancers  Jack Vlaskin, William Sabbot
Russian  Zina Dennis
American M.P.  Jimmie Dundee
German policeman  Otto Reichow
Non-commissioned Officer  Norman Leavitt
Hitler  Bobby Watson
Cook  Albin Robeling
American Sergeant  Henry Vroom
Corporal  Harry Lauter
Sergeant  Larry Nunn
Flight officer  Bert Moorhouse
Military Police  William Sheehan, Howard Joslin
Military Police  Lieutenant Rex Lease
116 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features  Audio commentary by Joseph McBride
From Berlin to Hollywood: Wilder and Dietrich’s Foreign Affair, a 2020 video essay by Kat Ellinger, 22 minutes 47 seconds
Two radio adaptations of A Foreign Affair, broadcast as part of the Screen Directors Playhouse in 1949 and 1951, featuring the voices of Billy Wilder, Marlene Dietrich, Rosalind Russell, John Lund, and Lucille Ball, 59 minutes 45 seconds and 1 hour and 1 second
1992 archival interview with Billy Wilder, 10 minutes 18 seconds
Theatrical trailer
24-page collector’s booklet featuring new writing by Alexandra Heller-Nicholas, a new essay by Richard Combs and archival material
Source  Eureka. The Masters of Cinema, No. 232
Call number DVD-6118

BORŠKOVÁ, Jana

Pasažéři [Passengers]
Film&Sociologie, Česká televize, with the financial support of Československý filmový ústav, 2018
Producers: Jarmila Poláková, Taťána Markova
Co-producers: Martina Šantavá, Adam Rakovský
Script: Jana Boršková
Photography: David Šachl
77 minutes
In Czech with English subtitiles

Data disc
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitiles
Features
Source Film&Sociologie
Call number DVD-6119

MARKOVÁ, Taťána

Setkání s Libuší [Libussa Unbound]
Film&Sociologie, Česká televize, 2019
Producer: Jarmila Poláková, Alena Müllerová
Executive producer:
Script: Taťána Markova
Photography: Dalibor Fenc, Petr Vejslík, Natasa Dudinski, Taťána Markova
Production design:
Music:
63 minutes
In Czech with English subtitles

Data disc
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features
Source Film&Sociologie
Call number DVD-6120

TREJTNAR, Miroslav AND MARKOVÁ, Tatána

Jak to říct dětem? [What to Tell the Kids?]
Film&Sociologie, Česká televize, 2014
Producer: Jarmila Poláková
Executive producer:
Script: Miroslav Trejtnar, Tatána Markova
Photography: Libor Kozák, Dalibor Fencel
Animation: Miroslav Trejtnar, Alzbeta Beránková, Zdeněk Durdil, Sarah McNeil
Music: Jan Šikl ml.
27 minutes
In Czech with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features
Source Film&Sociologie
Call number DVD-6121

ABRAMENKO, Egor

Sputnik
Art Pikchers Studiia, Vodorod, Hype Film, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kultury Rossiiskoi Federatsii and of Fond kino, with the participation of NMG Studiia, STS, 2020
Producers: Mikhail Vrubel’, Aleksandr Andriushchenko, Fedor Bondarchuk, Il’ia Stiuart, Murad Osmann, Pavel Buria, Viacheslav Murugov
Executive producer: Mikhail Kitaev
Co-producer: Il’ia Dzhincharadze
Creative producer: Alina Tiazhlova
Screenplay: Oleg Malovichko, Andrei Zolotarev
Photography: Maksim Zhukov
Production design: Mariia Slavina
Music: Oleg Karpachev
Dr Tat’iana Klimova Oksana Akin’shina
Konstantin Veshniakov Petr Fedorov
Colonel Semiradov Fedor Bondarchuk
Dr Ian Rigel’, the Research Director of the Institute Anton Vasil’ev
Tania as a child Vitalina Kornienko
Chairwoman of Commission Natal’ia Shvets
Kirill Averchenko Aleksei Demidov
Convict Ruben Aleksandr Marushev
Convict Seryi Albrecht Zander
Semiradov’s adjutant Aleksandr Sham
Nurse Anna Nazarova
Childminder Irina Bakova
Shepherd Grigorii Malikbekian
Newsreader Andrei Shvornev
Veshniakov’s son Oleg Makhin
Warrant Officer Andrei Smirennov
Physiotherapist Ruslan Dzhaibekov-Medvedev
Fighter in Semiradov’s team Nikolai Starodubtsev
Biologist Vasilii Zorov
Averchenko’s double Vitalii Kondrashov
109 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 2.35:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Vertigo Releasing
Call number DVD-6122

ARGUNOV, Nikita

Koma [Coma. Esprits Prisonniers] [Coma]
Kinokompaniia Bol’she kino, Fresh Film, GPM KIT, Mars Media Entertainment, Tsentral Partnership, with the financial support of Fond kino, 2019
Producers: Sarik Andreasian, Gevond Andreasian, Armen Ananikian, Ruben Dishdishian, Rafael Minasbekian
Executive producer: Semen Shcherbovich-Vecher
Co-producer: Nikolai Larionov
Screenplay: Nikita Argunov, Aleksei Gravitskii, Timofei Dekin
Photography: Sergei Dyshuk
Production design: David Dadunashvili
Music: Il’ia Andrus
Viktor (the architect) Rinal’ Mukhametov
Ian Konstantin Lavronenko
Phantom Anton Pampushnyi
Fly Liubov’ Aksenova
Astronomist Miloš Biković
Gnom Rostislav Gulbis
Pilot Aleksei Liubchenko
Tank Vilen Babichev
Spirit Evgeniia Kashaeva
Cable Leonid Timtsunik
Alba Al’bert Kobrovskii
Neihgbour Igor’ Sigaev
Assistant Sergei Gilev
Woman living in the reactor Kseniia Bormina
Woman living in a bunker Marina Vaks
111 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles and with optional French language version and optional English language version with French subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages Optional French subtitles
Optional French language version
Optional English language version with French subtitles
Features Trailer for French language version and English language version with French subtitles
Teaser for English language version with French subtitles
‘Le monde de Coma’, 3 minutes, 54 seconds, in Russian with French subtitles
‘Les personnages’, 3 minutes, 19 seconds, in Russian with French subtitles
‘Les effets spéciaux’, 1 minute, 23 seconds, in Russian with French subtitles
Source Program Store
Call number DVD-6123

BARANOV, Egor

Avanpost [The Blackout. Invasion Earth]
TNT-Premier Studios, for TV-3, 2019
Producers: Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov
Leading producers: Ivan Golomovziuk, Ol´ga Kurenkova, Maksim Filatov
Executive producers: Pavel Romanskii, Galina Kadantseva, Galina Struizhevskaia
Creative producers: Aleksandr Sysoev, Aleksandr Fomin
Music producer: Denis Dubovik
Postproduction producers: Nadezhda Zhukova, Maksim Abramov
Screenplay: Il´ia Kulikov
Photography: Iurii Korobeinikov, Sergei Trofimov
Production design: Grigorii Pushkin
Music: Ryan Otter

Oleg  Aleksei Chadov
Iura  Petr Fedorov
Ol´ga, a TV reporter  Svetlana Ivanova
Alena, a military doctor  Luker´ia Il´iashenko
GRU Lieutenant Colonel Marina Osmolovskaia Kseniia Kutepova
Major Viktor Dolmatov  Konstantin Lavronenko

Zhenia  Filipp Avdeev
Captain Sasha Shevtsov  Artem Markar´ian
Staff Sergeant Sergei Lavrin  Sergei Godin
Id, an alien  Artem Tkachenko
Iura’s mother Elena Koreneva
Oleg’s father Oleg Boiko
Ra, an alien  Kirill Vlasov
Katia, Alena’s younger sister  Angelina Strechina
Kolia  Il´ia Malanin
Igor´, a cameraman  Maksim Vinogradov
Lieutenant Maksim Kasatkin  Iura Borisov
Lieutenant Kopylov Mikhail Grubov
Sen´chuk  Artem Gaidukov

Army General  Sergei Sosnovskii
Colonel  Andrei Mezhulis
Colonel  Andrei Kurilov
Captain  Maksim Bitiukov
Lieutenant Pavlov  Maksim Emel´ianov
Sergeant  Evgenii Sakharov
Patrol men  Artem Eshkin, Vasiliii Nikitin
Radio operators  Fedor Leonov, Dmitrii Tuprin
Soldiers  Anton Kostochkin, Dmitrii Panfilov
Messenger  Il´ia Noskov
Sentry  Ivan Zarkhin
Mechanic-driver  Sergei Propazhin
Captain  Roman Lianchuk
Girl in taxi  Stasia Venkova
Lad in taxi  Pavel Milen´kin
Strong guy   Ivan Fominov
Stepa       Oleg Chugunov
Emergency Doctor  Maksim Artamonov
Presenter    Svetlana Miloradova
Woman in report   Iuliia Solov’eva
Andrei      Islam Zafesov
Fighters    Vladimir Golitsyn, Vitalii Kondrashov
Wounded woman Viktoriia Borisova
Doctor from Ministry of Emergency Situations Viktor Nemets
Doctor      Gennadii Iudin
Officers    Dmitrii Mitiurich, Sergei Ershov, Maksim Evseev
Children aliens Filipp Dmitriev, Al’vian Andreev, Miroslav Moiseev,
              Nikolai Golovinov
Aunt Sveta, Iura’s neighbour Margarita Shilova
Dima, Olia’s husband   Ivan Ivashkin
Taxi driver   Evgenii Sytyi
Muslim preacher  Beso Gataev
Head Doctor Georgii Topolaga
127 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles or in English dubbed version

Blu ray disc
Region code     B
Aspect ratio    2.35:1
Languages       English subtitles
                English dubbed version
Features        Chapter selection
Source          4 Digital Media
Call number DVD-6124

BELEVICH, Kirill (as ASTAKHOV, Kirill) with IL’IN, Iurii

Sem’par nechistyhkh (Reis 13-01) [Seven Pairs of Unclean (Voyage 13-01)]
Kinostudiia Ark Fil’m, with the financial support of Fond kino, 2018
Producer: Dmitrii Potemkin
Executive producers: Fedor Goncharov, Natal’ia Demekhina, Elena Efimova, Rinat Iakupov
Screenplay: Mikhail Belen’kii, Iurii Belen’kii, Sergei Kaluzhanov, from the story by Veniamin Kaverin
Photography: Andrei Naidenov
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko
Music: Dmitrii Dan’kov

Lieutenant Sboev Iura Borisov
Nina, the ship’s doctor Mari Vorozhi (Marina Vorozhishcheva)
Mironov Vasilii Mishchenko
Almasov Timofei Tribuntsev
Gubin Mikhail Evlanov
Mika, the ship’s cook Mikael Dzhanibekian
Chuma Konstantin Spirkin
Shtopor Vadim Utenkov
Bober Maksim Bramatkin
Beso Beso Gataev
NKVD First Lieutenant Grigori Antonov Stanislav Kurach
Vol’skii Aleksandr Vorob’ev
Kurkov Kirill Belevich
Iurchenko Egor Kleimenov
Kislitsyn Kirill Belevich-Obolenskii
Furmaniuk Viktor Belomestnov
Sergeant Sariev Aldar Kogaev
Skirda Maksim Bitokov
Ianchenko Sergei Gabrielian Jr
Boatswain Dmitrii Gusev
Gulanin Aleksandr Kovalev
Panin Ruslan Iagudin
Convoy Aleksei Vinogradov, Aleksandr Kaigorodov
Criminal prisoners Andrei Novikov, Andrei Krylov
Ugadaev Aleksandr Vershinin
Budkov Evgenii Kurshinskii
Deacon Artem Mel’nickhuk
Il’ia Aleksei Kashnikov
Dvorkovich Aleksandr Korotkov
Selekhov Aleksandr Aleshkin
Iakut Azamat Nigmanov
78 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6125

BONDARCHUK, Fedor

Pritiazhenie 2 (Vtorzhenie) [Attraction 2 (Invasion)]
Art Pictures Studio, Kinokompaniia Vodorod, Fond Kino, Telekanal Rossiia 1, NMG Studiia, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2019
Producers: Fedor Bondarchuk, Dmitrii Rudovskii, Mikhail Vrubel’, Aleksandr Andriushchenko, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Viacheslav Murugov
Executive producer: Mikhail Kitaev
Creative producer: Alina Taizhlova
Line producer: Elena Nelidova
Screenplay: Oleg Malovichko, Andrei Zolotarev
Photography: Vladislav Opel`iants
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Music: Igor´ Vdovin
Iuliia Lebedeva Irina Starshenbaum
Artem Tkachev Aleksandr Petrov
Khekon / Khariton Rinal´ Mukhametov
Lieutenant-General Valentin Lebedev, Iulia’s father Oleg Men´shikov
Prime Minister Sergei Garmash
Google, Iulia’s classmate, now working for Rostelekom Evgenii Mikheev
Captain Ivan Korobanov Iurii Borisov
Director of Research Institute Grigorii Dantsiger
University professor Konstantin Bogomolov
Professor at Institute Viktor Shamirov
Presenters of ‘Vesti v subbotu’ Sergei Brylev, Mariia Sittel
Google’s grandmother Svetlana Bragarnik
Lena, Ivan’s wife Anna Nazarova
Roman, Ivan’s son Petr Ermoshin
Businessman with stolen car Anton Vasil’ev
His girlfriend Anastasiia Akatova
Old journalist Ivan Verkhovykh
Bar waitress Anna Aleksandrova
Woman at parking lot Mariia Kulik
Taxi driver Oleg Filipchik
Supermarket cashier Evgeniia Vais
Usko Nilo Syvaoja
Sailor Karo Lauronen
News director Andrei Zolotarev
Local policeman Aleksandr Serov
Patrolman Denis Samoilov
Woman at commercial centre Evgeniia Popova
Girl at commercial centre Kristina Kucherenko
Boys Kirill Volokhov, Sergei Grudinin
Prime Minister’s advisor Stepan Starchikov
Prime Minister’s assistant Nina Rakova
Health Minister Mikhail Khmurov
Chief of Staff Iurii Breshin
Aerospace Forces Officer Anton Kukushin
Assistant to Director of Research Evgenii Antropov
President of Rostelekom Andrei Nazimov
Rostelekom employee Anton Toropov
Indian TV presenter Nasher Akram Mukhammed Salekh
American TV presenter Eddi Opp
French TV presenter Sesil Plezhe
Chinese TV presenter Yang Ge
Head of TV News Sergei Aprel’skii
Students Evgenii Romanenko, Anton Shpinkov, Iuliia Egorova
Rally man Oleg Badiu
Volvo driver Stanislav Kisilevskii
IT Manager Oleg Pavel Kizhuk
Building Control Major Igor´ Kosterin
IT specialist Aleksandr Panin
Krylov Iurii Baturin
Traffic Police worker Aleksandr Buianov
Bodyguard Nikolai German
Senia, an IT man Dmitrii Krasilov
Policeman Nikolai Zhuravlev
Victim Valerii Vafeev
Activists Vladimir Litvin, Andrei Iurtaev
Member of the Government Vadim Rudenko
Vadik Ruslan Shchedrin
Physics teacher Fedor Vorontsov
Shoppers Ekaterina Stepanova, Igor´ Zakharov
Worker in the Federal Defence Service Pavel Matsuk
Officer of the Cosmic Army Melissa Zanemonskaia
Staff Officer Andrei Shelamov
Boy with aquarium Artem Bozhutin
Lad with telephone Evgenii Baidin
Technician Daniil Kol´zenov
133 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles or with optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing or in French dubbed version

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages French subtitles
Optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional French dubbed version
Features ‘Making of’, 26 minutes 4 seconds, in Russian with French subtitles
Trailer
Source AB Vidéo
Call number DVD-6126

BUSLOV, Konstantin

Kalashnikov
RB-Prodakshn, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, the Ministerstvo promyshlennosti i torgovli Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Goskorporatsiia Rostekh, AO Kontsern Kalashnikov, PAO Promsviaz’bank, Megogo Distribution, Rossiiskoe voенно-istoricheskoе obschestvo, 2020
Producers: Konstantin Buslov, Sergei Bodrov
Executive producer: Sergei Perepechko
Author of idea: Sergei Gorbunov
Screenplay: Anatolii Usov, Sergei Bodrov, with the participation of Aleksei Borodachev
Photography: Maksim Shinkorenko, Levan Kapanadze
Production design: Evgenii Kachanov
Music: Sergei Shtern

Mikhail Timofeevich Kalashnikov Iura Borisov
Katia (Ekaterina Moiseeva) Ol’ga Lerman
Vasilii Fedorovich Liutyi Artur Smol’ianinov
Pavel Andreevich Krotov, the head of the depot in Matai Sergei Gazarov
General Kurbatkin Vitalii Khaev
Glukhov Anatoliia Lobotskii
General Vasilii Alekseevich Degtiarev Valerii Barinov
Marshal of Artillery Voronov Valerii Afanas’ev
Degtiarev’s deputy Igor´ Khripunov
NKVD Captain Lobov Aleksei Vertkov
Aleksei Ivanovich Sudaev Dmitrii Bogdan
Major Lebedev Dmitrii Kulichkov
Andrei Ivanovich Kazakov Maksim Bitiukov
Basarov Seidulla Moldakhanov
Zhenia Kravchenko, a milling machine operator Mikhail Gudoshnikov
Aleksandr Zaitsev El´dar Kalimulin
Dmitrii Kuz´mich, a turner Iurii Loparev
Uncle Misha Aleksandr Nikol´skii
Officer in Golutvin Evgenii Kartashov
Major in Kovrov Sergei Kalashnikov
Kalashnikov’s father Sergei Tsepov
Kalashnikov’s mother Elena Nesterova
Kalashnikov’s brother Daniil Khasanov
Misha Kalashnikov as a child Savelii Kudriashov
Lieutenant in Military Registration and Enlistment Office in Alma Ata Evgenii Antropov
One-armed fighter Vladimir Maslakov
Saakians Armen Arushanian
Sentries in Alma Ata Amadu Mamadakov, Bain Boval’ dinov
Sentry in Matai Aleksandr Denisenko
Doctor Aleksandr Nikiforov
Vitia Iakov Shamshin
Captain Vladislav Medvedev
Lieutenant             Maksim Stoianov
Katia’s mother         Elena Morozova
Nurse                  Ekaterina Shevchenko
Captain                Igor Kulachko
Colonel                Anatolii Nariadnov
Lebedev’s driver       Ivan Fedotov
Military doctor        Iurii Pavlov
Officer at dance       Aleksandr Lymarev
Tank driver            Mikhail Konovalov
Officer                Aleksandr Pospelov
Training ground receiver Oleg Zhukov
Soldier                Il’ia Popov

104 minutes

In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages         English subtitles (poor quality)
Features          Chapter selection
Source            Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6127

CHIGINSKII, Vasilii

Kremlin Filmz, with the support of Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii,
Upravlaiushchaia kompania Dinamo, 2019
General producer: Oleg Kapanets
Producer: Aleksei Chintsov
Executive producer: Dmitrii Murin
Screenplay: Vladimir Valutskii, Aleksandr Polozov, Oleg Kapanets
Photography: Anton Antonov, Viacheslav Lazarev, Evgenii Privin
Production design: Sergei Vorob´ev, Ellina Burdo, with the participation of Nikita
Trubetskoi
Music: George Kallis
Lev Ivanovich Iashin Aleksandr Fokin
Valentina Iashina Iuliia Khlynina
Aleksei Petrovich Khomich, the Dinamo goalkeeper Aleksei Kravchenko
Mikhail Iakushin, the coach Aleksei Gus´kov
Nikolai Ozerov Andrei Leonov
Gavrili Kachalin Mikhail Elisseev
TASS journalist Ian Tsapnik
Mishurin, a sport committee official Aleksandr Samoilenko
Lida Anastasiia Vedenskaia
Vladimir Shabrov, Iashin’s friend Iaroslav Zhalmi
Mikhail Galunov, Iashin’s childhood friend Evgenii Antropov
Iashin’s stepmother Natal´ia Surkova
Iashin’s father Valerii Afanas´ev
Official’s father Vladimir Andreev
Valentina Iashina in 1990 Galina Beliaeva
Lev Iashin in 1990 Aleksandr Ermakov
Konstantin Beskov Aleksandr Bukharov
Arkadii Chernyshev, Dinamo’s hockey coach Evgenii Diatlov
Aleksandr Ponomarev Vitalii Khaev
Ivan Stankevich, Dinamo’s second coach Oleg Kapanets
Valentin Ivanov Ivan Titov
Igor´ Netto Dmitrii Belotserkovskii
Viktor Ponedel´nik Dmitrii Golyshev
Valentin Bubukin Ruslan Nakhushiev
Anatolii Maslenkin Sergei Shatalov
Givi Chokheli Devi Bibileishvili
Mikhail Meskhi Vakhtang Makhareishvili
Slava Metreveli Rati Nadaraia
Valerii Voronin Anzhei Novoselov
Igor´ Chislenko Vladimir Gus´kov
Vsevolod Blinkov Mikhail Khimichev
Viktor Tsarev Aleksandr Luchinin
Boris Kuznetsov Igor´ Sil´chenko
Vasilii Trofimov Aleksandr Ragulin
Vladimir Savdunin Aleksandr Aleshkin
Alekper Mamedov  Iurii Trubin
Sergei Sal’nikov  Stanislav Raskachaev
Genrikh Fedosov  Andrei Klvadiev
Konstantin Krzhevsckii  Evgenii Romantsov
Vladimir Kesarov  Danila Tezov
Santiago Bernabeu  Francisco Olmo
Bernabeu’s translator  Milena Radulović
Fernando Riera  Malkhaz Abuladze
Vadim Siniasvskii  Stanislav Kontsevich
Mironych, the coach driver  Boris Shcherbakov
Mikhalych, the yardman  Aleksandr Piatkov
General  Boris Kamorzin
School director  Iurii Gal’tsev
Registry Office worker  Elena Papanova
Lev Iashin as a child  Elisei Tarasenko
Vladimir Checherov  Mikhail Negin
TV presenter  Ivan Grishanov
Luzhniki administrator  Egor Kleimenov
Groom  Dmitrii Burukin
Buffet worker  Ol’ga Mashnaia
Fan  Vladimir Chuprikov
Anatolii Il’ich  Pavel Shevando
Komsomol’skaia pravda correspondent  Gennarii Ulanov
Pravda correspondent  Dmitri Tikhonov
Footballer’s girlfriend  Angelina Strechina
Alena, Iashin’s younger daughter  Alisa Sapecina / Adelina Koblova
Irina, Iashin’s elder daughter  Irina Kireeva / Vitaliia Kornienko /
                      Margarita D’iachenkova
Boris Iashin as a child  Maksim Saprykin
Girl with bike  Oliiia Lakovtseva
Dinamo reserves  Kristerof Lakovtsev, Artem Denke, Oleg Maslennikov,  
                      Aleksandr Sham
Boy fishing  Lev Lakovtsev
Boris Iashin  Artem Vershinin
Janitor  Iurii Loparev
Antonina, a janitor  Tat’iana Agafonova
Stadium administrator  Mitia Labush
Sales assistant  Larisa Markina
General’s Adjutant  Il’ia Deniskin
Valentin Bbukin  Dmtrii Arbenin
Viktor Ponedel’nik  Artem Eshkin
Sanaia, a goalkeeper  Irakli Kvantrishvili
Eduard Strel’tsov  Iaroslav Leonov
Nikita Simonian  Aram Vardevanian
Vladimir Beliaev  Gleb Gervassiev
The Iashins’ neighbour  Svetlana Svibil’skaia
Footballers’ girlfriends  Anastasiia Fursa, Marina Pugacheva, Ania Mareeva
Nurse  Manana Totibadze
Conductor  Tat’iana Mitienko
Taxi driver  Andrei Fomin
Waitress  Arina Actushenko
Foreman  Andrei Arziaev
Pioneer  Alesia Guz’ko
Stewardess  Marina Kolomina
Painter  Anna Astashkina
Cigaretter vendor  Ekaterina Tarasova
Editorial office worker  Marina Zasukhina
Head of supplies  Sergei Tishin
Head of personnel office  Sergei Gur’ev
Glazier  Aleksandr Nikol’skii
Fan  Evgenii Pilipenko
Bride  Siuzanna Bell´
TASS photo journalist  Aleksei Starchenko
Vernod, a French reporter  Grigorii Svetlorusov
Lad playing football in the yard  Kirill Zhirov
Boy fishing  Kirill Liaskovskii
Lev Iashin’s daughter  Agata Vostretsova
Footballer  Stanislav Chumachenko
Chilean commentator  Igor´ Zakharov
Photographer  Mikhail Konovalov
Chilean goalkeeper  Emil´ Gas
Soviet footballer  Vladimir Ivanii
116 minutes

In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6128

GALIBIN, Aleksandr

**Sestrenka [Little Sister]**
Motor Fil’m Studiiia, with the financial support of Fond kino and of Fond imeni Mustai Karima, 2019
Producers: Timerbulat Karimov, Mikhail Kurbatov, Dmitrii Fiks
Executive producers: Artem Chuba, Sergei Orlov
Screenplay: Aidar Akmanov, based on Mustai Karim’s story ‘Radost´ nashego doma’
Photography: Mikhail Agranovich
Production design: Viacheslav Vidanov
Music: Ivan Dukhovnyi
Iamil´  Arslan Krymchurin
Oksana  Marta Kessler
Marat  Iusuf Rakhmetov
Iamil´s mother  Il´giza Gil´manova
Iamil´s grandmother  Sulpan Abdrakhimova
Mansur Babai  Rauis Zagitov
Farkhunisa  Nazhiba Iskindarova
Petro  Vitalii Salii
Iamil´s father  Ruslan Khaisarov
Marat’s mother  Gul´naz Khaisarova
Chairman  Sagidulla Baizigitov
Postwoman  Irada Kadyrova
Policeman  Vladimir Kuzin
Investigator  Fanis Rakhmetov
German  Timur Garipov
Baiburin  Aibulat Gumerov
Rushan  Il´nazar Akhmet´ianov
His friends  Gareikhan Khabibullin, Iskander Iuldashbaev,
            Il´ias Zainagabdinov
Ryzhii  Aigiz Azamatov
Boy by the river  Azamat Karagulov
94 minutes
In Bashkir with Russian voiceover and with some Russian, German and Ukrainian

**DVD**
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  Russian voiceover
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6129

KOZLOV, Aleksei

Boi mestnogo znachenii [A Local Skirmish]
Geniks-fil’m, 2008
Producer: Ol’ga Maneeva
Executive producer: Sergei Shcheglov
Idea: Sergei Skvortsov, Aleksei Kozlov
Screenplay: Aleksei Kozlov, with the participation of Valentin Spiridonov
Photography: Valerii Degtiarev
Production design: Aleksandr Suvorov
Music: Maksim Koshevarov

Andrei, a Second Lieutenant Aleksei Bardukov
Privage Viktor Striapukhin Nikolai Dobrynin
Sergei Voskoboinikov Aleksei Zubkov
Sergeant Major Petr Mokhov Sergei Shekhovtsof
Aleksandr Tyrymov
Nikolai Maksimovich Shchukin, a local peasant Aleksandr Aleksandrov
Nastena, his niece Kristina Babushkina
Masha, a novice nun Elena Radevich
German Officer Dmitrii Sutyrin
Mother Superior Irina Umikova
Schtangel, the German soldier in glasses Johan Bott
Hans, a German soldier Vladislav Benderskii
96 minutes

In Russian with some German with Russian voiceover and with English subtitles
(problems with synchronisation of sound and vision)

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6130

LUKIN, Vitalii

Proryv [The Breakthrough]
Kinostudii Tonap, Kinokompaniia lunifors, Davidoff Pictures, Paradiz, with the support of the Federal `noe agentstvo po kul´ture i kinematografii Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2005
Producers: Viacheslav Davydov, Boris Davydov
Screenplay: Ivan Loshchilin, Viacheslav Davydov
Photography: Sergei Bondarev, with the participation of Iurii Elkhov
Production design: Zurab Tsereteli, Vladimir Rogov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin
Songs to the poetry of Petr Siniavskii, performed by Feliks Tsarikati
Captain Fedor Stozharov  Igor´ Lifanov
Ruslan, a Field Commander of the rebels  Aleksandr Peskov
Captain Kartsev, Company Commander  Aleksandr Tsurkan
Major Korcheniuk  Arii Chumakov
Colonel-General Selivanov, Assistant of the President of the Russian Federation  Oleg Shtefanko
General Selivanov's wife  Marina Mogilevskaa
Sergeant Cheremshanov  Viktor Nizovoi
Lance-Corporal Kaiumov  Il´dus Abrakhmanov
Sergeant Rakita  Matvei Lapin
Sergei Stozharov  Aleksandr Pashkov
Private Azarenok  Sergei Ivanov
Private Rusinov  Pavel Stepanov
Private Krasulin  Pavel Galich
Private Ivolgin  Andrei Bogdanov
Lieutenant Mytarin  Anton Borisov
Lieutenant Ivan Selivanov, Colonel-General Selivanov’s son  Rodion Voronin
The nurse, Aniuta  Masha Polikarpova
Rezvan, the old guide  Anatolii Dzivaev
Field Commander Murad  Vadim Tsallati
Colonel Shevkunov  Aleksandr Kliukvin
Lieutenant-General Kazakov, Commander of the Federal Group of Forces  Anatolii Kotenev
Ali  Zaza Chichinadze
Ksiusha Selivanova, Ivan’s wife  Mariia Glazkova
Cosncript’s mother  Irina Efremova
Hired sniper  Natal´ia Panova
Kirkpatrick, a mercenary  Vladimir Frolov
Glover  Dillon Oloyode
The soldier Andrei  Vasilii Gorbachev
Russian mercenary  Valerii Kudriashov
Former officer  Vladimir Denisov
84 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region code</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6131

MAKSIMOV, Konstantin

Nesokrushimyi (Tankisty) [Indestructible (Tankers)]
Oda Fil´m Prodakshn, with the participation of Pimanov i partnery and the support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Rossiiskoe voenno-istoricheskoe obshchestvo, Rostekh, VT Bank, 2018
General producers: Ol´ga Pogodina, Aleksei Pimanov, Denis Anisimov
Executive producer: Mikhail Maslennikov
Screenplay: Valeriia Baikeeva with the participation of Konstantin Maksimov
Photography: Elena Ivanova
Production design: Iuliiia Charandaeva
Music: Oleg Voliando
Konovalov  Andrei Chernyshov
Sito  Vladimir Epifantsev
Krotov  Sergei Gorobchenko
Rykov  Oleg Fomin
Basich  Nikolai Dobrynin
Shinkevich  Vasilyi Sedykh
Gubkin  Vladimir Kochetkov
Kantor  Vasilyi Stepanov
Pavla  Ol´ga Pogodina
Sobol´  Dmitrii Zolotukhin
Galia  Mariia Arnaut
Krotov the radio operator  Dmitrii Sokolov
Armen  Oleg Chudintsov
Drozdov, a tank commander  Evgenii Zelenskii
Ratnikov  Iurii Balitskii
Quartermaster  Sergei Bagaev
HQ Officer  Rostislav Efianov
Radio operator  Evgeniia Ibragimova
89 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6132

MELIKIAN, Anna

Troie [The Three of Them]
Kinokompaniia Magnum, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul´ tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, in collaboration with Fond razvitiia sovremennogo kinematografa Kinopraim, IVI, Truemen Pictures, Metrafilms, 2020
Producers: Anna Melikian, Natella Krapivina, Artem Vasil´ ev
Executive producer: Valeriia Kozlovskaia
Screenplay: Anna Melikian, Evgeniia Khripkova, with the participation of Mikhail Idov, Lili Idova
Photography: Nikolai Zheludovich
Production design: Ekaterina Dzhagarova
Music: Konstantin Poznekov
Aleksandr Sashin, a TV star Konstantin Khabenskii
Zlata Iampol´ skaia, a psychologist, his wife Viktoriia Isakova
Veronika Gushchina, a tour guide and poet Iuliia Peresil´ d
122 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6133

NUGMANOV, Rashid

Igla [The Needle]
Kinostudii Kazakhfil’m, Tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie Alem, 1988
Screenplay: Aleksandr Baranov, Bakhyt Kilibaev
Photography: Murat Nugmanov
Production design: Murat Musin
Music and songs: Viktor Tsoi and Kino
The song ‘Ulybni’ performed by Muslim Magomaev is heard in the film
Moro Viktor Tsoi
Dina Marina Smirnova
Artur Iusupovich, the doctor Petr Mamonov
Spartak Aleksandr Bashirov
Arkhimed, an informal Arkhimed Iskakov
Gess, an informal Gennadii Liui
Gambler informal Rakhimzhan Abdykadyrov
Old man Raikhan Kanatbaev
Hired killer Ernar Abilev
Marat, a racketeer Marat Azimbaev
Chess player Vladimir Danilenko
Racketeer Grigorii Epshtein
Informal Aleksandr Konks
Hemp picker Igor’ Startsev
The Baron (the Volga driver) Rustem Tazhibaev
Nurse Aikhan Chataeva
77 minutes
In Russian with optional English, French, German, Korean and Spanish subtitles, new HD master

AND

NUGMANOV, Rashid

Iia-KhKha
Vsesoiuznyi gosudarstvennyi ordena trudovogo krasnogo znameni institut
kinematografii imeni S.A. Gerasimova, 1986
Uchebnaia rabota studenta rezhiserskogo otdeleniia R. Nugmanova, Masterskaia S. Solov’eva
Uchebnaia rabota studentov operatorskogo fakul’teta T. Mamedova i A. Mikhailova
Script: Rashid Nugmanov
Photography: Tel’man Mamedov, Aleksei Mikhailov, Oleg Morozov, Sergei Lando
Music arranged by Iu. Tsarev
With the participation of: Viktor Tsoi, Konstantin Kinchev, Mikhail Naumenko, Boris
Grebenschchikov, Igor’ Mosin, T. Egorova, V. Peskov, V. Gorin, A. Pavlova, V.
Looga, R. Sergeeva, N. Glushen, N. Tret’iak, V. Zhelezkov, O. Ivanov, Frenk
36 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles
AND

NUGMANOV, Rashid

Iгла Remix [The Needle Remix]
Studiia Titan, 2010; released 16 September 2010
Producer: Rashid Nugmanov
Executive producer: Aiken Kuatbaeva
Co-producer: Bakht Niiazov
Associate producer: Daniia Azymkhanov
Screenplay: Aleksandr Baranov, Bakhyt Kilibaev, Rashid Nugmanov
Photography: Murat Nugmanov
Production design: Dmitrii Mishenin
Music: Viktor Tsoi, Iurii Kasparian, Georgii Gur´ianov, Igor´ Tikhomirov, Igor´ Vdovin, Oleg Gitarkin, Viacheslav Butusov
Spartak, DJ, Gess, an informal, Artur Iusupovich, the doctor, Dina, Mirka, Arkhimed, an informal, Moro’s father, Moro, Epshtein, a racketeer, Marat, a racketeer, Lelik, an informal, Gambler informal, Brigadier, Old man, Nurse, Iko, a hired killer, The Baron (the Volga driver), Messenger, Spartak, Members of the group of friends, Tat´iana Egorova, Vadim Gorin, Anna Pavlova N. Glushen, N. Tret´iak
And, in archival material:
Moro, Epshtein, a racketeer, Marat, a racketeer, Lelik, an informal, Gambler informal, Brigadier, Old man, Nurse, Iko, a hired killer, The Baron (the Volga driver), Messenger, Spartak, Members of the group of friends

86 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles

AND

Souvenir de Vague. La Nouvelle Vague kazakhe par ceux qui l’ont faite [Memory of the Wave. The Kazakh New Wave by Those Who Made It]
Badlands, 2016
Director: Eugénie Zvonkine
Narrator: Eugénie Zvonkine
Photography: Eugénie Zvonkine
Sound: Eugénie Zvonkine
Editing: Sylvain Perret
With the participation of Rashid Nugmanov, Serik Aprymov, Talgat Temenov, Ardak Amirkulov
44 minutes 25 seconds
In Russian with French subtitles and with French narration

Dual format edition. This is the Blu ray disc

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio 1.33:1, 16:9 compatible
Languages Optional English, French, German, Korean and Spanish subtitles for Igla
French subtitles for the other material
Features ‘Igla’ restored, new HD master
‘Présentation’ of Igla by Eugénie Zvonkine, Badlands Éditions, 2018, 12 minutes 57 seconds, in French without subtitles
Trailer
Source Badlands Éditions
Call number DVD-6134

NUGMANOV, Rashid

Iglà [The Needle]
Kinostudiia Kazakhfil’m, Tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie Alem, 1988
Screenplay: Aleksandr Baranov, Bakhyt Kilibaev
Photography: Murat Nugmanov
Production design: Murat Musin
Music and songs: Viktor Tsoi and Kino
The song ‘Ulybnis’ performed by Muslim Magomaev is heard in the film
Moro    Viktor Tsoi
Dina    Marina Smirnova
Artur Iusupovich, the doctor    Petr Mamonov
Spartak    Aleksandr Bashirov
Arkhimed, an informal    Arkhimed Iskakov
Gess, an informal    Gennadii Liui
Gambler informal    Rakhimzhan Abdykadyrov
Old man    Raikhan Kanatbaev
Hired killer    Ernar Abilev
Marat, a racketeer    Marat Azimbaev
Chess player    Vladimir Danilenko
Racketeer    Grigorii Epshtein
Informal    Aleksandr Konks
Hemp picker    Igor’ Startsev
The Baron (the Volga driver)    Rustem Tazhibaev
Nurse    Aikhan Chataeva
77 minutes
In Russian with optional English, French, German, Korean and Spanish subtitles, new HD master

AND

NUGMANOV, Rashid

Iia-KhKha
Vsesoiuznyi gosudarstvennyi ordena trudovogo krasnogo znameni institut
kinematografii imeni S.A. Gerasimova, 1986
Uchebnaia rabota studenta rezhiserskogo otdeleniia R. Nugmanova, Masterskaia S. Solov’eva
Uchebnaia rabota studentov operatorskogo fakul’teta T. Mamedova i A. Mikhailova
Script: Rashid Nugmanov
Photography: Tel’man Mamedov, Aleksei Mikhailov, Oleg Morozov, Sergei Lando
Music arranged by Iu. Tsarev
With the participation of: Viktor Tsoi, Konstantin Kinchev, Mikhail Naumenko, Boris
Grebenschchikov, Igor’ Mosin, T. Egorova, V. Peskov, V. Gorin, A. Pavlova, V.
Looga, R. Sergeeva, N. Glushen, N. Tret’iak, V. Zhelezkov, O. Ivanov, Frenk
36 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles
AND

Souvenir de Vague. La Nouvelle Vague kazakhe par ceux qui l’ont faite
[Memory of the Wave. The Kazakh New Wave by Those Who Made It]
Badlands, 2016
Director: Eugénie Zvonkine
Narrator: Eugénie Zvonkine
Photography: Eugénie Zvonkine
Sound: Eugénie Zvonkine
Editing: Sylvain Perret
With the participation of Rashid Nugmanov, Serik Apyrmov, Talgat Temenov, Ardak Amirkulov
44 minutes 25 seconds
In Russian with French subtitles and with French narration

Dual format edition. This is the DVD

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.33:1, 16:9 compatible
Languages Optional English, French, German, Korean and Spanish
subtitles for Igla
French subtitles for the other material
Features ‘Igla’ restored, new HD master
‘Présentation’ of Igla by Eugénie Zvonkine, Badlands Éditions, 2018, 12 minutes 57 seconds, in French without
subtitles
Trailer
Source Badlands Éditions
Call number DVD-6135

OGANESIAN, Karen

Geroi [The Hero]
KARGO Films, in collaboration with Tsentral Partnership, with the participation of Telekanal Rossiia and the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii and of Fond kino, 2019
Producers: Karen Oganesian, Iasmina Benammar
Executive producer: Artem Grigor’ev, Irina Voronova
Co-producers: Polina Ivanova, Irina Voronova
Screenplay: Nikolai Kulikov
Photography: Iurii Korobeinikov
Production design: Iuliia Feofanova
Music: Dmitrii Noskov, Ivan Burliaev
Andrei Rodin   Aleksandr Petrov
Mariia Rakhmanov   Svetlana Khodchenkova
Colonel Oleg Rodin, Andrei’s father Vladimir Mashkov
Maksim Kataev, a Foreign Intelligence Service officer Konstantin Lavronenko
Marina Zotova, a Foreign Intelligence Service officer Marina Petrenko
Mark Polsen   Aspelin Tobias (voiced by Adam Maslin)
Lysii (Baldie)   Evgenii Denisov
Ryzhii (Redhead)   Georgii Sergeev
Borrodatyi (Beardie) Aleksandr Khramov
Andrei as a child   Ian Alabushev
Agents in Germany:
Helena Burger, a Foreign Intelligence Service officer Anastasia Todoroscu
Burger   Artem Grigor´ev
Plastic surgeons   Alisa Lobanova, Valerii Luk´ianov
Mark Polsen’s assistant   Irina Miller
Adjutant   Elena Grichun
116 minutes
In Russian without subtitles and with some English and German with Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   Russian subtitles for the English and German dialogue
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6136

POPOV, Fedor

Koridor bessmertiiia [Corridor of Immortality] [Convoy 48]
Kinostudiia Stella, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Fond kino and of the Rossiiskoe voenno-istoricheskoobshchestvo, 2019
Producer: Fedor Popov
Co-producer: Aleksandr Brovarets
Screenplay: Dmitrii Karalis, Fedor Popov
Photography: Maksim Shinkorenko, Igor’ Griniakin
Production design: Aleksandr Batenev, Valentin Vyrvich
Music: Andrei Golovin
Masha Iablochkina Anastasiia Tsibizova
Georgii Fedorov Artem Alekseev
Sonia Vishnevskala Svetlana Smirnova
Katia Berezka Saara Kadak
Al’fred Bagdaskii Aleksandr Iatsenko
Aleksei Ivanov (Stal’noi) Anatolii Goriachev
Evdokim Sobakin Aleksandr Oblasov
Klavdia Cheremukha Dar’ia Ekamasova
Julio Rodriguez Javier Calvo
Zoia Lipochkina Tat’iana Lialina
Kesha Artem Mel’nick hek
NKVD Captain Kondrat’ev Ivan Shibanov
Nikolai Koshelev Tagir Rakhimov
Petrovich Igor’ Iasulovich
Lena, an anti-aircraft gunner Alina Poliakova
Salambekov Mikhail Khmurov
Middle-aged train driver Boris Lapidus
Feliks Davydovich Valerii Kukhareshin
Middle-aged Georgian soldier Zalim Mirzoev
Anatolii Veselov Iakov Petrov
Leonid Govorov Aleksei Fed’kin
Klim Voroshilov Igor’ Chigasov
Ivan Zubkov Ivan Grishanov
Andrei Zhdanov, First Secretary of the Leningrad Regional and City Committee of the Party Andrei Kharybin
Aleksei Kuznetsov, Secretary of the Leningrad City Committee
Andrei Zhdanov
Nikolai Zhdanov Sergei Aleksakhin
Military Commendant Dmitrii Gudim
The Koshelev sisters Iuliia Grom, Inna Egorova
Serega, Salambekov’s chauffeur Iakov Shamshin
Naval Officer Sergei Shekhovtsov
Staff Officer Aleksandr Mironov
Doctor Tat’iana Trunova
Rodriguez’s partner Lidiia Kopina
Party Organiser Oleg Volkov
Shlisselburg Aleksandr Maslov
Coupler Nikolai Danilov
Konstantin Aleksandr Kol’tsov
Anti-aircraft gunner Veronika Soboleva
NKVD Official Anton Pakhomov
Rudenko Sergei Vasil’ev
Khalidov Viacheslav Semenov
NKVD soldiers Wojciech Paumer Kirill Dembitskii, Viacheslav Palaichuk
Lida Kseniia Mon Sor
Living traffic light Mariia Kuz’mina
Nurses in hospital compartment Tat’iana Shuklina, Iana Fominykh
Woman with axe Tat’iana Vorotnikova
Brigadier building bridge Sergei Romanov
Woman building bridge Anna Kondrashina
Anti-aircraft Officer Aleksandr Andreev
Exhausted woman Anna Budanova
Soldier with horse Vasilii Ignatich
Officer building bridge Oleg Zverev
Man building bridge Sergei Efimov
Girl in Vol’pe Club Mariia Didik
Convoy Denis Fetisov
Boy with photograph of his father Dionis Tskhadaia
140 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6137

TVERDOVSKII, Ivan I.

Podbrosy [Jumpers]
Kinokompania Novye liudi, in collaboration with Lietuvos kino centras, Eurimages, F&ME, Tremora, Arizona Productions, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul`tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2018
Producers: Natal’ia Mokritskaia, Mike Downey, Sam Taylor, Mila Rozanova, Eva Norvilene, Guillaume de Seille
Screenplay: Ivan Tverdovskii
Photography: Denis Alarcon-Ramires
Production design: Ol’ga Kovalenko, Ekaterina Shcheglova
Music: Kirill Rikhter
Denis Polianskii  Denis Vlasenko
Oksana Polianskaia, his mother  Anna Sliu
First Lieutenant of the Road Traffic Service Pavel Kuznetsov  Danil Steklov
His mother, a doctor  Natal`ia Pavlenkova
Prosecutor  Pavel Chinarev
Defence Lawyer  Vilma Kutavičiūtė
Judge  Aleksandra Ursuliak
Businessman  Maksim Vitorgan
Serezha  Aleksandr Zolotovitskii
Saleswoman  Elena Korobanova
Defendant  Vladislav Toldykov
83 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  English subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
UCHITEL´ Aleksei

Tsoi
Tvorchesko-proizvodstvennoe ob´´edinenie ROK, Mistrus Media, with the support of Fond Kino, OKKO Studios and of the Nacionālais Kino Centrs, Latvia
Producer: Aleksei Uchitel´
Executive producers: Filipp Pastukhov, Elena Bystrova, Pavel Gorin
Co-producers: Kira Saksaganskaia, Gints Grube, Inesa Boka-Grube
Line producers: Vladislav Maevskii, Dlita Livchane
Music producer: Sergei Shamov
Screenplay: Aleksandr Gonorovskii, with the participation of Savva Minaev
Film adaptation: Savva Minaev
Photography: Iurii Klimenko
Production design: Elena Zhukova, Ivars Žukovskis
Music: Fedor Zhuravlev
The film includes extracts from the documentary films Rok (1987) and Posldnii geroi, 1992, both directed by Aleksei Uchitel´
Pavel Shelest   Evgenii Tsyganov
Marina, Tsoi’s widow   Mar´iana Spivak
Zhenia, her son   Masha Peresil´d
Rick   Il´ia Del´
Vika   Nadezhda Kaleganova
Polina   Paulina Andreeva
Iurii Raizen, a producer   Igor´ Vernik
Ilze Jass, the police investigator Inga Tropa
Cirulis   Arturs Skrastins
Sviridov   Vitalii Kovalenko
97 minutes
In Russian without subtitles with some Latvian with Russian voiceover

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   No subtitles
    Russian voiceover for the Latvian dialogue
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6139

UCHITEL’, Il’ia

Strel’tsov
TPO Rok, Tsentral Partnership, Studiiia TRITE Nikity Mikhalkova, Telekanal Rossiia-1, with the support of Fond kino and Rossiiskii futbol’nyi soiuz, 2020; released 24 September 2020
Producers: Aleksei Uchitel’, Rafael Minasbekian, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Vadim Vereshchagin, Leonid Vereshchagin, Roman Avdeev, Nikita Mikhalkov
Executive producers: Pavel Kazin, Elena Bystrova, Filipp Pastukhov
Associate producer: Kira Saksaganskaia
Screenplay: Konstantin Chelidze
Photography: Morad Abdel Fattakh
Production design: Sergei Tyrin
Music: Savva Rozanov
Eduard Strel’tsov Aleksandr Petrov
Alla (Demenko) Strel’tsova Stasia Miloslavskaya
Iurii Dmitrievich Postnikov, Head of the Sport Committee Aleksandr Iatsenko
Viktor Maslov Vitalii Khaev
Artemov Viktor Dobronravov
Dobrovol’skii Aleksei Morozov
Valentin Ivanov Efim Petrunin
Vasia, Strel’tsov’s old friend Maksim Emel’ianov
Marina Lebedeva, Strel’tsov’s former girlfriend Asia Domskaya
Sof’ia Frolovna Strel’tsova, Strel’tsov’s mother Nadezhda Markina
Commentator Denis Kazanskii
Leonid Brezhnev Aleksei Kolgan
Nikita Khrushchev Vasili Mischchenko
Gavriil Dmitrievich Kachalin Vladimir Bol’shov
Natasha, Vasia’s girlfriend Ekaterina Ageeva
Levin Vasili Kortukov
Nikolai Tishchenko Danil Steklov
USSR Team Doctor Ivan Ivashkin
Policeman Mikhail Bondin
Chairman of Commission Leonid Gromov
Torpedo footballers Gleb Bochkov, Filipp Ershov
Footballers Evgenii Kutianin, Artem Eshkin
Polish footballer Mikhail Shiriaev
Captain of Soviet team Danila Kniazev
Soviet team players Ruslan Bratov, Anvar Khalilulaev
Torpedo team doctor Artem Manukian
Politburo member Vadim Rudenko
Coach’s assistant Vladimir Liakhov
Cameraman Nikolai Ryzhkov
Reporter Aleksei Artemov
Policeman with megaphone Matvei Chernykh
Kondrat’ev Vasili Krupatin
Strel’tsov’s daughter Miroslava Malyskina-Malinovskaia
Registry Office cleaner Anna Ukolova
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fan</td>
<td>Anastasiia Ruskevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strel'tsov's fan</td>
<td>Anna Grishina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alla's neighbour</td>
<td>Liudmila Chirkova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign journalist</td>
<td>Daniel Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policeman</td>
<td>Filipp D'iachkov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairman of Party Regional Committee</td>
<td>Stanislav Chumachenko</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

97 minutes

*In Russian without subtitles*

**DVD**

- **Region code**
- **Aspect ratio**
- **Languages**: No subtitles
- **Features**: Chapter selection
- **Source**: Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6140

VELEDINSKII, Aleksandr

Ladoga. Doroga zhizni [Ladoga. The Road of Life] [Ladoga. Saving the Road of Life]
Kinokompania Marmot-fil’m, Pervyi kanal, 2013
Producer: Valerii Todorovskii
Executive producer, St Petersburg: Irina Pavlova
Executive producers: Maksim Koroptsov, Anastasiia Biriukova, Elena Gorbunova
Line producer: Dmitrii Davidenko
Screenplay: Oleg Malovichko, from the story by Alena Zvantsova
Photography: Eduard Moshkovich
Production design: Konstantin Pakhotin
Music: Aleksei Zubarev
Ol’ga Kaminskaia Kseniia Rappoport
NKVD Captain Sergienko Aleksei Serebriakov
Maksim Kirsanov Andrei Merzlkin
Major Evgenii Kuliasov Dmitrii Nazarov
Savel’ich, a driver Iurii Kuznetsov
Borisych, brigadier of the drivers Vitalii Kovalenko
Len´ka Lavrent´ev, a driver Iakov Shamshin
Tan´ka, a traffic controller Anna Blinova
Vasia-Sila, a driver Filipp Ershov
Police Lieutenant Oleg Kol´tsov Oleg Fedorov
Kotkov, a driver Aleksei Vedernikov
Elena Kuliasova, the major's wife Iuliia Aug
Natasha, a military doctor Irina Sotikova
Rimas Butkus, a driver Andrius Paulavičius
Stasik, Ol´ga’s son Georgii Ivanov
Vera Iuliia Marchenko
Igor´ Boris Ivushin
Otto Kristian Mok
Magda Karolina Petrova
Schweitzer Igor´ Mosiuk
Heinrich Kai Wido Maier
Kasselberg Craig Ashton
Mariia Nikolaevna, Ol´ga’s neighbour Vieno Mikshieva
Policeman Sergei Sobolev
NKVD Major Chechik Vadim Skvirskii
Radio operator Oleg Metelev
Translator Iuriii Utkin
Captain Igor´ Chigir´
Lieutenant Stanislav Chaparov
Policeman Pavel Viazankin
German nurse Kristina Weber
In four parts: total running time 212 minutes
In Russian with some German with Russian voiceover and with English subtitles

DVD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region code</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Episode and chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6141

AKSENOV, Il´ia

Rodnye [The Relatives]
Hype Film, TNT, Columbia Pictures, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2021
Producers: Il´ia Stiuart, Pavel Buria, Murad Osmann, Zhora Kryzhovnikov, Aleksei Kazakov
Executive producer: Daniil Makhort
Co-producers: Il´ia Dzhincharadze, Elizaveta Chalenko
Screenplay: Aleksei Kazakov, Zhora Kryzhovnikov
Photography: Anton Zenkovich, Mikhail Solov´ev
Production design: Irina Grazhdankina, Iuliia Feofanova
Music: Igor´ Matvienko
Songs performed by Sergei Burunov, Monetochka
Pavel Karnaukhov Sergei Burunov
Natal´ia Karnaukhova, his wife Irina Pegova
Mikhail Karnaukhov, his father Sergei Shakurov
Sania Karnaukhova, Pavel and Natal´ia’s son Semen Treskunov
Nastia Karnaukhova, Pavel and Natal´ia’s daughter Monetochka
Bob Karnaukhov, Pavel and Natal´ia’s son Nikita Pavlenko
Sonia, Sania’s wife Katerina Bekker
Ol´ga Savostina, Pavel’s school love Anna Ukolova
Healer Maksim Pinsker
Serega Andrei Rebenkov
Aleftina Evgeniia Kapralova
Aunt Masha Larisa Krupina
Antonina Mikhailovna Tat´iana Morozova
Vitia Bubnov Aleksandr Varnaev
Fake veteran Pavel Vorozhtsov
Aunt Zoia, the neighbour Eleonora Il´chenko
Musical instrument seller Dmitrii Rusakov
Guard at bread factory Viktor Konukhin
Deacon Aleksandr Ivankov
Musicians Leonid Margolin, Rodion Marchenko
Festival administrator Artem Abramov
Bard on stage Natal´ia Korobeinikova
Members of festival jury Boris Keil´man, Mariia Keil´man, Ol´ga Vavilina
With cameos by: Andrei Grigor´ev-Apollonov, Oleg Mitiaev
98 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6142

D’IACHENKO, Dmitrii

O chem govoriat muzhchiny [What Men Talk About]
Kvartet I, Kinokompaniia Strela, Kinokompaniia Organic Films, Kinokompaniia Kvadrat, 2010; premiere 4 March 2010
Leading producer: Aleksandr Nakhimson
General producers: Leonid Barats, Sergei Petreikov, Rostislav Khait, Aleksandr Tsekalo
Executive producer: Aleksandr Rubtsov
Screenplay: Leonid Barats, Sergei Petreikov, Rostislav Khait, based on the Kvartet I theatrical production Razgovory muzhchin srednego vozrasta o zhenshchinakh, kino i aliuminievkh vilkah
Photography: Iurii Liubshin
Production design: Mavlodod Farosatshoev
Music: Leva and Shura BI-2

Lesha   Leonid Barats
Sasha   Aleksandr Demidov
Kamil´   Kamil´ Larin
Slava   Rostislav Khait
Hotel concierge   Nina Ruslanova
Zhanna Friske   Zhanna Friske
Viacheslav Gavrilovich, “on a business trip” Konstantin Chepurin
His wife Anna Kasatkina-Barats
Gosha, their son Artem Fadeev
Caucasian driver Saiat Abadzhian
Ship’s captain Sergei Nikonenko
Slava’s wife Nonna Grishaeva
Young sailor Maksim Nikitin
Oksana   Natal´ia Osadchuk
Liudochka Ol´ga Lezhneva
Sveta   Polina Voinovich
Man with sausage Fedor Dobronravov
His wife Marina Korol´kova
Romeo   Maksim Vitorgan
Juliet   Iuliia Lyznar´
Nastia   Eena Podkaminskaia
Liza   Veronika Amirkhanova
Eva   Valeriia Godnaia
Special guests: Aleksei Kortnev, Vasilii Utkin, Andrei Makarevich, Oleg Men´shikov

97 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   English subtitles
Features   Chapter selection
Call number DVD-6143

D’IACHENKO, Dmitrii

O chem esche govoriat muzhchiny [What Else Men Talk About]
Kvartet I, Kinokompaniia Strela, Kinokompaniia Organic Films, Kinokompaniia Kvadrat, 2011
Leading producer: Aleksandr Nakhimson
General producers: Leonid Barats, Sergei Petreikov, Rostislav Khait, Aleksandr Tsekalo
Executive producer: Aleksandr Rubtsov
Screenplay: Leonid Barats, Sergei Petreikov, Rostislav Khair
Photography: Andrei DeBabov
Production design: Viktor Nikonenko
Music: Sergei Chekryzhov

Lesha   Leonid Barats
Sasha   Aleksandr Demidov
Kamil´   Kamil´ Larin
Slava   Rostislav Khait
Vera, Kamil´’s wife Alena Babenko
Nastia, Lesha’s wife   Elena Podkaminskaia
Anzhela Viktorovna Ekaterina Vilkova
Her husband   Vitalii Khaev
Valera, his bodyguard   Anatolii Belyi
Boria, his bodyguard   Denis Shvedov
Vika, Sasha’s girlfriend   Natasha Shvets
Maksim, a radio DJ   Maksim Vitorgan
Ivan Timofeevich, the janitor   Konstantin Chepurin
Pasha, a friend and colleague of Kamil´   Aleksei Makarov
Lev Tolstoi   Vladimir Men´shov
Sigmund Freud   Sergei Burunov
Priest   Mikhail Efremov
Sasha’s new boss   Valdis Pels
Cops   Aleksei Khardukov, Denis Manokhin
Pasha’s wife   Anna Kasatkina
Vika’s fiancé   Vladimir Kisafov
Pizza delivery man   Anton Sokolov
Aleksei Kortnev   Aleksei Kortnev
Marina, Maksim’s girlfriend   Natal´ia Levina
Secretary   Marus´ia Zyкова
Katia, Lesha’s lover   Ekaterina Tomilina
Janitor as a child   Vitalii Gerasimov
Waitress   Ekaterina Vinogradova
Petrol station operator   Anna Fomina
Caucasian   Efim Banchik
Registrar   Nelli Nevedina
First cosmonaut   Igor´ Gudeev
Second cosmonaut   Dmitrii Tikhonov
Administrator of “Accident” group   Elena Cherniavskaia
Big child in the bath   Pavel Lysenok
Small child in the bath  Ruslan Gurevskii
Window-cleaner   Vadim Polubinskii
Legal medical expert  Igor’ Andreichuk
Shopper  Sergei Neudachin
Shop assistant  Iana Gur´ianova
Musketeer’s servant  Viktor Nikonenko
FSB Colonel  Andrei Miasnikov
MVD Major  Mikhail Liulinetskii
Lecturer  Aleksandr Komissarov
Head of Traffic Inspection Department  Viktor Babich
95 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

**DVD**
**Region code**
**Aspect ratio**
**Languages**  English subtitles
**Features**  Chapter selection
**Source**  Russiandvd.com
KISELEV, Dmitrii

Vremia pervykh [Time of the First] [Spacewalk] [Spacewalker]
Bazelevs, Tretii Rim, CGF, with the support of Fond kino, Al´fa Bank, Pervyi kanal, 2017
Producers: Timur Bekmambetov, Evgenii Mironov, Sergei Ageev, Aleksandr Novin,
Elena Bren´kova, Asia Temnikova
Executive producer: Aleksei Borisov
Screenplay: Oleg Pogodin, Iurii Korotkov, Sergei Kaluzhanov, Irina Pivovarova,
Dmitrii Pinchukov
Photography: Vladimir Bashta
Production design: Angelina Terekhova
Music: Iurii Poteenko

Aleksei Leonov Evgenii Mironov
Pavel Beliaev Konstantin Khabenskii
Sergei Korolev Vladimir Il´in
Lieutenant-General Nikolai Kamanin Anatolii Kotenev
Svetlana Leonova Aleksandr Ursuliak
Tat´iana Beliaeva Elena Panova
Evgenii Khrunov Aleksandr Novin
Viktoriia Leonova Marta Timofeeva
Konstantin Feoktistov Gennadii Smirnov
Boris Raushenbakh Iurii Nifontov
Boris Chertok Iurii Itskov
Leonid Brezhnev Valerii Grishko
Vladimir Markelov Aleksandr Il´in (mladshii)
Radio ham Aleksandr Karpilovskii
His wife Ekaterina Semina
Iurii Levitan Avangard Leont´ev (voiced by Evgenii Khoroshevtsev)
Section Commander Kirill Polukhin
Aleksei Leonov’s father Sergei Batalov
Doctor in Medical Commission Nelli Nevedina
Doctor in hospital Aleksandr Korshunov
Korolev’s doctor Ivan Gordienko
AN-2 pilot Vladislav Pogiba
Brezhnev’s advisor Ruslan Dzhaibekov
Second helicopter pilot Sergei Nesterov
Director Andrei Bazhin
Alesha Leonov as a child Savelii Kudriashov
Fliers on MiG-15 Sergei Cherdantsev, Aleksandr Filatov
Captain Aleksei Komar´ Sergei Guzeev
Lieutenant of Meteorological Services Egor Morozov
K.V.Ts. Liaison Officer Artur Litvinov
Officer in the K.V.Ts. Medical Service Sergei Danilevich
K.V.Ts. specialist Sergei Galakhov
Korolev’s adviser Oksana Giliarova
Guy Severin Sakhat Dursunov
Doctor Evgenii Chupin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German Titov</td>
<td>Aleksei Morozov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Stanislav Demin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liuda Beliaeva</td>
<td>Marfa Prosvirnikova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikishin, a mechanic</td>
<td>Andrei Val’vach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bykovskii, a cosmonaut</td>
<td>Vladimir Maliugin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresser</td>
<td>Aleksandra Serzhantova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General’s Adjutant</td>
<td>Maksim Usanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira Beliaeva</td>
<td>Polina Sinil’nikova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographer</td>
<td>Mikhail Konovalov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loader</td>
<td>Aleksandr Tsema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korolev’s assistant in Control Centre</td>
<td>Igor’ Gusev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

132 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

**DVD**
- Region code: 2
- Aspect ratio: 2.40:1
- Languages: English subtitles
- Features: Chapter selection
- Source: Precision Pictures
Call number DVD-6145

MESKHIEV, Dmitrii

Dva bileta domoi [Two Tickets Home]
ANO KinoDelo, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii and of Rossiia-1, 2018
Producers: Sergei Garmash, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Dmitrii Meskhiev
Executive producer: Valerii Itkin
Author of idea: Sergei Garmash
Screenplay: Sergei Garmash, Dmitrii Meskhiev, Mariia Oshmianskaia
Photography: Vladimir Bashta
Production design: Dmitrii Malich-Kon’kov
Music producer: Natal’ia Meskhieva-Terpigoreva
Liuba Vasnetsova Mariia Skuratova
Nikolai Vasnetsov Sergei Garmash
Serezha Shilov (Shilo) Kamil’ Khardin
Artem Evgenii Tkachuk
Ada Petrovna Natal’ia Surkova
Svetlana Aleksandrovna Irina Rakhmanova
Doctor Irina Rozanova
Major on duty in prison Roman Ageev
Sema, the first attacker Aleksei Vedernikov
The second attacker Mikhail Kasapov
Lad in square Nikolai Auzin
Boris Anatol’evich Zaitsev Aleksei Sevast’ianov
Gu’eva Kristina Kuz’mina
Guard on duty Vitalii Biserov
Lena Kseniia Butusova
Rita Vishniakova Viktoriia Plop
Irina Komkova Sofiia Turchak
Anna Stepanovna Irina Smirnova
Private taxi driver Sergei Popkov
Labour teacher Valerii Boldaniuk
Anatolii Konovalov Georgii Khromov-Borisov
Zhiguli driver Dmitrii Lebedev
Train attendants Angelina Kurganskaia, Naezhda Chepaikina, Alena Mitiushkina, Kseniia Kas’ianova
Girl in Class 5 Veronika Ivanova
Lad on train Andrei Iaroslavtsev
Seller Liudmila Sokolova
Sleepy passenger Maksim Plekhanov
Music teacher Evgeniiia L’vova
Singing boy Timofei Chekryshev
Singing girl Taira Shumakova
Vitia Konstantin Kliukvin
Zakharovna, the nurse Galina Shukshanova
Artem’s girlfriend Valentina Trukhaeva
Barman Vitalii Ivashnev
Prisoner leaving prison Rolan Serdiukov
His wife: Evgeniia Liubimova
Attendant of the last carriage: Vadim Lymar’
Truck driver: Aleksandr Mosolov
Buffet attendant: Sergei Rivosh
Old woman: Liliia Kuznetsova

94 minutes

In Russian without subtitles

**DVD**
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages: No subtitles
Features: Chapter selection
Source: Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6146

NAZAROVA, Natal’ia

Prostoi karandash [The Pencil]
Kinostudiia Sol’, Fortissimo Films, Victoria Films, with the state financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2019
General producer: Denis Kovalevskii
Producers: Maksim Dashkin, Anna von Dziembowski, Boris Frumin, Danil Ferkhov
Associate producer: Anastasiia Lukovnikova
Screenplay: Natal’ia Nazarova
Photography: Andrei Naidenov
Production design: Antonina Kraevskaiia
Music: Domenico Scarlatti
Antonina Zolotareva Nadezhda Gorelova
Sergei Zolotarev, her husband Vladimir Mishukov
Vera Olesia Ivantsova
Aleksei Voronov, a teacher Aleksandr Doronin
School director Alina Khodzhevanova
Misha Ponomarev Aleksandr Kol’chevskii
Dima Demkin Kirill Veselov
Aleksei Ponomarev Evgenii Startsev
92 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6147

SHIPENKO, Klim

Tekst [Text]
Tsentral partnership, Fond razvitiiia sovremennogo kinematografa Kinopraim, Start Studio, 2019
Producers: Eduard Iloian, Aleksei Trotsiuk, Denis Zhalinskii, Vitalii Shliappo, Rafael Minasbekian, Vadim Vereshchagin
Executive producers: Mikhail Tkachenko, Dmitrii Dorogavtsev, Karina Sinenko, Nana Iloian
Line producers: Kseniiia Timofeeva, Antonina L´vovich
Screenplay: Dmitrii Glukhovksii, from his novel of the same name
Photography: Andrei Ivanov
Production design: Anna Kozlova, Alexandra Hiltunen
Music: Nikolai Rostov, Dmitrii Noskov, Ivan Burliaev
Il´ia Gorionov    Aleksandr Petrov
Nina Levkovskaiia    Kristina Asmus
Petr Khazin    Ivan Iankovskii
Vera    Sof´ia Ozerova
Serega    Maksim Vinogradov
Petia's mother    Elena Finogeeva
Gosha    Kirill Nagiev
Taxi driver    Vladimir Kapustin
Mobile phone dealer    Pavel Golubev
Galia, the tour operator    Sonia Karpunina
Nurse in morgue    Natal´ia Zhernakova
Kseniiia, the general’s daughter    Aleksandra Beloglazova
Tamara Gorionova, Il´ia's mother    Elena Pavlova
Petia's father    Oleg Zima
Maga    Arslan Murzabekov
Isa    Adam Kubov
Manager of morgue    Nikolai Shraiber
Gynaecologist    Nina Tushishvili
Natal´ia Georgievna    Valeriia Shipenko
Denis Sergeevich    Vitalii Khaev
Man at the manhole cover    Mikhail Babichev
Woman at the manhole cover    Ol´ga Ryzhkova
General Korzhaev    Andrei Shchepochkin
Aunt Ira, the neighbour    Marina Kleshcheva
Operative    Anton Morozenko
Funeral agent    Evgeniiia Akhremenko
Stasia    Tat´iana Polosina
Gosha’s girlfriend    Iuliia Parshuta
Il´ia’s cell-mate    Iurii Shevliakov
Nina’s daughter    Klementina Shipenko

132 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6148

SHIPENKO, Klim

Kholop [The Serf]
Yellow, Black and White Films, MEM Cinema Production, Gruppa kompanii KIT, Tsentral Partnershop, with the participation of Telekanal Super, with the support of Telekanal Rossiia 1, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii and of Fond kino, 2019
General producers: Eduard Iloian, Denis Zhalinskii, Viacheslav Dusmukhametov, Taimuraz Badziev, Vitalii Shliappo, Aleksei Trotsiuk, Rafael Minasbekian, Vadim Vereshchagin, Aleksandr Kushaev
Producer: Mikhail Tkachenko
Executive producers: Zaurbek Bogov, Ella Skovorodina
Creative producers: Dar’ia Gratsevich, Anton Morozenko, Dmitrii Permiakov
Screenplay: Dar’ia Gratsevich, Anton Morozenko, Dmitrii Permiakov
Photography: Iurii Nikogosov
Production design: Andrei Ivakin, Natal’ia Lakimenko
Music: Ivan Burliaev, Dmitrii Noskov
Grisha    Miloš Biković (voiced by Sergei Gabrielian)
Liza    Aleksandra Bortich
Pavel, Grisha’s father    Aleksandr Samoilenko
Lev Arnol’ dovich, the psychologist    Ivan Okhlobystin
Anastasiia, a TV producer    Mariia Mironova
Dmitrii Timofeev, the master    Oleg Komarov
Aglaia, his daughter    Ol’ga Dibtseva
Aleksei, the young master    Kirill Nagiev
Proshka    Sergei Sotserdetskii
Liuba    Sof’ia Zaika
Avdei, the manager    Mikhail Babichev
The author    Sergei Abroskin
Semenov, the road safety inspector    Aleksandr Oblasov
Police Major    Artur Vakha
Girl in club    Liusia Chebotina
Sniper    Dmitrii Permiakov
Azamat, the Tatar Khan    Azamat Musagaliev
Tatar child    Igor´ Gasparian
MVD Press Secretary    Dar’ia Gratsevich
Talk Show host    Andrei Malakhov
Special Forces Commander    Anton Morozenko
Major    Roma Zhelud´ (as Roman Kerimov)
Peasant    Islam Galiullin
Administrator with a whip    Vilen Babichev
Courtesan    Anastasiia Kozyreva
Serf    Mikhail Antonov
Girl in club    Evgeniia Shcherbakova
104 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
| **Region code** |  |  
| **Aspect ratio** | 4:3 |  
| **Languages** | No subtitles |  
| **Features** |  |  
| **Source** | Russianvd.com |  

Call number DVD-6149

ZARKHI, Aleksandr

Vysota [Height]
Mosfil’m, 1957; released 29 April 1957
Screenplay: Mikhail Papava, from the novel by Evgenii Vorob´ev
Photography: Vladimir Monakhov
Production design: Abram Freidin
Music: Rodion Shchedrin
Song: ‘Marsh montazhnikov’, words by E. Zotov, music by Rodion Shchedrin
Nikolai Pasechnik, brigadier of fitters Nikolai Rybnikov
Katia Petrashe  Inna Makarova
Konstantin Tokmakov, the foreman Gennadii Karnovich-Valua
Igor´ Deriabin, Head of the Installation Department Vasilii Makarov
Masha, Deriabin’s wife Marianna Strizhenova
Innokentii Dymov, Head of Construction Boris Sitko
Berestov   Sergei Romodanov
Berestova   Elena Maksimova
Boris Berestov, their son Lev Borisov
Vasia Khaenko, a fitter Leonid Chubarov
Bagrat, a fitter Khoren Abramian
Volodia, a fitter Vladimir Pobol´
Valentin, a fitter Valentin Pechnikov
Evgenii, a fitter Evgenii Zinov´ev
Mikhail Sergeevich, a fitter Mikhail Vorob´ev
Valia   Valentina Pugacheva
Barmaid in the car Lidiia Vinogradova
Waiter   Viktor Lazarev
Middle aged fitter Pavel Pavlenko
Man by Lenin bust at Komsomol meeting Mikhail Kokshenov
Fitter   Viktor Ural´skii
Doctor   Iosif Kolin (Gross)
88 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   English subtitles
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6150

ZHULINA, Ol’ga

Potselui ne dlaia pressy [A Kiss Not for the Press]
Prodìuserskaia kompaniia Anatoliia Voropaeva, 2008
General producer: Aleksandr Voropaev
Executive producer: Anton Litvinenko
Artistic director: Oleg Fomin
Line producer: Inna Voropaeva
Screenplay: Aleksandr Voropaev, Elena Isaeva, from an idea by Aleksandr Voropaev and Pavel Romanov
Photography: Vasia Sikachinskii
Production design: Igor´ Mironov
Music: Luigi Tonet
Aleksandr Platov  Andrei Panin
Tat’iana Platova  Dar’ia Mikhailova
Nina  Alisa Bogart
Vadim  Igor´ Lagutin
Tat’iana’s mother  Raisa Riazanova
Ivan Sergeevich, the Governor  Aleksandr Beliavskii
Ania, the Platovs’ younger daughter  Liza Kameneva
Dasha, the Platovs’ older daughter  Irina Romanova
Anatolii Gavrilovich, the doctor  Oleg Tsvetianovich
Doctor  Igor´ Iusash
Woman with apples  Vera Maiorova
Slava lakushev  Iurii Akulinin
Alesha Uspenskii  Aleksandr Loie
First General  Evgenii Batov
Second General  Vladimir Vinogradov
Natasha  Anna Guliarenko
School director  Anatolii Guzenko
Nurse  Ekaterina Konisevich
Platov’s assistant  Aleksandr Andrienko
Fashion designer  Nikolai Malaev
100 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6151

ASHKENAZI, Sergei

Liubov’ za liubov’ [Love for Love]
Star Media, 2013
Producer: Vlad Riashin
Executive producer: Aleksandr Starikov
Screenplay: Mariia Zvereva, Sergei Ashkenazi, adapted from Stefan Zweig’s 1938 novel Ungeduld des Herzens
Photography: Vladimir Klimov
Production design: Iraida Shul’ts
Music: Aleksei Ashkenazi
Lieutenant Aleksandr Grigor’ev Maksim Matveev
Lera Stakhovskaja Irina Vinogradova
Counsellor Pavel Sergeevich Stakhovskii, her father Sergei Shakurov
Dr Vladimir Dolin Aleksei Gus’kov
Colonel Mikhail Porchenkov
Captain Vladimir Mashkov
Nina, Lera’s cousin Anna Peskova
Pharmacist Grigorii Kofman
Assessor Valerii Afanas’ev
Pronilov Aleksei Sekirin
Nikolai, the butler Aleksei Iarmilko
Ivan, Grigor’ev’s batman Mikhail Guro
Mariia Dolina, the doctor’s wife Nataliia Kurdiubova
Lieutenant Orlov Aleksei Varushchenko
Miloshevskii, the pianist Aleksandr Slobodniak
Staff Captain Berg Petr Nesterov
Petro, the tavern owner Georgii Nikolaenko
The General Evgenii Bakalov
Scribe Aleksei Belous
Staff Captain Vadim Rakitin
Dancer Evgenii lukushevskii
4 x 48 = 192 minutes
In Russian and Ukrainian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6152

BORTKO, Vladimir

O liubvi [About Love]
2-B-2 Interteinment, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, of Fond kino and of Vadim Polonskii, 2016
General producer: Nataliia Bortko
Producer: Elena Ivanova
Screenplay: Vladimir Bortko, with the participation of Valerii Mnatsakanov
Photography: Elena Ivanova
Production design: Dmitrii Malich
Music: Chopin’s Prelude, performed by Maksim Dunaevskii; Puccini’s La Bohème, sung by Anna Netrebko; Chaikovskii’s Melancholy Serenade
Nina Sazonova Anna Chipovskaiå
Sergei Dmitrii Pevtsov
Aleksandr Sazonov, Nina’s husband Aleksei Chadov
Gennadii Aleksandr Lykov
Tamara, Sergei’s wife Mariia Mironova
Larisa Ol’ga Pavliukova
Neighbour in communal flat Klavdiia Belova
Therapist Boris Birman
Designer Petr Zhuravlev
Sergei’s son Daniil Rozhkov
Gennadii’s wife Anzhela Karpova
Neighbour Klavdiia Belova
Supermarket cashier Natal’ia Snegova
University teacher Ernst Romanov
Young man in Palace Square Nikolai Semakov
Librarian Ol’ga Iakovleva
Croupier Evgenii Savel’ev
Barman Marat Khaibullin
Waiter Vladimir Demin
Paediatrician Natal’ia Shirshova
Sergei’s bodyguard Iurii Kovalev
Maid Ekaterina Vasil’kova
Judo sparring partner Andrei Nornov
 Trainer Stanislav Cheprakov
Doormen Aleksei Pobegai, Ivan Ivanochko
Bandits Sergei Nozdrin, Pavel Bogomolov
Security guard in bank Mikhail Balashov
Driver Andrei Abramov
Nina’s daughter Viktoriia Shikhanova
Sergei’s secretary Ol’ga Maiorova
Mr Liu Li Yuitan
Doorman Petia Nikita Barsukov
95 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles (poor quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6153

GRYMOV, Iurii

Tri sestry [Three Sisters]
Studiia Iuriia Grymova, Kinostudiia imeni M. Gor´kogo, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2017
General producers: Iurii Grymov, Sergei Zernov
Executive producer: Aleksei Smirnov
Screenplay: Ol´ga Mikhailova, from the play by Anton Chekhov
Photography: Iurii Grymov
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko
Music: Vladimir Dashkevich
Ol´ga, the eldest sister Liudmila Poliakova
Masha, the middle sister Anna Kamenkova
Irina, the youngest sister Irina Mazurkevich
Prozorov Vladimir Nosik
Kulygin, Masha’s husband Aleksandr Pashutin
Colonel Vershinin Maksim Sukhanov
Tuzenbakh, a family friend Igor´ Iatsko
Solenyi, Tuzenbakh’s colleague Aleksandr Baluev
Chebutykin, a doctor Igor´ Iasulovich
Natal´ia, Prozorov’s wife Natali Iura
Ferapont, the errand boy Viktor Potapeshkin
Anfisa, the nanny Aleksandra Nazarova
128 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6154

KARAS, Oksana

Doktor Liza [Doctor Liza]
Kinostudiia KIT, Telekompaniiia NTV, Takeshot, Prodierskii tsentr Ivan, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2020
General producers: Rafael Minasbekian, Dzhanik Faiziev, Timur Vainshtein, Aleksei Zemskii
Producers: Mariia Ionova, Irina Borisova, Aleksei Akhmedov
Project producer: Aleksandr Bondarev
Executive producer: Stanislav Botin
Co-producers: Vadim Ostrovskii, Ravil´ Salikhov
Producer, NTV: Marina Scherbacheva
Postproduction producer: Tat´iana Luk´ianova
Screenplay: Aleksei Ilushkin, Natal´ia Kudriashova, Oksana Karas, Alena San´ko
Photography: Sergeii Machil´skii
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Dr Elizaveta Glinka Chulpan Khamatova
Gleb Glinka, her husband Andrzej Chyra
Dr Denis Shevkunov Konstantin Khabenskii
Major Sergei Kolesov Andrei Burkovskii
Petrovich Evgenii Pisarev
Official Aleksei Agranovich
Georgii, a homeless man Sergei Sosnovskii
His neighbour Tat´iana Ufimtseva
Al´bert, a stranger Evgenii Sytyi
Welder Gena Timofei Tribuntsev
Taniukha Tat´iana Dogileva
Volochkova Elena Koreneva
Pregnant girl Taisiia Vilkova
The Head doctor, Elena Aleksandrovnìa Zav´ialova Iuliia Aug
Head nurse Dar´ia Zhovner
Psychiatrist Lenia Aleksei Vertkov
Pharmacist Andrei Tashkov
Mikhail Savchuk, Eva’s father Filipp Avdeev
Nadia, her mother Mariia Krylova
Eva Emilina Possokhova
Petrusha Iana Gladkukh
Andrei Stepanovich Antipov Kamil´ Tukaev
Poletaev Dmitrii Izmest´ev
Ruslan Aleksei Varushchenco
Police Station Chief Aleksei Rakhmanov
Aleksei, the Glebovs’ son Pavel Tabakov
Konstantin, the Glebovs’ son Sergei Bondarchuk
Il´ia, the Glebovs’ adopted son Nikita Tabunshchik
Karina Muradovna Irina Grineva
Dr Lena Natal´ia Tetenova
Iasha Sergei Frolov
Volunteer at Fund Evgenii Antropov
Senior volunteer Evgenii Kharitonov
Valia Irina Denisova
Snezhana Nadezhda Karpova
Her mother Alla Mironova
Auctioneer Viktor Nabatov
Official’s assistant Nikita Vladimirov
Nurse in Old People’s Home Dar’ia Konyzheva
Elizaveta Glinka’s driver Rustam Rustamov
Nurse at reception Liubov’ Frank
Priest Mikhail Parfenov
Dania Artem Vagin
His mother Irina Obidina
Relative Mikhail Osipov
Warrant Officer Anton Loginov
Aliusha Svetlana Boiko
Man at station Gleb Glinka
Homeless man Maksim Tska
Volunteers Tat´iana Kiseleva, Maksim Buriagin, Aleksei Ryzhkov
Old woman at station Violetta Beketova
Thief Aleksei Lunev
Kol’ka Oleg Akkuzin
Orderlies Viktor Konukhin, Daniil Zernov
Doctor at Snezhana’s Ivan Kukolev
Katiunia Zhanna Ianukovich
Shop assistant Ekaterina Chibiskova
Kolesov’s father Valerii Dovzhenko
Woman in queue Svetlana Avdina
Homeless man with dog Murat Abdulkhairov
Emergency doctor of Volokhova Ol’ga Buldakova
Warehouse manager Aleksandr Bondarev
120 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6155

KARIMOV, Roman

Neadekvatnye liudi 2 [Inadequate People 2]
Plan 9, Triofil` m, with the participation of Megogo Studios, rw, ivi, financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´ tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2020
Producers: Roman Karimov, Sergei Torchilin, Iana Lebedeva, Andrei Shishkanov, Sergei Kulikov, Konstantin Elkin, Aleksandr Kalushkin, Roman Borisevich
Executive producer: Mikhail Kukushkin
Screenplay: Roman Karimov, Iana Lebedeva
Photography: Anton Zhabin
Production design: Marsel´ Kalmagambetov
Music: Mikhail Chertishchev
Kristina Ingrid Olerinskaia
Vitalii Mukhametzianov, her husband Il´ia Liubimov
The psychologist, Pavel Kozlov Evgenii Tsyganov
Sonia, Vitalii’s assistant Mariia Goriacheva
Artem Nikita Sanaev
Iskhan Roman Khan
Nikolai, the Department Head Artem Tsukanov
German, a businessman Andrei Beburishvili
Denis, a bureaucrat Aleksei Goman
Valeria, a manager Aleksandra Bulycheva
Aleksandr Evgenii Kravchenko
Boss Aleksei Grishin
Polina, Denis’s wife Polina Levashkevich
Liuda Irina Savakova
Egor Vladimir Khatskevich
Manager in burger joint Andro Simonishvili
Kristina’s friend Marina Mitrofanova
Genrikh her friend’s son Genrikh Rostovtsev
Homeless man Aleksei Simanovskii
Artem’s new girlfriend Kristina Vedeneeva
Igor´, Artem’s friend Maksim Trigubchak
Sergei Tomas Motskus
Vlad Nikita Elenev
Party hostess Zarina Bakhtieva
Girls at party Tat´iana Ratnikova, Sof´ia Gershevicj
Presenter Arsen Dallakian
Friend at Freshers’ Party Sergei Apollonov
Teacher Anastasiia Lapina
Janitor at university Anna Ichetovkina
Girl at university Mariia Oleinik
Senior manager Aleksandr Lavrov
Burger joint cook Pavel Kobylianskii
Girls at discussion Sofiia Zolotareva, Viktoriia Volokhova, Liia Latypova, Mariia Mamontova, Anastasiia Anan´eva, Dar´ia Panaioti, Viktoriia Vorob´eva, Nadia Rasul
Policeman Sergei Annenkov
Barman at party Nikita Diuvbanov
Barmen in club Daniil Chup, Mark Kondratenko
Artem’s friend Evgenii Kotenko
Lad in club David Kocharian
Girl in club Tat’iana Rudnitskaia
Shop assistant in boutique Svetlana Marshankina
Shop assistant at ‘Perekrestok’ Iuliia Vas’kovskaia
Manicurist Viktoriia Butskikh
Manicure neighbours Olesia Zakirova-Oreshenkova, Khristina Blokhina
Personnel officer Fedor Karlo
Girl at Freshers’ Party Viktoriia Ivan’kova
Girl on pole at Freshers’ Party Nino Deisadze
Girls in Valeriiia’s team Svetlana Vishniakova, Viktorija Januškaitė, Ekaterina Chistiakova
German’s business partners Aleksei Nikolaev, Evgenii Uskov, Sergei Savichev, Aleksei Vinogradov, Dmitrii Sarancha, Aleksandr Pashnichuk
University workers Valeriiia Kim, Natal’ia Murashkina
Alena Tat’iana Zhevnova
Security guards at club Aleksandr Babaev, Konstantin Chmykhalov
Security guards in parking lot Vladimir Kolida, Konstantin Ternovoi
136 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
KONCHALOVSKII, Andrei

Grekh [Il peccato] [Sin] [Michelangelo]
Fond Andreia Konchalovskogo po podderzhke kino i stsenicheskikh iskusstv, Jean Vigo Italia, in collaboration with RAI Cinema, with the support of Pervyi kanal, Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Regione Lazio, Blagotvoritel’nyi fond Alishera Usmanova “Iskusstvo, nauka i sport”, 2019
General producer: Alisher Usmanov
Executive producers: Olesya Gidrat, Mauro Calevi
Co-producers: Andrei Konchalovskii, Elda Ferri,
Co-producer (RAI Cinema): Paolo Del Brocco
Line producer: Raffaella Cassano
Screenplay: Andrei Konchalovskii, Elena Kiseleva
Photography: Aleksandr Simonov
Production design: Maurizio Sabatini
Music: Verdi’s Requiem, arranged by Eduard Artem’ev
Michelangelo Buonarroti Alberto Testone
Peppe Jakob Diehl
Pietro Francesco Gaudiello
Ludovico Buonarroti Adriano Chiaramida
Egidio da Viterbo Gianluca Guidi
Marchese Malaspina Orso Maria Guerrini
Lady with an Ermine Iuliia Vysotskaia
Raphael Glen Blackhall
Lorenzo de Medici, Duke of Urbino Nicola Adobati
Francesco Maria della Rovere Antonio Gargiulo
Giovan Simone Buonarroti Roberto Serpi
Marchesa D’Este / Malaspina Anita Pititto
Cardinal Giulio De’ Medici Nicola De Paola
Notary Daniele Ferretti
Pope Giulio II Massimo De Francovich
Soldier Carlo Capalbo
Dante Alighieri Toni Pandolfo
Lionardo Buonarroti Alessandro Pezzali
Pope Leo X Simone Toffanin
Buonarroti Buonarroti Salvatore Pulzella
Al Farab Riccardo Landi
Jacopo Sansovino Federico Vanni
Notary Mauro Pirovano
130 minutes
Russian language version without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6157

KRIUCHKOV, Denis

Russkii reid [Russian Raid]
radragon, Tsentral Partnership, okko Studio, SSB Films, 2020
General producer: Ol´ga Loianich
Producers: Andri Liakhov, Aleksandr Kalushkin, Sof´ia Kvashilava, Makar Kozhukhov
Executive producer: Iuliia Tsavitko
Screenplay: Robert Orr, Ol´ga Loianich, Denis Kriuchkov
Photography: Aleksei Sedov
Production design: Denis Kriuchkov
Music: Igor´ Gotsmanov
Nikita Ivan Kotik
Ghost commander Aleksandr Krasovskii
Fixer Il´ia Antonenko
Boss Vladimir Mineev
Bystryi (Quick) Nikita Kologrivyi
Eva Sof´ia Ozerova
Big worker Kirill Sarychev
Nikita’s mate Dmitrii Krivochurov
Nikita’a father Andrei Semenov
Joker Aleksei Maksimenkov
Evil (Zloi) Sergei Podpol´nyi
Quiet (Tikhii) Konstantin Ignat´ev
Safe-cracker Vladimir Borovikov
State worker Khel´ga Filippova
Notary Natal´ia Gorbas
Technician Artem Mel´nichuk
Stas Konstantin Adaev
Roma, a security guard Roman Vorontsov
Vasilii Igor´ Starosel´tsev
Young shareholder Ivan Mulin
Petr, the angry shareholder Boris Zverev
Aleksandr, the older shareholder Sergei Legostaev
Pavel, the strong shareholder Andrei Sviridov
Head of MOP Vladimir Chuprikov
Young policeman Aleksandr Metelkin
Nervous policeman Viktor Konukhin
Nikita as a child Daniil Konovalov
Nikita’s grandfather Vladimir Skuntsev
Nikita’s neighbour Konstantin Bykov
Book-keeper Svetlana Varakha
First squadron leader Sergei Grab
Nikolai, the skinny security guard Il´ia Noskov
security guard Mikhail Konovalov
103 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.35:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Eureka Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6158

LUNGIN, Aleksandr

Bol´shaia poeziia [Great Poetry]
Kinokompaniiia Adres Fil´ m, Masterskaia Pavla Lungina, okko Studio, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul´ tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2019
Producers: Violetta Krechetova, Pavel Lungin, Evgenii Panfilov, Sergei Shtern, Dmitrii Gorelik
Associate producer: Artem Vasil´ev
Co-producers: Ivan Grodetskii, Sof´ia Kvashilava
Creative producer: Sergei Osip´ian
Line producer: Evgenii Trubetskoi
Screenplay: Aleksandr Lungin, Sergei Osip´ian
Photography: Vsevolod Kaptur
Production design: Anastasiia Klokova
Music: Stanislav Smirnov
Poetry by: Andrei Rodionov, Fedor Svarovskii
Viktor Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Aleksei Aleksei Filimonov
Tsypin Fedor Lavrov
Company Commander Evgenii Sytyi
Ol´ga Elena Makhova
Pavlik Sevast´ian Bugaev
Kechaev Aleksandr Topuriia
Mukhammed Seidulla Moldakhanov
Blogger Andronik Khachilin
Vika Ekaterina Egorova
Kristina Mariia Bol´shova
Rashpil´ Andrei Rodionov
Club compere Lev RE-rag Kiselev
His assistant Ekaterina Troepol´skaia
Kostian Viktor Konukhin
Head of Operations Aleksandr Mironov
Maks Maksim Sirotkin
Mikhalych Aleksei Nikolaev
Cameraman in blogger’s studio Grubyi Niotkuda
Bank robbers Obe 1 Kanobe, Oleg Shpigel´, Evgenii Denisov
Vet Iurii Gertel´
Convoyer Igor´ Kulachko
Arslan Gadzhi Magomedov
His son Magomed Magomedzadirov
Fat boy Dania Myznikov
His friends Denis Tret´eachenko, Aleksandr Dolgii
Old man at tyre repair shop Iurii Klimov
118 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6159

SOKOLOV, Kirill

Papa, sdokhnì [Why Don’t You Just Die!]
Kinokompaniia Beloe zerkalo, Produserskii tsentr Paradiz, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2018
Producer: Sofiko Kiknavelidze
Executive producer: Elena Bykova
Screenplay: Kirill Sokolov
Photography: Dmitrii Uliukaev
Production design: Viktor Zudin
Music: Vadim “QP”, Sergei Solov’yev
Matvei  Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Andrei Gennad’evich, Olia’s father Vitalii Khaev
Olia  Evgeniiia Kregzhde
Evgen’ich  Mikhail Gorevoi
Tasha, Olia’s mother  Elena Shevchenko
Oleg  Igor’ Grabuzov
Maniac  Aleksandr Domogarov Jr
Maniac’s father Sergei Shelgunov
Maniac’s mother  Oksana Dorokhina
Policemen  Filipp Savinkov, Oleg Savtsov
Investigator  Artur Pinkasov
Security Guard  Evgenii Kazak
School director  Oleg Grisevich
Matvei as a child  Artem Bashenin
Boria  Il’ia Kostiukov
Leshia  Ivan Shmakov
Hamlet  Fedor Starykh
Polonius  Vladimir Kandaurov
Gertrude  Tsadoo Munkhbat
Patrolmen  Il’ia Gavrilenko, Vasiliy Kopeikin
Doctor  Vladimir Fenchenko
98 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

SOKOLOV, Kirill

Sizif schastliv [Sisyphus is Happy]
Mirakl’-fil’m, 2012
Producer: Stepan Kovalenko
Screenplay: Kirill Sokolov
Photography: Gleb Neupokoev
Production design: Elena Bekker
Music: Araik Fitingof
Igor’  Igor’ Sergeev
His mother  Marina Solopchenko
His father Sergei Shelgunov
Lida, his sister Lidiia Markovskikh
Liza, his sister Nelli Lebedeva
Police Captain Vladimir Seleznev
First policeman Petr Artamonov
Second policeman Sergei Lugin
Neighbour Aleksandr Esaulov
Sisyphus Vladimir Smorodin
First thug Igor´ Grabuzov
Second thug Aleksandr Vasil´ev
25 minutes 42 seconds
In Russian with English subtitles

AND

SOKOLOV, Kirill

Iskhod [The Outcome]
2013
Screenplay: Kirill Sokolov
Photography: Iurii Anisimov
Production design: Alena Pokrovskaiia
Music: Kubikmaggi
Patient Igor´ Grabuzov
Doctor Sergei Shelgunov
Trainee Igor´ Sergeev
Orderly Anna Somkina
Mikhail Viktoriia Korotkova
10 minutes 20 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

SOKOLOV, Kirill

Ogon´ [The Flame]
Vysshie kursy stsenaristov I rezhisserov, Workshop of Vladimir Khotinenko, Pavel Finn and Vladimir Fenchenko, 2015
Producer: Kirill Sokolov
Screenplay: Kirill Sokolov
Photography: Evgenii Kozlov
Production design: Alena Smuirnova-Pokrovskaiia
Music: Auktsyon
Olia Viktoriia Korotkova
Lesha Grigorii Chaban
Mum Nadezhda Shumilova
Dad Sergei Shelgunov
Lena Natal´ia Sizova
First girl Varvara Svetlova
Second girl Marina Kudrevatykh
Driver       Stas Sokolov
Waiter       Igor´ Grabuzov
Child        Alisa Lesnikova
Child’s mother Dar´ia Vasil’kova
Man with axe  Vasilii Delei
30 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

SOKOLOV, Kirill

Byvaet i khuzhe [Could Be Worse]
2012
Producer: Vladimir Smorodin
Screenplay: Kirill Sokolov
Photography: Gleb Neupokoev
Music: Gruppa Kubikmaggi
Cast: Igor´ Sergeev, Ania Litomina, Lidiia Markovskikh, Stas Sokolov, Aleksandr Esaulov, Vadim Ivanov, Aleksei Shirshkov, Irina Nabok, Iurii Ozerskii
13 minutes 38 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code       All
Aspect ratio       2.35:1
Languages          Optional English subtitles
Features           Edition Details:
                    ‘Why can’t we just leave/’, an interview with Kim Newman, exploring Why Don’t You Just Die! within the context of the long-standing tradition of single location cinema, 2020, 25 minutes 32 seconds, in English
                    Behind-the-scenes footage from rehearsals and the film set 27 minutes 18 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
                    Four short films by Kirill Sokolov: Sizif schastliv (Sisyphus is Happy), Iskhod (The Outcome), Ogon´ (The Flame) and Byvaet i khuzhe (Could Be Worse) (for details see above)
                    Theatrical trailer
                    Kirill Sokolov’s complete original storyboard for the film (BD-ROM content)
                    24-page booklet featuring new writing by Neil Mitchell
Source            Arrow Video
Call number DVD-6160

VORONETSKAIA, Tat’iana AND BOGATYREV, Andrei

Belye nochi [White Nights]
Kinokompaniia Rossfil’m, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2017
Producer: Tat’iana Voronetskaia
Executive producer: Elena Belova
Screenplay: Tat’iana Voronetskaia, Viacheslav Durnenkov, based on Fedor Dostoevskii’s story of the same name
Photography: Sergei Baskoev
Music: Sergei Solov’ev and songs by DDT and Splin
Nastia Ol’ga Stashkevich
Fedor Dmitrii Sergin
Aleksandr Andrei Bogatyrev
The stranger Viacheslav Shikhaleev
Elena Mariia Cheremisova
With the participation of Igor’ Tikhomirov
93 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6161

BOGATYREV, Andrei

Krasnyi prizrak [The Red Ghost]
Kinokompaniia ABS, Russkaia Fil’m Gruppa, Movie Art Factory, Kinsostudiia Khleb, ivi, with the support of Fond kino and of the Rossiiskoe voenno-istoricheskoe obschestvo, 2020
General producer: Tat’iana Voronetskaia
Producers: Andrei Bogatyrev, Konstantin Elkin, Oleg Tumanov, El’vira Dmitrievskaiia
Executive producer: Elena Belova
Creative producer: Oleg Bogatov
Screenplay: Andrei Bogatyrev, Viacheslav Shikhaleev, Pavel Abramenko, with the participation of Armen Vat’ian, Sergei Krainev, Pavel Poluichik
Photography: Nikita Rozhdestvenskii
Production design: Mariia Turskaia, Evgenii Biurchiev
Music: Sergei Solov’ev
The Red Ghost Aleksei Shevchenkov
Old man Vladimir Gostiukhin
Simple fellow Iura Borisov
Vera Polina Chernyshova
Hauptsturmführer Braun Wolfgang Cerny
Hitler Mikhail Gorevoi
Red Army woman Ol’ga Stashkevich
Little sailor Pavel Abramenko
Political Officer Viacheslav Shikhaleev
Commander Oleg Vas’il’kov
Kostia Konstantin Simonov
Klein Paul’ Orlianskii
Günther Mikhail Melin
Koch Oleg Klenov
Non-Commissioned Officer Schmidt Andrei Miasnikov
Steiger Iurii Utkin
Wulf Nikolai Orlovskii
Bruno Andrei Kurganov
Officer Dmitrii Pavlenko
Jochen, a soldier Anton Uspenskii
Paul Anton Anosov
Non-Commissioned Officer Otto Iurii Masliak
August Il’ia Kiporenko
Adler German Segal
98 minutes
In Russian without subtitles and with some German with Russian voiceover

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles, with some German with Russian voiceover
Features Chapter selection
Call number DVD-6162

**KONSTANTINOPOL´SKII, Grigorii**

**Mertvye dushi [Dead Souls]**
TNT, ivi originals, Look Film, with the co-operation of Pravitel´stvo Moskvy and of the Moskovskai kinokomissiia, 2020
Leading producers: Ivan Golomzvuiuk, Ol´ga Kurenkova, Anna Tikhonova
Producers: Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov, Aleksandr Plotnikov, David Kucharov
Executive producer: Vladislava FEtisova
Line producer: Irina Minakova
Music producer: Grigorii Konstantinopol´skii
Screenplay: Grigorii Konstantinopol´skii, from the poema by Nikolai Gogol´
Photography: Oleg Lukichev
Production design: Grigorii Konstantinopol´skii, Igor´ Gembel´, Andrei Talovirov
Music:  Aleksandr Sokolov, with the music of Petr Chaikovskii, Richard Wagner, Boris Grebenshchikov, Vladimir Vysotskii, Oleg Gamzanov, Pavel Derbenev
Chichikov  Evgenii Tsyganov
Selifan  Maksim Emel´ianov
The Governor  Sergei Koltakov
Head of Internal Affairs  Aleksandr Strizhenov
Agaf´ia Tikhonovna  Anna Mikhalkova
Manilov  Dmitrii Diuzhev
Liza-Kama  Aleksandra Revenko
Sobakevich  Aleksandr Robak
Feduliia  Viktoriia Tolstoganoova
Nozdrev  Timofei Tribuntsev
Mezhuev  Aleksandr Iatsenko
Korobochka  Elena Koreneva
Pliushkin  Aleksei Serebriakov
The blonde, Liuda  Anna Kotova-Deriabina
Lena  Anastasiia Talyzina
Mavra  Kristina Babushkina
Anna  Kseniia Rappaport
Sof´ia  Iuliia Aug
Boris Grebenshchikov  Grigorii Konstantinopol´skii
Judge  Aleksei Agranovich
Ivan Andreevich  Maksim Lagashkin
Kuz´ma Kuz´mich  Boris Kamorzin
Captain Kopeikin  Ivan Okhloboystin
Kuvshinnoerylo  Igor´ Vernik
First Traffic Policeman  Vasilii Butkevich
Second Traffic Policeman  Ivan Makarevich
Prosecutor  Aeksei Kortnev
Head of the Counting Office  Mikhail Gorevoi
Chichikov’s lawyer  Semen Stepakov
Grey man  Aleksei Vertkov
FSB Colonel  Vitalii Kishchenko
Chichikov’s investigator  Pavel Vorozhtsov
Manilov's manager  Sergei Belogolovtsev
Waiter       Evgenii Kosyrev
Philanderer  Dmitrii Rudkov
The Cossack Kuvshinnikov Roman Kolotukhin
The Cossack Potseluev Pavel Artem’ev
Chichikov’s accomplice Denis Iakovlev
Overseer Neuvazhaikoryto Leonid Timtsunik
Nozdrev’s wife  Dar’ia Kashirina
Luker’ia      Anastasiia Shcheglove
Film Special Forces Sergei Kukharev
Nozdrev’s sons Ruslan Faizullin, Artur Faizullin
Investigator  Anton Romm
Court secretary Tat’ian Vydrina
Investigators Igor’ Traflianin, Andrei Deriugin, Sergei Ershov,
                   Aleksandr Semenov
Masha, a post office worker  Alina Andreichenko
Gardener      Mikhail Konovalov
Abakum Fyrov  Aleksei Starchenko
Kariakin      Ivan Iurlov
With a cameo by Nikas Safronov
4 episodes, 42 minutes 18 seconds + 40 minutes 18 seconds + 40 minutes 4 seconds
+ 47 minutes 28 seconds = 170 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  No subtitles
Features   Episode and chapter selection
Source     Russiandvd.com
KOSTOMAROV, Pavel

Epidemiia [Epidemic] [To the Lake] [Vongozero] [The Outbreak]
1-2-3 Production, Kinostudia KIT, Production Centre IVAN, Premier, 2019
Leading producers: Ivan Golomzuiuk, Maksim Filatov, Ol’ga Kurenkova
Producers Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov, Dzhannik Faiziev, Rafael Minasbekian, Aleksandr Bondarev
Executive producers: Dar’ia Perunovskaia, Mariia Ionova
Creative producers: Aleksandr sysoev, Stepan Gordeev
Line producers: Ol’ga Raevich, El’vira Kulikova
Music producer: Denis Dubovik
Postproduction producers: Nadezhda Zhukova, Artem Eliseev
Screenplay: Roman Kantor, based on Iana Vagner’s novel Vongozero
Photography: David Khazhnikov
Production design: Mariia Pasichnik-Raksha, Marusia Parfenova-Chukhrai
Music: Aleksandr Sokolov

Anna Viktoria Isakova
Sergei Kirill Käro
Irina Mar’iana Spivak
Boris Mikhailovich, Sergei’s father Iurii Kuznetsov
Lenia Aleksandr Robak
Marina Natal’ia Zemtsova
Misha El’dar Kalimulin
Polina Viktoriia Agalakova
Anton Savelii Kudriashov
Pavel Aleksandr Iatsenko
Semenova Anna Mikhalova
Uncle Kolia Evgenii Sytyi
Leader of marauders Iurii Skuliabin
Blogger Dmitrii Sav’ianenko
Natali Ol’ga Khokhlova
Nina Vasil’evna, Irina’s mother Alia Nikulina
Poor peasant Igor’ Savochkin
Auntie Ekaterina Vasil’eva
Peasant Pavel Vorozhtsov
Hermit Timofei Spivak
Ancient Il’ia Shcherbinin
Infected man Petr Korshunkov
Teacher Marina Zasukhina
Administrator Evgeniia Chirkova
Marauder 1 Umedzhon Bakhanbaev
Marauder 2 Aleksei Ushakov
Irina’s boss Andrei Nichikov
Woman in lift Liana Katamadze
Truck driver Dmitrii Iartsev
Marauder driver Arman Berikian
Father of infected girl Vladislav Shkliiaev
Infected girl Vasilisa Nemtsova
Military man No. 2 Mikhail Smirnov
Soldier No. 1 Maksim Kaluzhskikh
Soldier No. 2 Oleg Bodiu
Military man with megaphone Oleg Goncharov
Peasant Aleksandr Bondarev
Military man in truck Sergei Morin
Presenter Nataliia Lesnikovskaia
Doctor Valentin Samokhin
Sergeich Vladimir Golubev
Igor’ Konstantin Balakirev
Man with watch Oleg Rudenko-Travin
Sveta Vlada Matveeva
Tania Lina Kariagina
Young Boris Pavel Chukreev
Young Sergei Vasilii Korobov
Infected woman Ekaterina Saprykina
Woman at petrol station Mariia Buknis
Orderly Irina Vasil’eva
Masha Lidiia Efanova
Thug Igor’ Trafialin
Ritual Agency worker Aleksandr Sibirtsev
Orderly Ivan Iurlov
Man with pregnant wife Artem Suchkov
8 episodes: 55 minutes 44 seconds + 43 minutes 38 seconds + 53 minutes 12 seconds + 51 minutes 37 seconds + 45 minutes 44 seconds + 49 minutes 12 seconds + 52 minutes 24 seconds + 50 minutes 34 seconds
Total running time 402 minutes 5 seconds
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6164

LUNGIN, Pavel

Bratstvo [Brotherhood] [Leaving Afghanistan]
Masterskaia Pavla Lungina, Loco Films, with the support of Fond kino, 2019
Producers: Pavel Lungin, Evgenii Panfilov
Executive producer: Maksim Zolotov
Author of idea: Nikolai Kovalev
Screenplay: Aleksandr Lungin, Pavel Lungin
Photography: Igor´ Griniakin
Production design: Sergei Fevralev
Music: Kuz´ma Bodrov, Dmitrii Selipanov, the music of Kino and Grazhdanskaia
Oborona and the song Proshchanie Slavianki
Dmitrich, a KGB Colonel Kirill Pirogov
Volodia Fedor Lavrov
Khartamov Oleg Vasili´kov
The Greek Anton Momot
Abdusalamov I an Tsapnik
Madzhed Parviz Pulodi
Malets Roman K olotukhin
Giria Mikhail Kremer
Larek Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Mel´nik Kirill Ermichev
General Vasil´ev Vitalii Kishchenko
Aleksandr Vasil´ev Viacheslav Shikhaleev
Bacha Kamil´ Murzabekov
The Uzbek Evgenii Sangadzhiev
Military Council man Timofei Parshchikov
Sardar Mukhammad Ali
Zmarai Arslan Murzabekov
Abubakr Anton Kuznetsov
Khoshem, an engineer Karim Temirkhanov
Tarek Sukhrob Dzhandzhoglov
Nadim Dilover Nigmatov
Ulem Mirzo Khaiet
Old man Radzhab-Ali Khuseinov
Andriukha, a member of the Spetsnaz Evgenii Zelenskii
Turkmen Umedzhon Bakhanbaev
Sapog Vasilii Butkevich
113 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles or in French dubbed version

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.77:1, 16:9
Languages Optional French dubbed version
Optional French-subtitled version
Features
‘Journal d’une guerre sans fin’, an interview with Pavel Lungin, 2019, 14 minutes 32 seconds, in French without subtitles
Source
E.S.C. Éditions
Call number DVD-6165

MELIKIAN, Anna

Feia [The Fairy]
Magnum-film, with the support of Fond razvitiia sovremennogo kinematografa
Kinoprim, 2019
Producers: Anna Melikian, Valerii Fedorovich
Executive producers: Valeriia Kozlovskaya, Nataliia Poklad
Screenplay: Anna Melikian
Photography: Andrei Maika
Production design: Ekaterina Dzhagarova
Music: Kirill Rikhter
Evgenii Voigin Konstantin Khabenskii
Tania Ekaterina Ageeva
Ol’ga Iatsuk Ingeborga Dapkunaite
Head of the gang Iurii Borisov
Aleksei Kondrashov Nikita Elenev
Masha, Evgenii’s daughter Aleksandra Dishdishian
Igor’ Vladimir Mishukov
Alisa Mariia Shalaeva
Computer game director Aleksandr Molochnikov
Mariia Tinatin Dalakishvili
Psychologist Alisa Khazanova
Investigator Pavel Vorozhtsov
Pasha Pavel Chinarev
Fil Grigori Kalinin
Ivan Sergei Murav’ev
Petr Artem Tsukanov
Alina, Voigin’s assistant Elizaveta Lotova
Viktor Ignatov Kirill Nazarov
Regressologist Elena Ranichkina
Liza Polina Stremousova
Iasha Oleg Kravchebnko
Programmer Anton Murav’ev
Activists Tat’iana Vinogradova, Tat’iana Usatova, Tasha Tsvetkova
Roma Titov Maksim Karushev
Bureaucrat Aleksandr Sypchenko
Nanny Larisa Domaskina
Face controller Vilen Babichev
Alena Voronina, Roma’s classmate Anzhelika Pechka
152 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6166

MIKHEEVA, Oksana AND IATKOVSKAIA, Lika AND MERKULOVA, Natalı́a AND BIL´ZHO, Anton AND SARUKHANOVA, Anna

Ochen´ zhenskie istorii [Very Female Stories]
ViTa Aktiva Prodakshn, Sinetrein, Look Film, 2020
Producers: Julia Miškinene, Aleksandr Plotnikov, Andrei Epigfanov, Tat´iana Petrik
Executive producer: Nadezhda Anikeeva
Music producer: Andrei Kurchenko
Music: Andrius Miškinis
Consisting of:

MIKHEEVA, Oksana

Screenplay: Oksana Mikheeva
Photography: Shandor Berkeshi
Production design: Viktoriia Pervukhina
Anna Anna Mikhalkova
Council Office worker Kristina Babushkina
Nikolai Sergei Frolov
Security Guard Alla Tsukanova
15 minutes

AND

IATKOVSKAIA, Lika

Istoriia vtoraia. Urok risovaniia dlia vzroslykh [The Second Story. A Drawing Lesson for Adults]
Screenplay: Lika Iatkovskaia
Photography: Kseniia Sereda
Production design: Ekaterina Shcheglova
Vera Liubov´ Tolkalina
Liuba Luker´ia Il´iashenko
Husband Dmitrii Kozel´skii
Artist Grigorii Zel´tser
21 minutes

AND

MERKULOVA, Natalı́a

Istoriia tret´ia. Sestry [The Third Story. Sisters]
Screenplay: Diana Dell´
Photography: Kseniia Sereda
Production design: Oleg Dorichenko
Alla Viktoriia Isakova
Nina Viktoria Tolstoganova
Doctor Vladimir Dashevskii
Nurse Elena Melent’eva
26 minutes

AND

BIL’ZHO, Anton

Istoriia chetvertaia. Stiralka [The Fourth Story. The Washing Machine]
Screenplay: Anton Bil’zho
Photography: Aleksei Martynov
Production design: Ruslana Osmanova
Veta Diana Dell’
Liza Anna Sliu
Husband Petar Zekavitsa
Friend Fedor Dunaevskii
First young man Artem Boguslavskii
Second young man Daniil Osokin
15 minutes

AND

SARUKHANOVA, Anna

Istoriia Piataia. Vystavka [The Fifth Story. The Exhibition]
Screenplay: Anna Bakuradze
Photography: Kseniia Sereda
Production design: Natali Do
Lena Polina Vitorgan
Arina Anfisa Chernykh
Gosha Georgii Kudrenko
Make-up artist Anastasiia Pronina
15 minutes
Total running time: 93 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6167

OSTROVSKII, Vadim

Topor. 1943 [The Axe. 1943]
Kinokompaniia Tromedia, Belgoskino, for Telekompaniia NTV, 2021
Producers: Timur Vainshtein, Oleg Blank, Roman Elistratov, Vadim Ostrovskii
Executive producers: Ol’ga Shalik, Evgenii Arendarevich
Creative producer: Leila Mekhtieva
Screenplay: Viktor Dement
Photography: Anton Zhabin
Production design: Aleksandr Kholodtsov
Music: Aleksandra Makogian
Ivan Rodin Andrei Smoliakov
Captain Odintsov Aleksandr Golubev
Marshal Zhukov Boris Galkin
Nikolai Nikolai Kozak
SMERSH Major Konstantinov Sergei Zharkov
Lieutenant Belov Ivan Shibanov
Colonel Aleshin, the Divisional Commander Dmitrii Shevchenko
Lieutenant Colonel Vesnin, Head of the Reconnaissance Division Timur Bazinskii
Colonel Hartmann Iurii Utkin
Kasymov, a scout in Odintsov’s group Igor´ Radnaev
Army General Anatolii Golub
Captain-Radio operator at Front HQ Elena Girenok
Colonel-General Viktor Molchan
106 minutes
In Russian with some German with Russian voiceover and with irremovable Russian subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Irremovable Russian subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6168

PANFILOV, Gleb

V kruge pervom [The First Circle]
Kinokompaniia Vera, with the support of the Federal’noe agentstvo po kul’ture i kinematografii Rossiiskoi Federatsii, for Telekanal Rossiia, 2006
Producers: Sergei Shumakov, Marina Osmolovskaya
General producers: Anton Zlatopol’skii, Maksim Panfilov
Screenplay: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
Photography: Mikhail Agranovich
Production design: Anatoli Panfilov, Konstantin Zubrilin
Music: Vadim Bibergan

Narrator: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
Gleb Nerzhin: Evgenii Mironov
Innokentii Volodin: Dmitrii Pevtsov
Dmitrii Sologdin: Sergei Kariakin
Lev Rubin: Aleksei Kolubkov
Simochka: Iana Esipovich
Puranchikov: Evgenii Stychkin
Stalin: Igor’ Kvasha
Abakumov: Roman Madianov
Iakonov: Aleksandr Tiutin
Professor Verenev: Vladimir Konkin
Riumin: Igor’ Ugol’nikov
Selivanovskii: Viacheslav Bogachev
Oskolupov: Mikhail Samokhvalov
Potapov: Valerii Khromushkin
Khorobrov: Vladimir Iakovlev
Abramson: Semen Fruman
Bulatov: Rishat Gubaidulin
Dvoetesov: Igor’ Regner
Sidorov: Mikhail Solodko
Siromakha: Aleksei Palamarchuk
Kondrashov: Pavel Kipnis
Zemelia: Anatoli Panfilov
Lieutenant Zhvakun: Oleg Knys
Telegraph operator Avdeev: Vladimir Il’ in-Korolev
Telegraph operator Tiukin: Roman Kriukov
Officer on duty: Sergei Vel’iaminov
Dotnara, Volodin’s wife: Ol’ga Drozdova
Bobynin: Andrei Smirnov
Rus’ka: Oleg Kharitonov
Prosecutor Makarygin: Nikolai Pen’kov
Makarygin’s wife: Liudmila Porgina
The writer Galakhov: Evgenii Grishkovets
Dinera, Galakhov’s wife: Alisa Prizniakova
Critic: Boris Liubimov
Ninel: Nelli Uvarova
Vitalii Evgen’evich: Aleksandr Nosik
KLARA (Iuliia Novikova) 
NINA (Nina Shatskaia) 
GENERAL VLAK (Dmitrii Titov) 
SPIRIDON (Mikhail Kononov) 
BUL’BANIUK (Sergei Galkin) 
NADIA NERZHINA (Galina Tiunina) 
ILLARIOM GERASIMOVIICH (Igor’ Skliar) 
NATAL’IA GERASIMOVIICH (Inna Churikova) 
ROITMAN (Grigori Dantsiger) 
LT. COLONEL KLEMENT’EV (Verner Oamer) 
LT. SHUSTERMAN (Imand Berzints) 
UNCLE AVENIR (Al’bert Filozov) 
SHCHAGOV (Denis Karasev) 
LIUSIA (Viktoria Fisher) 
OLEN’KA (Natalia Ryzhikh) 
MUZA (Ol’ga Sarycheva) 
DASHA (Elena Petunina) 
SMOLOSIDOV (Vasilii Belokopytov) 
UNCLE AVENIR’S WIFE (Natal’ia Shul’ga) 
SECRETARY IN MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Natal’ia Kolokolina) 
PROFESSOR CHELN (Boris Romanov) 
LARISA EMINA (Anastasiia Lapina) 
SHIKIN-MYSHKIN (Sergei Batalov) 
SHARASHKA WORKER (Milena Agranovich) 
DUTY OFFICER (Igor’ L’vov) 
SPIRIDON’S DAUGHTER (Marfa Lavrova) 
POTAPOV’S WIFE (Kseniiia Kachalina) 
LUBIANKA DRIVER (Dmitrii Muliar) 
LUBIANKA MECHANIC (Aleksei Kizenkov) 
LUBIANKA WORKERS (Vladimir Denisov, Mariia Ovchinnikova) 
NADELAISHIN (Aleksei Davydov) 
SHECHEVROHOK (Konstantin Zubrilin) 
10 EPISODES: TOTAL RUNNING TIME 449 MINUTES 21 SECONDS

IN RUSSIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

DVD
REGION CODE
ASPECT RATIO
LANGUAGES  English subtitles
FEATURES  Chapter selection
SOURCE  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6169

PETROV, Vladimir

Kutuzov
Mosfil’ m, 1943; released 13 February 1944
Screenplay: Vladimir Solov’ ev
Photography: Mikhail Gindin
Production design: Vladimir Egorov
Music: Iurii Shaporin
Kutuzov (Field Marshal Prince Mikhail Illarionovich Golenishchev-Kutuzov)
Aleksei Dikii
General Barclay de Tolly, Commander of the First Russian Army
Nikolai Okhlopkov
General Bagration, Commander of the Second Russian Army
Sergei Zakariadze
General Benigsen, Chief of Staff of the Russian Army Vladimir Gotovtsev
Napoleon
Semen Mezhinskii
Marshal Berthier, Chief of Staff of the French Army
Evgenii Kaluzhskii
Marshal Murat
Nikolai Brilling
Marshal Davout
Arkadii Poliakov
Alexander I
Nikolai Timchenko
Volkonskii
Nikolai Ryzhov
Platov
Sergei Blinnikov
Petr Konovnitsyn
Konstantin Shilovtsev
Denis Davydov
Boris Chirkov
Beketov
Vladimir Ershov
Zhestiannikov
Ivan Skuratov
Fedia, a soldier
Mikhail Pugovkin
Marshal Ney
Aleksandr Stepanov
Loriston
Gavriil Terekhov
Kutuzov’s Adjutant
Pavel Korobkov
Vasilisa
Aleksandra Danilova
Peasant woman
Maria Larotskaia
Hussars
Mikhail Sadovskii, Mikhail Mukhin
Partisan
Evgenii Grigor’ ev
General
Vladimir Ural’skii
Balashov
Mikhail Narokov
Raevskii’s Adjutant
Mikhail Maiorov
French General
Osip Abdulov
Peasant
Viktor Kliucharev
103 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6170

SHCHERBAKOV, Boris AND SHCHERBAKOV, Vasilii

Sapery (Bez prava na oshibku) [Sappers (Without the Right to Make a Mistake)]
Sinebridzh-kino, Odessa kinostudiia, 2007
General producer: Sergei Kuchkov
Executive producers: Aleksei Safronov, Olga Epaneshnikova
Co-producers: Aleksandr Tkachenko, Olga Neverko
Line producer: Grigoriy Elisavetskiy
Screenplay: Sergei Sergeev
Photography: Sergei Bondarev
Production design: Vladimir Evsikov
Music: Aleksei Karpov
Valerii Trofimov    Boris Shcherbakov
Ashot Grigor’yan, a sapper partisan   Saiat Abadzhian
El’za (Liza Serova)    Tat’iana Oshurkova
Aleksei Egorov    Aleksandr Suvorov
Major Kurt    Evgenii Krylov
Captain Wolf    Ian Tsapnik
Aleksei Sinitsyn    Maksim Zausalin
Iurii Volkov    Andrei Miroshnichenko
Igor’ Roshchin, a sapper partisan Aleksandr Boiko
Viktor Komov    Sergei Iurkov
Fogt    Evgenii Bal’
Colonel Haldorf    Timofei Krinitskii
Andrei Lukashov, a sapper partisan Vladimir Daraganov
Haldorf’s driver    Valerii Shvets
88 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles (extremely poor quality)

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   The optional English subtitles are of extremely poor quality
Features    Chapter selection
Source    Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6171

SHMELEV, Vadim

Podol’skie kursanty [Podolsk Cadets] [The Final Stand] [The Last Frontier]
Studiia Voenfil’m, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi
Federatsii, Fond kino, Rossiiskoe voenno-istoricheskoe obshchestvo,
Blagotvoritel’nyi fond imeni Podol’sikh kursantov, Assotsiatsiia “Narodny
proekt”, Ministerstvo kul’tury Moskovskoi oblasti, Pravitel’stvo Kaluzhskoi oblasti,
Fond “Sozidanie”, Transmashkholding, Transneft’, Muzei tekhniki Vadima
Zadorozhnogo, Muzei voennoi tekhniki UGIK, Muzei otechestvennoi voennoi istorii v
derevne Padikovo, Muzei “Motory voiny”, Proekt “Trofeinye mashiny”, 2020
General producer: Igor’ Ugol’nikov
Producers: Vadim Zadorozhnyi, Igor’ Furmaniuk
Executive producers: Pavel Smirnov, Bagrat Chalabian, Leonid Melamud
Creative producer: Evgenii Aizikovich
Screenplay: Vadim Shmelev, Igor’ Ugol’nikov
Photography: Andrei Gurkin
Production design: Konstantin Pakhotin
Music: Iuri Poteenko

Colonel Ivan Strel’bitskii, Head of the Podolsk artillery Academy  Evgenii Diatlov
Sasha Lavrov  Artem Gubin
Masha Grigor’eva  Liubov’ Konstantinova
Mitia Shemiakin  Igor’ Iudin
Lieutenant Afanasii Aleshkin  Aleksei Bardukov
Captain Ivan Storchak  Sergei Bezrukov
Lieutenant Shapovalov  Dmitrii Solomykin
Nikitina, a military doctor  Ekaterina Rednikova
Lieutenant-General Eliseev  Vasilii Mishchenko
Major-General Smirnov  Roman Mad’ianov
Uglov, an engineer  Daniil Spivakovskii
Major Dement’ev  Sergei Bondarchuk
Lieutenant Museridze  Guram Bablishvili
Simonov  Aleksei Kopashov
Slavik Nikitin  Gleb Danilov
Azamat Khalilov  Aleksei Takharov
Andrei Tkachenko  Danil Ivanov
Sergeant Rail’lakhin  Gleb Bochkov
Bogatov  Oleg Ots
Viktor Pakhomov  Mark Vdovin
Major Dement’ev’s submachine gunner Iaroslav Orliachenko
Orlenko  Artem Mel’nichek
Losev  Valerii Laishev
Somov  Ivan Arkhangel’skii
Officer Cook  Daniil Mogutov
Karpovna  Alla Malkova
Ibragimov  Dmitrii Topol’
Vasil’kov  Pavel Stont
Officer  Gennadii Bakhmutskii
Vova  Maksim Ivanov
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>Alena Kakhuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Werner</td>
<td>Dmitrii Brauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marusia Zaitseva</td>
<td>Vera Drovenikova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieutenant Mamchich</td>
<td>Pavel Levkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrov</td>
<td>Nikolai Samsonov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamedov</td>
<td>Iraklii Kvantrishvili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalinin</td>
<td>Vasilii Zhukov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance Sergeant Ozerov</td>
<td>Rodion Avramenko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>Anastasiia Shemiakina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maslov</td>
<td>Sergei Vasil’ev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vera</td>
<td>Karina Myndrovskaia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German soldiers</td>
<td>Valerii Vafeev, Rostislav Efanoval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev Novikov</td>
<td>Daniil Shperling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tugov</td>
<td>Stanislav Kobozev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarasov</td>
<td>Bakhtiar Tashbulatov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadet’s mother</td>
<td>Natal’ia Moiseeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjutant</td>
<td>Stanislav Chumachenko</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

136 minutes

In Russian with English subtitles

**DVD**
- Region code: 2
- Aspect ratio: 2.39:1
- Languages: English subtitles
- Features: Chapter selection
- Source: Signature Entertainment
Call number DVD-6172

SOLOV´EV, Sergei

ASSA
Mosfil´m, Tvorcheskoe ob´edinenie Krug, 1987; released 16 September 1988
Screenplay: Sergei Livnev, Sergei Solov´ev
Photography: Pavel Lebeshev
Production design: Marksen Gaukhman-Sverdlov
Sound: Ekaterina Popova
‘Bananan’s Dream No 1’ is an animated film by Sergei Bugaev
‘Bananan’s Dream No 2’ is an extract from the film ‘Nanainana’, 1984, directed by Evgenii Kondrat´ev

Music:
Original music for the film: Boris Grebenshchikov and the group ‘Akvarium’
Songs written by Boris Grebenshchikov, Viktor Tsoi, Evgenii Khvatian, Aleksandr Sinitsin, Vladimir Matetski, Iurii Chernavskii
The film contains music by the following groups:
Kino: Viktor Tsoi, Gustav Gur´ianov, Iurii Kasparian, Igor´
Tikhomirov, Andrei Krisanov, Sergei Bugaev (Afrika), Timur Novikov
Akvarium: Boris Grebenshchikov, Vsevolod Gakkel´, Andrei Romanov, Aleksandr Titov, Aleksandr Liapin, Petr Troschchenkov
Bravo: Zhanna Aguzarova, Evgenii Khvatian, Pavel Kuzin, Fedor Ponomarev, Timur Murtuzaev
Soiuz kompozitorov: Aleksandr Sinitsin, Mikhail Mikhailiuk, Maiia Mantasheva
The film also contains the following songs:
‘Pod nebom golubym’, based on music by the eighteenth century composer Francesco da Milano
‘My khotim peremen’, ‘Mochalkin Bliuz’, ‘Luchshe strany ne naidesh´’, performed by Zhanna Aguzarova
Extracts from Kalman’s operetta ‘Silva’ performed by Mino-miuzikkhol, directed by Igor´ Dol´skii
Narrator Natan Eidel´man
Bananan Sergei Bugaev (Afrika)
Alikata Tat´iana Drubich
Andrei Krymov Stanislav Govorukhin
Black Vitia Dmitrii Shumilov
“Boroda”, a KGB man Andrei Khaliavin
His companion Irena Kuksenaite
Zoia Anita Zhukovskaia
Al´bert Petrovich Viktor Beshliaga
Paul I Dmitrii Dolinin
Alexander I Aleksandr Domogarov
Platon Zubov Kirill Kazakov
“Ambal” Anatoliy Slivnikov
“Chir” German Shorr
“Shar” Il´ia Ivanov
“Major” Aleksandr Bashirov
The musicians:
Viktor Tsoi Viktor Tsoi
Sergei (violin) Sergei Ryzhenko
Timur (keyboards) Timur Novikov
Andrei (bass guitar) Andrei Krisanov
Gustav (drums) Gustav Gur’ianov
150 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles, restored

Dual format edition on 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the Blu ray disc.

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features ‘ASSA. Entretien avec Eugénie Zvonkine’, 2021, 25 minutes 53 seconds, in French without subtitles
Karaoke, 4 minutes 22 seconds, Viktor Tsoi performing ‘Peremen!’ with the lyrics appearing on screen in transliterated Russian

Source Extra Lucid Films
Call number DVD-6173

SOLOV´EV, Sergei

ASSA
Mosfil´m, Tvorcheskoie ob´edinenie Krug, 1987; released 16 September 1988
Screenplay: Sergei Livnev, Sergei Solov´ev
Photography: Pavel Lebeshev
Production design: Marksen Gaukhman-Sverdlov
Sound: Ekaterina Popova
‘Bananan’s Dream No 1’ is an animated film by Sergei Bugaev
‘Bananan’s Dream No 2’ is an extract from the film ‘Nanainana’, 1984, directed by Evgenii Kondratiyev

Music:
Original music for the film: Boris Grebenshchikov and the group ‘Akvarium’
Songs written by Boris Grebenshchikov, Viktor Tsoi, Evgenii Khvatyan, Aleksandr Sinitsin, Vladimir Matetskii, Iurii Chernavskii
The film contains music by the following groups:
Kino: Viktor Tsoi, Gustav Gur´ianov, Iurii Kasparian, Igor´
Tikhomirov, Andrei Krisanov, Sergei Bugaev (Afrika), Timur Novikov
Akvarium: Boris Grebenshchikov, Vsevolod Gakkel´, Andrei Romanov, Aleksandr Titov, Aleksandr Liapin, Petr Troschchenkov
Bravo: Zhanna Aguzarova, Evgenii Khvatyan, Pavel Kuzin, Fedor Ponomarev, Timur Murtuzaev
Soiuz kompozitorov: Aleksandr Sinitsin, Mikhail Mikhailiuk, Maiia Mantasheva
The film also contains the following songs:
‘Pod nebom golubym’, based on music by the eighteenth century composer Francesco da Milano
‘My khotim peremen’, ‘Mochalkin Bluiuz’, ‘Luchshe strany ne naidesh´’, performed by Zhanna Aguzarova
Extracts from Kalman’s operetta ‘Silva’ performed by Mino-miuzikkhol, directed by Igor´ Dol´skii

Narrator: Natan Eidel´man
Bananan: Sergei Bugaev (Afrika)
Alikha: Tat´iana Drubich
Andrei Krymov: Stanislav Govorukhin
Black Vitia: Dmitrii Shumilov
“Boroda”, a KGB man: Andrei Khaliavin
His companion: Irena Kuksenaite
Zoia: Anita Zhukovskaia
Al´bert Petrovich: Viktor Beshliaga
Paul I: Dmitrii Dolinin
Alexander I: Aleksandr Domogarov
Platon Zubov: Kirill Kazakov
“Ambal”: Anatoliy Slivnikov
“Chir”: German Shorr
“Shar”: Il´ia Ivanov
“Major”: Aleksandr Bashirov
The musicians: Viktor Tsoi

Viktor Tsoi
Sergei (violin) Sergei Ryzhenko
Timur (keyboards) Timur Novikov
Andrei (bass guitar) Andrei Krisanov
Gustav (drums) Gustav Gur’ianov
144 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles, restored

Dual format edition on 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the first DVD, containing the first 73 minutes of the film.

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features ‘ASSA. Entretien avec Eugénie Zvonkine’, 2021, 25 minutes
53 seconds, in French without subtitles
Source Extra Lucid Films
Call number DVD-6174

SOLOV´EV, Sergei

ASSA
Mosfil´m, Tvorchesko ob´ edinenie Krug, 1987; released 16 September 1988
Screenplay: Sergei Livnev, Sergei Solov´ev
Photography: Pavel Lebeshev
Production design: Marksen Gaukhman-Sverdlov
Sound: Ekaterina Popova
‘Bananan’s Dream No 1’ is an animated film by Sergei Bugaev
‘Bananan’s Dream No 2’ is an extract from the film ‘Nanainana’, 1984, directed by Evgenii Kondrat´ev

Music:
Original music for the film: Boris Grebenshchikov and the group ‘Akvarium’
Songs written by Boris Grebenshchikov, Viktor Tsoi, Evgenii Khvtatan, Aleksandr Sinitsin, Vladimir Matetskii, Iurii Chernavskii
The film contains music by the following groups:
Kino: Viktor Tsoi, Gustav Gur´ianov, Iurii Kasparian, Igor´ Tikhomirov, Andrei Krisanov, Sergei Bugaev (Afrika), Timur Novikov
Akvarium: Boris Grebenshchikov, Vsevolod Gakkel´, Andrei Romanov, Aleksandr Titov, Aleksandr Liapin, Petr Troshchenkov
Bravo: Zhanna Aguzarova, Evgenii Khvtatan, Pavel Kuzin, Fedor Ponomarev, Timur Murtuzaev
Soiuz kompozitorov: Aleksandr Sinitsin, Mikhail Mikhailiuk, Maiia Mantasheva

The film also contains the following songs:
‘Pod nebom golubym’, based on music by the eighteenth century composer Francesco da Milano
‘My khotim peremen’, ‘Mochalkin Bliuz’, ‘Luchshe strany ne naidesh´’, performed by Zhanna Aguzarova
Extracts from Kalman’s operetta ‘Silva’ performed by Mino-miuzikkhol, directed by Igor´ Dol´skii
Narrator Natan Eidel´man
Bananan Sergei Bugaev (Afrika)
Alika Tat´iana Drubich
Andrei Krymov Stanisлав Govorukhin
Black Vitia Dmitrii Shumilov
“Boroda”, a KGB man Andrei Khaliavin
His companion Irena Kuksenaitе
Zoia Anita Zhukovskia
Al´bert Petrovich Viktor Beshliaga
Paul I Dmitrii Dolinin
Alexander I Aleksandr Domogarov
Platon Zubov Kirill Kazakov
“Ambal” Anatolii Slivnikov
“Chir” German Shorr
“Shar” Il´ia Ivanov
“Major” Aleksandr Bashirov
The musicians: Viktor Tsoi

Viktor Tsoi
Sergei (violin) Sergei Ryzhenko
Timur (keyboards) Timur Novikov
Andrei (bass guitar) Andrei Krisanov
Gustav (drums) Gustav Gur’ianov
144 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles, restored

Dual format edition on 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the second DVD, containing the last 71 minutes of the film.

**DVD**
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features Karaoke, 4 minutes 22 seconds, Viktor Tsoi performing ‘Peremen!’ with the lyrics appearing on screen in transliterated Russian
Source Extra Lucid Films
Call number DVD-6175

TARKOVSKII, Andrei

Zerkalo [Mirror]
Mosfil’m, Chetvertoe tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie, 1974; released 7 March 1975
Screenplay: Aleksandr Misharin, Andrei Tarkovskii
Poems by Arsenii Tarkovskii, read by the author
Photography: Georgii Rerberg
Production design: Nikolai Dvigubskii
Music: Eduard Artem’ev; and the music of Bach, Pergolesi and Purcell
Mariia, Aleksei’s mother as a young woman AND
Mariia Tarkovskaia
Aleksei’s mother as an old woman
Mariia Tarkovskaia
Aleksei, aged five
Filipp Iankovskii
Aleksei, aged twelve AND
Ignat, Aleksei’s son, aged twelve
Ignat Danil’tsev
Aleksei’s father
Oleg Iankovskii
Ivan Gavrilovich (at printing works)
Nikolai Grin’ko
Elizaveta Pavlovna (at printing works)
Alla Demidova
Military instructor during war
Iurii Nazarov
Doctor passing by at start
Anatolii Solonitsyn
Nadezhda Petrovna, the wife of a rich doctor
Larisa Tarkovskaia
Woman to whom Ignat reads Pushkin
Tamara Ogorodnikova
Red-headed girl
Ol’ga Kizilova
Voice of Aleksei/Narrator
Innokentii Smoktunovskii
106 minutes 55 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles, digitally restored

AND

Andrei Tarkovsky. A Cinema Prayer
Institut International Andreï Tarkovski, Klepatski Production, Hobab, Revolver, with the support of Film Capital Stockholm, Film i Väst, Film på Gotland, Gotlands Filmfond, Toscana Film Commission, 2019
Director: Andrei Andreevich Tarkovskii
Producers: Dmitrii Klepatskii, Peter Krupenin, Paolo Maria Spina, Andrei A. Tarkovskii
Co-producers: Katarina Krave, Anthony Muir, Lisa Widén
Script: Andrei Andreevich Tarkovskii
Editors: Michal Leszczyłowski, Andrei Andreevich Tarkovskii
Photography: Aleksei Naidenov
102 minutes
In English

On 2 Blu ray discs. This is Blu ray disc 1 containing the film and the documentary listed below

Blu ray disc
Region code B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>1.37:1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>New 2K digital restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrei Tarkovsky. A Cinema Prayer (2019) (for details see above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>The Criterion Collection, No. 1084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6176

TARKOVSKII, Andrei

Zerkalo [The Mirror]
Mosfil´m, Chetvertotvorcheshkoe ob´´edinenie, 1974; released 7 March 1975

On 2 Blu ray discs. This is Blu ray disc 2 containing the extras listed below

The Dream in the Mirror
Laterna Magicka Films for The Criterion Collection, 2021
Directors: Louise Milne, Seán Martin
Photography: Seán Martin, Louise Milne
Andrei Tarkovskii’s words adapted from his writings and interviews: script by
Louise Milne, in a new translation by Iuliia Kovaneva, read by Louise Milne, Iuliia
Kovaneva and Seán Milne
With the participation of Aleksandr Gordon, Kitty Hunter-Blair, Dmitrii Salynskii,
Layla Alexander-Garrett, Eduard Artem´ev, Mark Le Fanu, Vida T. Johnson,
Stephanie Sandler, Vladimir Golstein, Marina Tarkovskaiia
53 minutes 56 seconds
In English

AND

Ostrova. Georgii Rerberg [Islands. Georgii Rerberg]
Studiia dokumental´nogo kinopokaza GTRK Kul´tura, 2007
Head of Ostrova project: Vitalii Troianovskii
Director: Vitalii Troianovskii
Script: Vitalii Troianovskii, Irina Izvolova
Photography: Mikhail Fedorov, Iurii Zhuravlev
With the participation of: Nataliia Gutmann, Andrei Konchalovskii, Sergei
Solov´ev, Iurii Raiskii, Marianna Chugunova, Margarita Terekhova, Iurii Norshtein,
Irina Shilova, Leonid Kozlov
52 minutes 8 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

New interview with the composer Eduard Artem´ev
The Criterion Collection, 2021
Producer: Issa Clubb
22 minutes 11 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

Interview with the screenwriter Aleksandr Misharin
2004
32 minutes 34 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles
AND

Archival interviews with Tarkovskii:
French 1PM news, 17 January 1978
4 minutes 19 seconds
In French and in Russian with French simultaneous translation and with optional English subtitles
AND
3 minutes 31 seconds
In Russian with French simultaneous translation and with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features See above
88-page booklet containing an essay by the critic Carmen Gray and the 1968 film proposal and literary script by Tarkovskii and Misharin that they ultimately developed into Mirror
Source The Criterion Collection, No. 1084
Call number DVD-6177

TASHKOV, Evgenii

Prikhodite zavtra... [Come Tomorrow...]
Odesskaia kinostudiia khudozhestvennykh fil`mov, 1963; released 19 April 1963
Screenplay: Evgenii Tashkov
Photography: Radomir Vasilevskii
Production design: Oleg Perederii
Music: Andrei Eshpai

Nikolai Vasil´evich Anatolii Papanov (voiced by Evgenii Tashkov)
Frosia Ekaterina Savinova
Professor Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Sokolov Boris Bibikov
Natasha Antonina Maksimova
Kostia Iurii Gorobets (voiced by Iurii Sarantsev)
Mariia Semenovna Nadezhda Zhivotova (voiced by Ekaterina Savinova)
Vadim Aleksandr Shirvindt
Volodia Iurii Belov
Cloakroom attendant Aleksandra Denisova
Denis Ivanovich, the Director of the institute Boris Kokovkin
Accompanist Zinaida D´iakonova
Bus passenger Mikhail Kononov
Woman on train Anna Zarzhitskaia
Young man in sun glasses Evgenii Tashkov

93 minutes

In Russian with (poor quality) English subtitles, colourised version

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles (poor quality)
Features Colourised version
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6178

TROFIMOV, Sergei AND BEKMAMBETOV, Timur

Deviataev
Baselevs Prodakshn, Studiia Voenfil´m, MT-Media, Lenfil´m, Pandora Film, with the support of Fond kino, Telekanal Rossiia 1, Tatneft´, 2021
Producers: Timur Bekmambetov, Igor´ Ugol´nikov, Igor´ Mishin, Evgenii Aronova
Executive producer: Timur Asadov
Visual effects producer: Aleksei Gusev
Screenplay: Maksim Budarin, Konstantin Galdaev, Georgii Selegei, Il´giz Zainiev
Photography: Elena Ivanova
Production design: El´dar Karkhalev
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Song sung by Elerna Temnikova

Mikhail Deviataev Pavel Priluchnyi
Nikolai Larin Pavel Chinarev
Sokolov Evgenii Serzin
Korzh Aleksei Filimonov
Riaboik Nkita Kologrivyi
Nemchenko Oleg Chugunov
Serd ukov Anton Ksenev
Kutergin Maksim Khazhov
Willi Dmitrii Lysenkov
Barber Timofei Tribuntsev
Faia, Mikhail Deviataev’s wife Dar´ia Zlatopol´skaya
Grigorii Vasil´evich Larin Aleksandr Lykov
Commandant Thure Riefenstein
Gestapo man Mikhael´ Epp
Klaus Patrick Josvig
Fatukh Niiaz Zinnatullin
Senior Officer on Usedom Kirill Semin
Young officer on Usedom Aleksei Sergeev
General Iurii Tsurilo
Investigator Sergei Umanov
Aleksei Deviataev Artem Drachev
Urbanowicz Denis Kozinets
Officer Evgenii Sannikov
Adamov Anton Babichev
German Officers Aleksandr Petrov, Igor´ Kiselev, Aleksandr Klassen
German pilot Aleksei Krasnotsvetov
Guard Tat´iana Polonskaia
German technician Vladimir Lysenko
Karl Vladislav Spirin
Junior Officer Oleg Ishchenko
Kapos Vitalii P´ianov, Aleksei Pesterev
Tatar Rafael´ Khismatulin
Camp inmates Andrei Sergeev, Evgenii Zainetdinov
Man sentenced to death Sergei Kachinskii
German soldier Sergei Drozdov
106 minutes

In Russian with some untranslated German and without subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>No subtitles</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Chapter selection</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Russianvd.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Call number DVD-6179

URNSULIAK, Sergei

Zhizn’ i sud’ba [Life and Fate]
Telekanal Rossiia, with the participation of Studiia Ded Moroz and Kinokompanii Moskino, 2012; TV premiere, 14 October 2012 (Rossiia-1)
General producers: Anton Zlatopol´skii, Sergei Shumakov
Producers: Mariia Ushakova, Aleksei Kuznetsov, Evgenii Popov
Producer for Telekanal Rossiia 1: Ekaterina Efanova
Executive producer: Svetlana Bezgan
Screenplay: Eduard Volodarskii, from the novel by Vasilii Grossman
Photography: Mikhail Suslov
Production design: Alim Matveichuk, Oleg Ukhov
Music: Vasilii Tonkovidov and the music of Bach, Vivaldi and Samuel Barber
Viktor Shtrom, a physicist Sergei Makovetskii
Battalion Commissar Nikolai Krymov Aleksandr Baluev
Captain Ivan Grekov Sergei Puskepalis
Tank Corps Commander Colonel Petr Novikov Evgenii Diatlov
Liudmila, Viktor Shtrom’s wife Lika Nifontova
Regimental Commander Major Ivan Berezkin Anton Kuznetsov
Evgeniia Shaposhnikova, Krymov’s former wife Polina Agureeva
Mar’ia Ivanovna Sokolova Anna Mikhailkova
Nadia Shtrom, Viktor’s daughter Vera Panfilova
Katia Vengrova, the radio operator Polina Pushkaruk
Lieutenant Tolia Shtrom, Liudmila’s son Nikita Tezin
Academician Aleksei Shishakov Vladimir Simonov
Petr Sokolov, Mar’ia’s husband Rustem Iuskaev
Tank Corps Commissar Dementii Getmanov Pavel Il’in
General Neudobnov, Chief of Staff of the Tanks Corps Vladimir Matveev
Vasili Klimov Konstantin Shelestun
Infantry Battalion Commander Podchufarov Mikhail Vandyshhev
Vershkov, Novikov’s Adjutant Sergei Gromov
Glushkov, Berezkin’s orderly Anatolii Gushchin
Regimental Commissar Pivovarov Aleksandr Nikol´skii
Engineer Battalion Commander Movshovich Rashid Nezametdinov
Lieutenant Kravtsov il´ia Kiporenko
Political Instructor Soshkin Dmitrii Kulichkov
Military Engineer First Rank Rizin Sergei Iakubenko
Grishin, Head of the Passport Office Iurii Itskov
Aleksandra Vladimirovna Shaposhnikova, the mother of Liudmila and Evgeniia
   Ol’ga Dzis´ko
Klara Genrikhovna Valentina Savel´eva
Glafira Dmitrievna, Evgeniia Shaposhnikova’s neighbour Al´bina Tikhanova
Dragin, Evgeniia Shaposhnikova’s neighbour Igor´ Daniushin
Kas´ian Kovchenko Aleksandr Ermakov
Bad´in Viktor Riabov
Dubenko Vladimir Ushakov
Academician Dmitrii Petrovich Chepyzhin Mikhail Pakhomenko
Lavrentii Beriia Iulian Malakians
Major-General Stepan Gur’ev, Commander of the 39th Infantry Division  
Aleksandr Aravushkin
Colonel Nikolai Batiuk, Commander of the 284th Infantry Division  
Igor’ Liakh
Lieutenant-General Vasilii Chuikov, Commander of the 62nd Army  
Sergei Tsepow
Head of personnel  
lurii Grubnik
Leonid Mad’iarov, a historian  
Oleg Knysh
Akhmet Karimov  
Tagir Rakhimov
Artelev  
Sergei Antonov
Grudin  
Anatolii Veshchikov
Kazenelenbogen  
Aleksandr Safronov
Dreling  
Viktor Shuliakovskii
Bogoleev  
Konstantin Polivanov
Investigators  
Igor’ Chigasov, Aleksei Nesterov
Sergeant in prison  
Artem Gaidukov
Workers in Shtrum’s laboratory:
Aida Vaispapir  
Nina Antiukhova
Anna Loshakova  
Valentina Kareva
Perepelitsyn  
Aleksander Ogorodov
Markov  
Andrei Perunov
Savost´ianov  
Vadim Radchenko
Nozdrin  
Aleksandr Sorkin

The Petushkov brothers  
Vadim Iatsuk, Viktor Iatsuk
Fighters in the Grekov house  
Il´ia Barabanov, Vladimir Golubev, Dmitrii Zhuravlev, Igor´ Lebedev, Iaroslav Uzeniuk, David Tsignadze, Nikolai Shraiber

Lutikov, Grekov house  
Aleksandr Bocharov
Zhikharev, Grekov house  
Dmitrii Gusev
Krepysh, Grekov house  
Sergei Davydov
Kolomoitsev, Grekov house  
Roman Danilin
Syrokvash, Grekov house  
Vladimir Zharkov
Chentsov, Grekov house  
Andrei Kurilov
Poliakov, Grekov house  
lurii Loparev
Lieutenant Zubarev, Grekov house  
Aleksei Medvedev
Artillery Lieutenant Batrakov, fire spotter, Grekov house  
Il´ia Mozgovoi
Sergeant Major Khromov, Grekov house  
Vladimir Sidorov
Sukhorukov, Grekov house  
Roman Frolov
Bregvadze, Grekov house  
David Tsignadze
Perfil´ev, Grekov house  
Aleksandr Chmelev
Lampasov, Grekov house  
Nikolai Shatokhin
Bunchuk, Grekov house  
lurii Iakovlev-Sukhanov
Staff of hospital in Saratov:
Hospital Commissar Shimanskii  
Igor´ Sergeev
Dr Maizel´  
Robert Liapidevskii
Nurse Terent´eva  
Nadezhda Badakova
Clerk in Saratov hospital  
Kirill Polikashin
Hospital Commandant  
Anatolii Panikov
Sergeant Major in Saratov hospital  
Aleksei Goriachev
Snipers:
Bulatov  
Artem Bystrov
Zaitsev    Artem Dovgolopyi
Tokarev    Viktor Zhalsanov
Bezdid'ko    Evgenii Morozov
Solodkii    Aleksandr Shatokhin
Tenants of communal flat
Verka Glukhareva, communal flat    Elena Kazarinova
Verka's father, communal flat    Aleksei Simkovich
Man who arrests Krymov    Gennadii Alimpiev
Colonel Karpov    Aleksandr Alekseev
Passport clerk    Natal'ia Aristova
Soldier    Mikhail Asankin
Quartermaster    Grigorii Baranov
Major-General    Viktor Babich
Cooks    Sergei Bachurskii, Iurii Bondarenko
Driver    Viktor Bochkov
Stepan Spiridonov    Viktor Iakovlev
Sergeant Major Sablin    Dmitrii Rodonov
Colonel General Aleksandr Vasilevskii, HQ Representative in Stalingrad
Konstantin Topolaga

Belov, Commander of a Tank Regiment in Novikov's brigade Viacheslav Shikhaleev
Kolokol'chikov, a radio operator    Andrei Kryzhnii
Draftswoman    Sof'ia Raizman
Berezkin's daughter    Anna Malakhieva
Berezkin's wife    Margarita Ivanova
Pie seller    Natal'ia Smirnova
Fighters    Aleksei Osviannikov, Konstantin Khrustalev
Staff Sergeant    Ian Vorob'ev
Soldiers    Aleksei Kosterev, Viktor Kuryshev, Roman Ladnev, Danil Mogutov

German soldiers    Sergei Beliaev, Andrei Sokolov, Evgenii Mundum
Girls with Germans    Irina Veselova, Natal'ia Kondrat'eva
German    Semen Ivanov
Shtrum's driver    Vitalii Endovitskii
Lieutenant-Colonel, Counter-Intelligence    Sergei Vidineev

Wardrobe attendant    Iurii Gorin
Tolbukhin    Vladimir Gusev
Sazonov    Igor' Sidorenko
Regimental Commissar    Dmitrii Titov
Member of Military Council    Anatolii Khudoleev
Major Ukhov    Il'ia Komarov
Andrei Eremenko    Sergei Shekhovtsov
Wounded men, hospital    Valerii Gur'ev, Aleksandr Oblasov
Field kitchen cook    Andrei Zubkov
Surgeon    Vladimir Laptev
Policeman    Evgenii Moskalev
Nurse in hospital train    Zhanna Nikonova
Captain Shinkarev    Andrei Novikov
Man in car    Petr Rabchevskii
Captain in car    Oleg Shapkov
Hospital doctor Irina Sidorova
Women queuing to deliver parcels at prison Tamara Spiricheva, Tat’iana Tsirenina
Lance Sergeant Vladimir Tereshchenko
Commissar Gurov Anatolii Ustinov
12 episodes
Total running time: 484 minutes 14 seconds
In Russian with some Ukrainian and with English subtitles and with English-language narration

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 1, containing
Film 1, Parts 1 and 2, 48 minutes 54 seconds + 35 minutes 18 seconds = 84 minutes 12 seconds
Film 2, Parts 1 and 2, 36 minutes 26 seconds + 36 minutes 48 seconds = 73 minutes 14 seconds
Film 3, Parts 1 and 2, 48 minutes 2 seconds + 44 minutes 48 seconds = 92 minutes 50 seconds
Total Films 1-3 = 250 minutes 46 seconds

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6180

**URSULIAK, Sergei**

*Zhizn´ i sud´ba [Life and Fate]*

Telekanal Rossiia, with the participation of Studiia Ded Moroz and Kinokompaniia Moskino, 2012; TV premiere, 14 October 2012 (Rossiia-1)

General producers: Anton Zlatopol´skii, Sergei Shumakov

Producers: Mariia Ushakova, Aleksei Kuznetsov, Evgenii Popov

Producer for Telekanal Rossiia 1: Ekaterina Efanova

Executive producer: Svetlana Bezgan

Screenplay: Eduard Volodarskii, from the novel by Vasilii Grossman

Photography: Mikhail Suslov

Production design: Alim Matveichuk, Oleg Ukhor

Music: Vasilii Tonkovidov and the music of Bach, Vivaldi and Samuel Barber

Viktor Shtrum, a physicist  Sergei Makovetskii

Battalion Commissar Nikolai Krymov  Aleksandr Baluev

Captain Ivan Grekov  Sergei Puskepalis

Tank Corps Commander Colonel Petr Novikov  Evgenii Diatlov

Liudmila, Viktor Shtrum’s wife  Lika Nifontova

Regimental Commander Major Ivan Berezkin  Anton Kuznetsov

Evgenii Shaposhnikova, Krymov’s former wife  Polina Agureeva

Mar´ia Ivanovna Sokolova  Anna Mikhailova

Nadia Shtrum, Viktor’s daughter  Vera Panfilova

Katia Vengrova, the radio operator  Polina Pushkaruk

Lieutenant Tolia Shtrum, Liudmila’s son  Nikita Tezin

Academician Aleksei Shishakov  Vladimir Simonov

Petr Sokolov, Mar´ia’s husband  Rustem Iuskaev

Tank Corps Commissar Dementii Getmanov  Pavel Il´in

General Neudobnov, Chief of Staff of the Tanks Corps  Vladimir Matveev

Vasiliy Klimgov  Konstantin Shelestun

Infantry Battalion Commander Podchufarov  Mikhail Vandyshiev

Vershkov, Novikov’s Adjutant  Sergei Gromov

Glushkov, Berezkin’s orderly  Anatolii Gushchin

Regimental Commissar Pivovarov  Aleksandr Nikol´skii

Engineer Battalion Commander Movshovich  Rashid Nezametdinov

Lieutenant Kravtsov  Il´ia Kiporeno

Political Instructor Soshkin  Dmitrii Kulichkov

Military Engineer First Rank Rizin  Sergei Iakubenko

Grishin, Head of the Passport Office  Iurii Itskov

Aleksandra Vladimirovna Shaposhnikova, the mother of Liudmila and Evgeniia

Ol´ga Dzis´ko

Klara Genrikhovna  Valentina Savel´eva

Glafira Dmitrievna, Evgeniiia Shaposhnikova’s neighbour  Al´bina Tikhanova

Dragin, Evgeniiia Shaposhnikova’s neighbour  Igor´ Daniushin

Kas´ian Kovchenko  Aleksandr Ermakov

Bad´in  Viktor Riabov

Dubenko  Vladimir Ushakov

Academician Dmitrii Petrovich Chepyzhin  Mikhail Pakhomenko

Lavrentii Beriia  Iulian Malakians
Major-General Stepan Gur’ev, Commander of the 39th Infantry Division
Aleksandr Aravushkin
Colonel Nikolai Batiuk, Commander of the 284th Infantry Division
Igor’ Lyakh
Lieutenant-General Vasilii Chuikov, Commander of the 62nd Army
Sergei Tsepow
Head of personnel
Iurii Grubnik
Leonid Mad’iarov, a historian
Oleg Knysh
Akhmet Karimov
Tagir Rakhimov
Artelev
Sergei Antonov
Grudin
Anatolii Veshchikov
Kazenelenbogen
Aleksandr Safronov
Dreling
Viktor Shuliakovskii
Bogoleev
Konstantin Polivanov
Investigators
Igor’ Chigasov, Aleksei Nesterov
Sergeant in prison
Artem Gaidukov

Workers in Shtrum’s laboratory:
Aida Vaispapir
Nina Antiukhova
Anna Loshakova
Valentina Kareva
Perepelitsyn
Aleksander Ogorodov
Markov
Andrei Perunov
Savost’ianov
Vadim Radchenko
Nozdrin
Aleksandr Sorkin
The Petushkov brothers
Vadim Iatsuk, Viktor Iatsuk
Fighters in the Grekov house
Il’ia Barabanov, Vladimir Golubev, Dmitrii Zhuravlev, Igor’ Lebedev, Iaroslav Uzeniuk, David Tsingadze, Nikolai Shraiber
Liutikov, Grekov house
Aleksandr Bocharov
Zhikharev, Grekov house
Dmitrii Gusev
Krepysh, Grekov house
Sergei Davydo
Kolomoitsev, Grekov house
Roman Danilin
Syrokvash, Grekov house
Vladimir Zharkov
Chentsov, Grekov house
Andrei Kurilo
Poliakov, Grekov house
Iurii Loparev
Lieutenant Zubarev, Grekov house
Aleksei Medvedev
Artillery Lieutenant Batrakov, fire spotter, Grekov house
Il’a Mozgovoi
Sergeant Major Khromov, Grekov house
Vladimir Sidorov
Sukhorukov, Grekov house
Roman Frolov
Bregvadze, Grekov house
David Tsingadze
Perfil’ev, Grekov house
Aleksandr Chmelev
Lampasov, Grekov house
Nikolai Shatokhin
Bunchuk, Grekov house
Iurii Iakovlev-Sukhanov
Staff of hospital in Saratov:
Hospital Commissar Shimanskii
Igor’ Sergeev
Dr Maizel’n
Robert Liapidevskii
Nurse Terent’eva
Nadezhda Badakova
Clerk in Saratov hospital
Kirill Polikashin
Hospital Commandant
Anatolii Panikov
Sergeant Major in Saratov hospital
Aleksei Goriachev
Snipers:
Bulatov
Artem Bystrov
Zaitsev        Artem Dovgolopyi
Tokarev        Viktor Zhalsanov
Bezdid’ko      Evgenii Morozov
Solodkii       Aleksandr Shatokhin
Tenants of communal flat
Aleksandr Amelin, Iurii Dolgikh, Mila Kaminskaia, Iurii Mashkin, Vlada Filippova, Margarita Shilova

Verka Glukhareva, communal flat     Elena Kazarinova
Verka’s father, communal flat        Aleksei Simkovich
Man who arrests Krymov               Gennadii Alimpiev
Colonel Karpov                      Aleksandr Alekseev
Passport clerk                      Natal’ia Aristova
Soldier                              Mikhail Asankin
Quartermaster                       Grigorii Baranov
Major-General                        Viktor Babich
Cooks                                Sergei Bachurskii, Iurii Bondarenko
Driver                               Viktor Bochkov
Stepan Spiridonov                    Viktor Iakovlev
Sergeant Major Sablin               Dmitrii Rodonov
Colonel General Aleksandr Vasilevskii, HQ Representative in Stalingrad
Konstantin Topolaga

Belov, Commander of a Tank Regiment in Novikov’s brigade Viacheslav Shikhaaleev
Kolokol ´chikov, a radio operator Andrei Kryzhnii
Draftswoman                          Sof´ ia Raizman
Berezkin’s daughter                  Anna Malakhieva
Berezkin’s wife                      Margarita Ivanova
Pie seller                           Natal´ia Smirnova
Fighters                             Aleksei Oviannikov, Konstantin Khrustalev
Staff Sergeant                       Ian Vorob´ev
Soldiers                             Aleksei Kosterev, Viktor Kuryshev, Roman Ladnev, Daniil Mogutov
German soldiers                      Sergei Beliaev, Andrei Sokolov, Evgenii Mundum
Girls with Germans                   Irina Veselova, Natal´ia Kondrat´eva
German                               Semen Ivanov
Shtrum’s driver                      Vitalii Endovitskii
Lieutenant-Colonel, Counter-Intelligence Sergei Vidineev
Wardrobe attendant                   Iurii Gorin
Tolbukhin                            Vladimir Gusev
Sazonov                              Igor´ Sidorenko
Regimental Commissar                 Dmitrii Titov
Member of Military Council           Anatolii Khudoleev
Major Ukhov                          Il´ia Komarov
Andrei Eremenko                      Sergei Shekhovtsov
Wounded men, hospital                Valerii Gur´ev, Aleksandr Oblasov
Field kitchen cook                   Andrei Zubkov
Surgeon                              Vladimir Laptev
Policeman                            Evgenii Moskalev
Nurse in hospital train              Zhanna Nikonova
Captain Shinkarev                    Andrei Novikov
Man in car                           Petr Rabchevskii
Captain in car                       Oleg Shapkov
Hospital doctor Irina Sidorova
Women queuing to deliver parcels at prison Tamara Spiricheva, Tat’iana Tsirenina
Lance Sergeant Vladimir Tereshchenko
Commissar Gurov Anatolii Ustinov

Total running time: 484 minutes 14 seconds

In Russian with some Ukrainian and with English subtitles and with English-language narration

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 2, containing
Film 4, Parts 1 and 2, 42 minutes 58 seconds + 32 minutes 22 seconds = 75 minutes 20 seconds
Film 5, Parts 1 and 2, 38 minutes 34 seconds + 36 minutes 21 seconds = 74 minutes 55 seconds
Film 6, Parts 1 and 2, 46 minutes 20 seconds + 36 minutes 53 seconds = 83 minutes 13 seconds
Total Films 4-6 = 233 minutes 28 seconds

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6181

BARANOVA, Egor

Gogol’. Nachalo [Gogol’. The Beginning]  
Telekanal TV3, Produseserskaia kompanii Sreda, 2017  
Producers: Valerii Fedorovich, Aleksandr Tsekalo, Evgenii Nikishov, Artur Dzhanibekian  
Executive producer: Aleksandra Remizova  
Executive producers, TV3: Olga Kurenkova, Ivan Golomovziuk  
Line producers: Svetlana Sukhova, Kseniia Babanova  
Line producers, TV3: Dar’ia Volchanskaia, Dar’ia Romanskaia  
Author of idea: Aleksandr Tsekalo  
Screenplay: Natal’ia Merkulova, Aleksei Chupov, Kim Belov, Filipp Koniashev, Tikhon Kornev, Aleksei Karaulov, based on the writings of Nikolai Gogol’  
Photography: Sergei Trofimov  
Production design: Elena Zhukova, Maksim Sergeev  
Music: Ryan Otter  
Nikolai Gogol’  
Iakov Guro  
Aleksandr Khritoforovich Binkh  
Tesak  
Liza Danishevskaia  
Oksana  
Dr Bomgart  
Iakim  
Vakula  
Danishevskii  
Vasilina  
Ganna  
Lavrent’ev  
Devil  
Zakhar  
Petrus’  
Girl in sack  
Steward behind the counter  
Ivan (Atashinskaia’s coachman)  
Kovleiskii  
Khrustina  
Solopii Cherevik  
Popovich  
Gritsko  
Paras’ka  
Fr Varfolomei  
Khavron’ia  
Black horseman  
Pushkin  
107 minutes  
In Russian with (extremely poor) English subtitles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DVD</strong></th>
<th><strong>Region code</strong></th>
<th><strong>Aspect ratio</strong></th>
<th><strong>Languages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Features</strong></th>
<th><strong>Source</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The English subtitles are exceptionally poor</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-6182

BARANOV, Egor

Gogol’. VII
Telekanal TV3, Prodiuserskaia kompaniia Sreda, 2018
Producers: Valerii Fedorovich, Aleksandr Tsekalo, Evgenii Nikishov, Artur Dzhanibekian
Executive producer: Aleksandra Remizova
Executive producers, TV3: Ol’ga Kurenkova, Ivan Golomovziuk
Author of idea: Aleksandr Tsekalo
Screenplay: Natal’ia Merkulova, Aleksei Chupov, based on the writings of Nikolai Gogol´
Photography: Sergei Trofimov
Production design: Elena Zhukova
Music: Ryan Otter
Song sung by: Svetlana Loboda
Nikolai Gogol´ Aleksandr Petrov
Aleksandr Khritoforovich Binkh Evgenii Stychkin
Tesak Artem Suchkov
Countess Liza Danishevskaia Taisiia Vilkova
Oksana Iuliia Frants
Dr Bomgart Ian Tsapnik
Iakim Evgenii Sytyi
Vakula Sergei Badiuk
Count Aleksei Danishevskii Artem Tkachenko
Vasilina Marta Timofeeva
Khoma Brut Aleksei Vertkov
Ul´iana Kseniia Razina
Khristina Svetlana Kireeva
Fr Varfolomei Evgenii Kapitonov
Black horseman Valerii Rybin
Old woman Nina Semenova
Petro Aleksandr Kononets
Bogdana Margarita Pavlova
Darinka Alina Babak
Fedor Vladislav Dem´ianenko
Basavriuk Kirill Polukhin
Korzh Aleksandr Zav´ialov
Doctor Iurii Utkin
Gogol´ aged 10 Maksim Mironov
Bazhana Mariia Antonova
Taras Vsevolod Tsurilo
Beznosyi Anvar Libabov
Gogol´s mother Iuliia Marchenko
Gogol´s father Andrei Astrakhantsev
Midwife Nadezhda Shumilova
99 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Region code</th>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td></td>
<td>English subtitles</td>
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<td>Russianvd.com</td>
</tr>
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BARANOV, Egor

Gogol´. Strashnaia mest´ [Gogol´, A Terrible Vengeance]
Telekanal TV3, Produierskaia kompaniiia Sreda, 2018
Leading producer: Ivan Samokhvalov
Producers: Aleksandr Tsekalho, Artur Dzhanibekian, Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov
Executive producer: Aleksandra Remizova
Executive producers for TV3: Ol´ga Kurenkova, Ivan Golomovziuk
Screenplay: Natal´ia Merkulova, Aleksei Chupov, from the story by Nikolai Gogol´
Photography: Sergei Trofimov
Production design: Elena Zhukova
Music: Ryan Otter
Vocals: Sergei Shnurov
Nikolai Gogol´ Aleksandr Petrov
Iakov Petrovich Guro Oleg Men´shikov
Aleksandr Khritoforovich Binkh Evgenii Stychkin
Tesak Artem Suchkov
Liza (Countess Elizaveta Danishevskaja) Taisiia Vilkova
Oksana Iuliia Frants
Bomgart Ian Tsapnik
Iakim Evgenii Sytyi
Vakula Sergei Badiuk
Count Aleksandr Danishevskii Artem Tkachenko
Vasilina Marta Timofeeva
Mariia Dana Abyzova
Kazimir Kirill Zaitsev
Ataman Danila Oleg Gaianov
Taras Vsevolod Tsurilo
Beznosyi Anvar Libabov
Gogol´s mother Iuliia Marchenko
Gogol´s father Andrei Astrakhantsev
Voice of the devil Dmitrii Sidorov
Pushkin Pavel Derevianko
Lermontov Askar Nigamedzianov
Old recluse Liudmila Lebedeva
Fr Varfolomei Evgenii Kapitonov
107 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
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Source Russianvd.com
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BELEVICH, Kirill

Edinichka [A Single One] [Battery No. 1] [Combat Unit]

Kinokompaniia Mars-fil’m, po zakazu Mars Media Enterteinment, with the support of Rossiiskoe voenno-istoricheske obshchestvo and the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2015

General producer: Ruben Dishdishian
Producer: Elena Denisevich
Executive producer: Galina Nakhimovskaia
Creative producer: Dmitrii Golubnichii
Line producer: Vazgan Khachatrian
Screenplay: Sergei Kaluzhanov, Aleksandr Nikolaev, Anatolii Usov
Photography: Iurii Kokoshkin, Andrei Katorzhenko
Production design: Iurii Fomenko
Music: Leonid Kaminer

Political officer Semen Finogenov Andrei Merzlikin
First Lieutenant Anatolii Egorov Il’ia Korobko
Ewa Anna Prus
Nadia Tikhomirova Arina Borisova
Sergeant Pavel Zhilkin Aleksandr Vershinin
Lance Corporal Aleksandr Liutikov Mikhail Evlanov
First Lieutenant Mikael Gevorkian Mikael Dzhanibekian
First Lieutenant Iakov Gudym (“Uncle Iasha”) Sergei Gabrielian
Kolia Dobrynia Belevich-Obolenskii
Andrzej Jakub Zdrujkowski
Katia Anna Zekeeva
Romanowski Marcin Stec
Frantisek Rafal Zaverucha
Agatka Elena Glazkova
Tiurin Aleksei Poliakov
Kulebiaka Andrei Fandeev
Private Uruzbaev Bain Boval ‘dinov
Astakhov Il’ia Kipornko
Ivanov Azamat Niganov
Zinatullin Iskander Shaikhutdinov
Kliuev Vladislav Dorofeev
Gustaw Stanislaw Kallas
Harold Fits van Tom
Lieutenant-Colonel Tochilin Kirill Belevich
Borisov Aleksei Finaev-Nikolotov
Kosobrodov Aleksei Sergeev
Kats Andrei Natotsinskii
Zosia Alina Iakubovskaiia
Anelka Diana Safonova
Sara Sofiia Muratova
Zbyszek Fernando Muratov
Sofiia Sofiia Kazakova
Miriam Polina Kazakova
Prioress Ieremiia  Claudiia Bochar
Kolia in the present  Iuriii Nazarov
Andrzej in the present  Marek Lyckowski
Rużek  Il´ia Pivniuk
Pole  Viktor Belomestnov
German executioner  Konrad Kuliawski
Police agents  Dariusz Mai, Maximilian Ceron
Ania, a signaller  Aleksandra Belevich-Obolenskaia
Signallers  Valeriia Dmitrieva, Viktoriia Shabunevich
Adjutant  Vsevolod Khovanskiii-Pomerantsev
German with milk  Ruslan Surov
SS General  Dmitrii Arkhangel´skii
Narrator  Maksim Dakhnenko
104 minutes

In Russian with some Polish and German and with optional English subtitles

**DVD**
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6185

CHERNIKOV, Sergei

Zima [Winter]
KinoTrest, Focus Cinema, Look Film, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2018
Producers: Zaur Bolotaev, Aleksandr Plotnikov, Nikolai Ageev, Aleksei Gorskii, Petr Gudkov, Aleksei Ageev
Executive producer: Anna Ryzhikova
Screenplay: Sergei Chernikov
Photography: Grigorii Volodin
Production design: Evgenii Kachanov, Dar’ia Chernyshova
Aleksandr  Igor’ Petrenko
Maks       Aleksandr Petrov
MVD Officer Timofei Tribuntsev
Fortochka  Nikita Pavlenko
Artist, a gang member Nikita Salopin
Egor Vasil’yevich, Aleksandr’s father  Mikhail Zhigalov
Vint, a gang member   Aleksei Demidov
Fr Mikhail  Dmitrii Kulichkov
El’vira     Anna Makarenko
Val’ter, the gang leader  Aleksandr Abliazov
Teachers   Alena Kovaleva, Marina Egorova
Barman     Vasilii Mikhailov
Baton, a gang member Nikita Abdulov
Cashier    Nataliia Garanina
Gang members Andrei Bur, Evgenii Dudnikov, Stanislav Zavtrakin
Sergeant Trushin Vladislav Dunaev
Money collector Viacheslav Morozov
News reporter Svetlana Migovich
Nurse      Vitalina Gusak
Woman      Mariia Buknis
Paramedic  Igor’ Statsenko
Doctor     Sergei Boldorat
79 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages        No subtitles
Features         Chapter selection
Source           Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6186

DARUGA, Aleksandr

Smert’ shpionam. Lis’ia nora [Death to Spies. The Fox Hole]
Star Media Distribution, Natsional’naia kinostudiia Belarus’ fil’m, 2012
Producers: Artem Dollezhal’, Vlad Riashin
Executive producer: Rita Grebenshchikova, Aleksandr Bezverkhii
Screenplay: Vladimir Chebotaev, with the participation of Igor’ Shvetsov, Andrei Romenets
Photography: Anatolii Sakhno
Production design: Andrei Tolstik
Music: Vladimir Kripak
First Lieutenant Andrei Terekhov  Pavel Trubiner
Lieutenant Sergei Mokrousov  Anatolii Rudenko
Junior Sergeant Katia Elovskaia  Veronika Pliashkevich
Police Captain Grigoriy Kovalenok  Oleg Tkachev
SS Sturmbannführer Otto Skorzeny  Carl Achleitner
Colonel Neuber  Jean-Marc Birkholz
Schultz  Igor’ Sigov
SS Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler  Manfred Fau
State Security Commissar Second Rank  Viktor Abakumov, the Head of SMERSH
Evgenii Nikitin
Colonel Ivan Gontar’  Ivan Matskevich
Major-General Valentin Polunochenko  Valerii Afanas’ev
Bobkov  Aleksei Daruga
Captain Ustinov  Viacheslav Pavliut’
Silke Rassner  Valentina Gartsueva
Letochkin, a mathematician from Moscow  Georgii Sivokhin
Sharyga, a bandit  Aleksandr Kashperov
Marina Kuleshova  Ol’ga Nefedova
Sergeant  Sergei Beliakovich
Colonel Dubrovskii, Main Counter-Intelligence Department  Oleg Veber
Savka  Sergei Vlasov
Granddad Iuras’  Oleg Korchikov
Himmler’s Adjutant  Andrei Popkov
Petr Belogus’, the General’s driver  Sergei Bondarchuk
46 minutes 32 seconds + 46 minutes 43 seconds + 46 minutes 44 seconds + 48 minutes 23 seconds = 188 minutes 22 seconds
In Russian with some German and Belorussian and with optional (poor quality) English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles (of poor quality)
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6187

FEDOROVICH, Valerii AND NIKISHOV, Evgenii AND KOSTOMAROV, Pavel AND GORDEEV, Stepan

Pereval Diatlova [The Diatlov Pass] [Dead Mountain: The Diatlov Pass Incident]
1-2-3 Production, for TNT-Teleset’, 2020
Directors Episodes 1, 3, 5 and 7: Valerii Fedorovich and Evgenii Nikishov
Directors Episode 2, 4, 6 and 8: Pavel Kostomarov and Stepan Gordeev
Leading producers: Ivan Golomvziuk, Ol’ga Kurenkova, Elena Torchinskaia, Semen Shcherbovich-Vecher, Andrei Semenov
Producers: Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov
Executive producer: Petr Shakhlevich
Creative producer: Aleksandr Sysoev
Music producer: Denis Dubovik
Screenplay: Il’ia Kulikov, Vasiliii Vnukov, Aleksandr Sysoev, from and idea by Il’ia Kulikov
Photography: Gleb Filatov, Aleksei Strelov, David Khaiznikov (Episode 1)
Production design: Mariia Parfenova-Chukhrai, Mariia Pasichnik-Raksha, Mavlodod Farosatshoev
Music: Igor’ Sychev
KGB Major Oleg Kostin Petr Fedorov
Ekaterina Shumanova, the forensic expert Mariia Lugovaia
Aleksandr Okunev, a Captain in the KGB Directorate in the Sverdlovsk Region Andrei Dobrovol’skyi
Vasilii Tempalov, an investigator in the Ivdel’ Prosecutor’s Office Aleksei Kirsanov
Lev Ivanov, an investigator in the Ivdel’ Prosecutor’s Office Pavel Vorozhtsov
Reconnaissance Sergeant Viktor (Vitia) Shumanov Aleksei Bardukov
Dmitrii Rudakov, head of the Second Main Directorate of the KGB Sergei Shakurov
Igor’ Diatlov, head of the hike Ivan Mulin
KGB Captain Semen (Aleksandr) Zolotarev, on the hike Egor Beroev
Iurii Doroshenko, on the hike Aleksandr Metelkin
Georgii (Iurii) Krivonishchenko, on the hike Maksim Emel’ianov
Zinaida Kolmogorova, on the hike Mariia Matsel’
Liudmila Dubinina, on the hike Irina Lukina
Aleksandr Kolevatov, on the hike Evgenii Antropov
Nikolai Tibo-Brin’ol’, on the hike Iurii Deinekin
Rustem Slobodin, on the hike Roman Evdokimov
Iurii Iudin, on the hike Maksim Kostromykin
Egorych, leader of the scouts Andrei Arziaev
Vasia, a scout Azamat Nigmanov
Andrei Aleksei Sergeev
Kolia, Katia’s son Aleksandr Konovalov
Boris Slobtsov, leader of the search party Oleg Vasil’kov
An old Mansi Endongiin Tsog
Unkhu, a boy Mansi Timur Romanov
Ekor, a Mansi Georgii Bessonov
Evi, Ekor’s wife   Elena Markova
Fokin                Kirill Vasil’ev
KGB Major Babichev   Mikhail Kremer
Kostia Zhmykh, a convict  Mikhail Orlov
Andrei Kirilenko, the First Secretary of the Sverdlovsk Regional Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union  Vladimir Simonov
Captain Vladimir Iakhromeev, Commander of the “Flying Division”  Aleksei Vertkov
Captain Bulygin, Commander of the “Flying Division”  Evgenii Tkachuk
Nadezhda Templakova, Vasilii’s wife  Polina Chernyshova
Evgenii Maslennikov, leader of the search party  Artem Semakin
Girl in castle        Ol’ga Makeeva
Driver                Aleksei Kartavov
Pilot                 Mikhail Totsev
Man on duty           Aleksandr Lavrov
Oberführer            Evgenii Zelenskii
Gordo                 Sergei Rudzhevich
Classmate             Anton Loban
Boria El’tsin, a Urals Pedagogical Institute student not taken into the group  Evgenii Romantsov
Blinov                Evgenii Sakharov
Sinitsyn              Artem Kostiunev
Rempel’, a forester   Sergei Neudachin
Erne, Rempel’s wife   Mariia Bekker
NKVD Captain Volkov   Aleksei Shevchenkov
Kurt                  Christian Mok
Marta                 Lena Tronina
German prisoner 1    Pavel Orlianskii
Drivers from Vizhai   Sergei Barkovskii, Aleksandr Chumakov
Ognev                 Vladislav Pogiba
Workman               Evgenii Kazantsev
Tamara                Iuliia Bashorina
Granddad Slava        Iurii Loparev
Kostin’s driver       Kirill Krasnov
Boatswain             Aleksei Zhirov
KGB man on duty in Nizhnii Tagil  Fedor Leonov
Airmen                Aleksandr Kurochkin
Poachers              Sergei Kariakin, Il’ja Shcherbinin
Postman               Pavel Kostomarov
Man with artificial limb  Dmitrii Gusev
Girl from the station  Anzhelika Demidova
German woman 2        Julia Amme
Murdered boys         Stepan Irishevich, Fedor Irishevich
Paul                  Feliks Shul’tess
Soldier               Artem Komarov
Searchers             Evgenii Bakumenko, Viktor Osipov, Sergei Filipchenko, Il’ja Shutov
Colonel               Aleksei Shemes
Man on duty in Ivdel’lag Camp  Ivan Efremov
Oberleutnant          Iurii Anpilogov
Sania     Aleksei Surenskii
Luzhin     Aleksandr Firsanov
Guide     Aleksandr Shubin
Sentry     Vasilii Shmakov
Sergeant Egorov  Danil Ivanov
Gorbushin     Sergei Stenin
Nina Fedorovna, Vitia Shumanov's mother Nadezhda Markina
Man on duty in City Committee Sergei Kuznetsov
Military Correspondent  Aleksandr Mel’nikov
SS Man      Sergei Kirilychev
Military Surgeon   Aleksandr Prokop’ev
Guide     Anna Vinskaia
Prosecutor’s Office worker  Evgenii Petrov
8 episodes: 57 minutes 2 seconds + 51 minutes 41 seconds + 44 minutes 27 seconds
+ 42 minutes 59 seconds + 46 minutes 48 seconds + 46 minutes 31 seconds + 51
minutes 39 seconds + 54 minutes 32 seconds
Total running time: 395 minutes 39 seconds
In Russian with some German with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages     English subtitles
Features     Episode and chapter selection
Source     Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6188

FESENKO, Oleg

Bomba [The Bomb]
Star Media Distribution, for Telekanal Rossiia, 2013
Producers: Ekaterina Efanova, Galina Balan-Timkina, Vlad Riashin
Executive producer: Dmitrii Olenich
Screenplay: Arif Aliev
Photography: Arunas Baraznauskas
Production design: Vadim Shinkarev
Line producer: Alena Ivanova
Music: Vladimir Kripak
Ivan Guchkov  Aleksei Bardukov
Sheila Persky  Ol´ga Sutulova
Dan Persky, Sheila’s father  Andrei Panin
Lika Zemtsova  Ol´ga Arntgol´ts
Nikita Krivtsov  Anton Sokolov
Major Lobanov, Main Intelligence Directorate of Red Army General Staff
    Anatolii Kot
Il´ichev  Stanislav Boklan
Aeschylus  Aleksandr Kobzar´
Lavrentii Beriia  Adam Bulguchev
Marik Shneiderman  Mikhail Krylov
Sofokl  Sergei Kostylev
Dophin  Maksim Litovchenko
Fiesta  Aleksandr Ovchinnikov
Igor´ Vasil´evich Kurchatov, a Soviet nuclear physicist and leader of the Soviet
atomic bomb project  Sergei Boiko
Silvio Rodriguez, Head of CIA Counter-Intelligence  Andrei Dzhedzhula
Roza  Viktoriia Batui
Jo Trager  Aleksandr Naumov
Blond American sailor  Pavel Aldoshin
Vertliavyi (Fidget)  Denis Martynov
Crew Commander  Igor´ Pisnyi
Doctor at the American Military Base  Vladimir Mel´nik
Military doctor  Valerii Shalyga
Dying man  Aleksandr Denisenko
Dentist  Avtandil Bezhiashvili
President of the American Film Academy  Oleg Fleer
Gangster  Saak Durian
Twimmy, a recruiter  Oleg Karpenko
Commander  Andrei Debrin
Sergeant Denisov  Denis Toliarenko
Local policeman  Sergei Mel´nik
Jose  Ashot Arushanov
Boy in the orphanage  Andrei Nosykhin
Journalist  Anzhelika Savchenko
Gangster  Zaza Chanturiia
NKVD trainee  Vladimir Gladkii
Mexican woman Mariia Iusupova
Journalist Marina Litvinenko
Tank crew Viacheslav Nikolenko
Japanese Officer Stanislav Pak
NKVD Major Mikhail Zhonin
dora Aurika Dzigora
Policeman Andrei Sukhin
Colonel in American Counter-Intelligence Boris Abramov
Radio operator Aleksandr Sviridov
Rabbi Valerii Bassel´
Dean Petr Boiko
Deputy Leader of Detachment Igor´ Gnezdilov
American Officer Taras Denisenko
NKVD man David Babaev
Director of the orphanage Valentina Ishchenko
Worker at the Nuclear Works Sergei Kalantai
Neighbour in communal flat Natal´ia Klenina
Josef, a rabbi Valentin Kozachkov
Surgeon Valerii Legin
State Security Operatives Aleksandr Poryvaev, Evgenii Chernorai
Camp Commander Oleg Primogenov
Commander of detachment of saboteurs Aleksandr Suvorov
Sergeant Major Dmitrii Chernov
Coach Sergei Ponomarenko

44 minutes 18 seconds + 43 minutes 52 seconds + 43 minutes 17 seconds + 43 minutes 58 seconds + 44 minutes 4 seconds + 43 minutes 46 seconds + 44 minutes 19 seconds + 45 minutes 33 seconds
Total running time 353 minutes 7 seconds

In Russian with some Ukrainian and with some English and Spanish with Russian voiceover and with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6189

KALATOZOV, Mikhail

Soy Cuba [la - Kuba] [I am Cuba]
Mosfil´m, ICAIC, Cuba, 1964; released 2 November 1964
Screenplay: Evgenii Evtushenko, Enrique Pineda Barnet
Photography: Sergei Urusevskii
Production design: Evgenii Svidetelev
Music: Carlos Fariñas
Alberto Sergio Corrieri
Ren Salvador Wood
Pedro José Gallardo
Enrique Raúl García
Maria / Betty Luz María Collazo
Jim Jean Bouise
Gloria Zilia Rodrigues
Tereza Luisa María Jiménez Rodríguez
Pablo Mario González Broche
American activist Roberto García York
The voice of Cuba Raquel Revuelta
With: Alberto Morgan, Fausto Mirabal, María de las Mercedes Díez,
Bábara Domínguez, Isis del Monte, Tony López
Russian text read by Nina Nikitina, Georgii Epifantsev
141 minutes
In Spanish with optional French subtitles, new 4K restoration

AND

FERRAZ, Vicente

O Mamute Siberiano [Le Mammouth sibérien] [The Siberian Mammoth]
A film about Mikhail Kalatozov’s film Ia Kuba [Soy Cuba]
Três mundos, 2004
Executive producer Isabel Martínez
Script Vicente Ferraz
Photography Tareq Daoud, Vicente Ferraz
Music Jenny Padrón
With the participation of Alfredo Guevara, founder and former president of ICAIC,
and these people who worked on Soy Cuba: the assistant cameram Raúl Rodríguez,
the co-scriptwriter, Enrique Piñeda Barnet, the actors Sergio Corrieri, Raúl García,
Luz María Collazo and Salvador Wood, the production secretary, Yolanda Benett,
the cameraman, Alexander Calzatti, the composer, Carlos Fariñas, and the
production designers, Juan Varona and Luis “Lolo” Carrillo
91 minutes
In Spanish and Portuguese with optional French subtitles

AND
Martin Scorsese on *I am Cuba*
MK2 SA, 2003
Martin Scorsese in conversation with Richard Schickel, New York, 2 December 2003
27 minutes 40 seconds
In English with optional French subtitles

AND

Interventions de François Albera, historien du cinéma [Interventions by the film historian François Albera]
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
Director: Gurvan Hue
François Albera in conversation with Natacha Missoffe
Kalatozov, le cineaste” [Kalatozov the cineaste] 20 minutes 55 seconds
Kalatozov et Ouroussevski, un duo artistique” [Kalatozov and Urusevskii, an artistic duo] 16 minutes 17 seconds
*Soy Cuba*, Le contexte historique [*I am Cuba*, The Historical Context] 18 minutes 51 seconds
*Soy Cuba*, La réception du film [*I am Cuba*, The Reception of the Film] 11 minutes 46 seconds
Total running time 67 minutes 43 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

Révolution de sensations. Analyse de sequence [Revolution of Sensations. Sequence analysis]
Sequence analysis by the film scholar Eugénie Zvonkine
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
29 minutes 54 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

*Soy Cuba*, par Claire Mathon [*Soy Cuba*, by Claire Mathon]
An interview with the cinematographer Claire Mathon
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
Director: Pierre Denoits
Claire Mathon in conversation with Natacha Missoffe and Lucas Nunes De Carvalho
20 minutes 34 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

Le film vu par Hicham Lasri, cinéaste marocain [The film as seen by the Moroccan film-maker Hicham Lasri]
2020
5 minutes 31 seconds
In French without subtitles
On 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the Blu ray disc of the film and the extras

Blu ray disc
Region code          B
Aspect ratio         1.37:1
Languages           Spanish language version
                    Optional French subtitles
Features
New 4K restoration of the film
Soy Cuba: Le Mammouth sibérien, by Vicente Ferraz, a 2004 documentary on the shooting of the film (for details see above)
Interview with Martin Scorsese (2003, in English with optional French subtitles; for details see above)
Four interventions by François Albera:
Kalatozov, le cinéaste
Kalatozov et Ouroussevski, un duo artistique
Le contexte historique
La réception du film
(In French without subtitles; for details see above)
Révolution de sensations. Analyse de sequences (Sequence analyses by Eugénie Zvonkine, in French without subtitles; for details see above)
Soy Cuba, par Claire Mathon [Soy Cuba, by Claire Mathon] (in French without subtitles; for details see above)
The film as seen by the Moroccan film-maker Hicham Lasri (in French without subtitles; for details see above)

Source
Potemkine
Call number DVD-6190

KALATOZOV, Mikhail

Soy Cuba [Ia - Kuba] [I am Cuba]
Mosfil´m, ICAIC, Cuba, 1964; released 2 November 1964
Screenplay: Evgenii Evtushenko, Enrique Pineda Barnet
Photography: Sergei Urusevskii
Production design: Evgenii Svidetelev
Music: Carlos Fariñas
Alberto Sergio Corrieri
Ren Salvador Wood
Pedro José Gallardo
Enrique Raúl García
Maria / Betty Luz María Collazo
Jim Jean Bouise
Gloria Zilia Rodrigues
Tereza Luisa María Jiménez Rodriguez
Pablo Mario González Broche
American activist Roberto García York
The voice of Cuba Raquel Revueltas
With: Alberto Morgan, Fausto Mirabal, María de las Mercedes Díez,
Bárbara Domínguez, Isis del Monte, Tony López
Russian text read by Nina Nikitina, Georgii Epifantsev
135 minutes
In Spanish with optional French subtitles, new 4K restoration

AND

Martin Scorsese on I am Cuba
MK2 SA, 2003
Martin Scorsese in conversation with Richard Schickel, New York, 2 December 2003
26 minutes 34 seconds
In English with optional French subtitles

On 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the DVD of the film and the Martin Scorsese interview

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages  Spanish language version
Optional French subtitles
Features  New 4K restoration of the film
Interview with Martin Scorsese (2003, in English with optional French subtitles; for details see above)
| Source | Potemkine |
Call number DVD-6191

KALATOZOV, Mikhail

Soy Cuba [Ia - Kuba] [I am Cuba]
Mosfil´m, ICAIC, Cuba, 1964; released 2 November 1964

On 1 Blu ray disc and 2 DVDs. This is the DVD of the extras

FERRAZ, Vicente

O Mamute Siberiano [Le Mammouth sibérien] [The Siberian Mammoth]
A film about Mikhail Kalatozov’s film Ia Kuba [Soy Cuba]
Três mundos, 2004
Executive producer Isabel Martínez
Script Vicente Ferraz
Photography Tareq Daoud, Vicente Ferraz
Music Jenny Padrón
With the participation of Alfredo Guevara, founder and former president of ICAIC, and these people who worked on Soy Cuba: the assistant cameram Raúl Rodríguez, the co-scriptwriter, Enrique Piñeda Barnet, the actors Sergio Corrieri, Raúl García, Luz Maria Collazo and Salvador Wood, the production secretary, Yolanda Benett, the cameraman, Alexander Calzatti, the composer, Carlos Fariñas, and the production designers, Juan Varona and Luis “Lolo” Carrillo
88 minutes
In Spanish and Portuguese with optional French subtitles

AND

Interventions de François Albera, historien du cinema [Interventions by the film historian François Albera]
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
Director: Gurvan Hue
François Albera in conversation with Natacha Missoffe
Kalatozov, le cineaste” [Kalatozov the cineaste] 20 minutes 5 seconds
Kalatozov et Ouroussevski, un duo artistique” [Kalatozov and Urusevskii, an artistic duo] 15 minutes 38 seconds
Soy Cuba, Le contexte historique [I am Cuba, The Historical Context] 18 minutes 5 seconds
Soy Cuba, La réception du film [I am Cuba, The Reception of the Film] 11 minutes 17 seconds
Total running time 65 minutes 5 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

Révolution de sensations. Analyse de sequence [Revolution of Sensations. Sequence analysis]
Sequence analysis by the film scholar Eugénie Zvonkine
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
28 minutes 42 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

*Soy Cuba, par Claire Mathon [Soy Cuba, by Claire Mathon]*
An interview with the cinematographer Claire Mathon
La Bête Lumineuse, 2020
Director: Pierre Denoits
Claire Mathon in conversation with Natacha Missoffe and Lucas Nunes De Carvalho
20 minutes 34 seconds
In French without subtitles

AND

*Le film vu par Hicham Lasri, cinéaste marocain [The film as seen by the Moroccan film-maker Hicham Lasri]*
2020
5 minutes 31 seconds
In French without subtitles

**DVD**

| Region code | 2 |
| Aspect ratio | 1.37:1 |
| Languages | In French or with optional French subtitles |
| Features | New 4K restoration of the film *Soy Cuba: Le Mammouth sibérien*, by Vicente Ferraz, a 2004 documentary on the shooting of the film (for details see above) 
Four interventions by François Albera: Kalatozov, le cinéaste  
Kalatozov et Ouroussevski, un duo artistique  
Le contexte historique  
La réception du film  
(In French without subtitles; for details see above)  
Révolution de sensations. Analyse de sequences (Sequence analyses by Eugénie Zvonkine, in French without subtitles; for details see above)  
*Soy Cuba, par Claire Mathon [Soy Cuba, by Claire Mathon]* (in French without subtitles; for details see above)  
The film as seen by the Moroccan film-maker Hicham Lasri (in French without subtitles; for details see above)  

**Source** Potemkine
Call number DVD-6192

KONCHALOVSKII, Egor

[Anti]killer 2, Antiterror
MB Production, Golden Key Entertainment, Russia, with Pervyi kanal and Tsentral Partnership, 2003
Producers: Iusup Bakhshiev, Viktor Taknov, Vladimir Kil´burg
Screenplay: Iurii Perov, with the participation of Viktor Shamirov, Fuad Ibragimbekov, Anatolii Avchalumov, John Protass, Egor Mikhailov-Konchalovskii, Iusup Bakhshiev, based on the novel by Danila Koretskii
Photography: Anton Antonov
Production design: Viacheslav Demin
Music: Viktor Sologub
Liuba, Lis’s wife Liubov´ Tolkalina
Krest, a ‘thief in law’ Sergei Shakurov
Metis, one of the gang leaders Viacheslav Razbegaev
Petr Kolerov, ‘Klop’, an old thief and Lis’s informant Ivan Bortnik
Lieutenant-Colonel Renat Litvinov Sergei Veksler
Mikhail Khondachev, a banker Mikhail Efremov
Uzhakh Aduev, General Aduev’s elder son Aleksei Serebriakov
Police General Aleksei Nyrkov Aleksei Buldakov
‘Metla’ (‘Broom’) a ‘thief in law’ Iurii Sherstnev
General Aduev Liubomiras Laucevičius
Major Gladkov, from the Remand Centre Vladimir Steklov
FSB Lieutenant-Colonel Voloshin Andrei Smoliakov
Kent Iusup Bakhshiev
Ali the dagger Timofei Baier-Kozhukhar
Nasim, General Aduev’s younger son Vadim Tsallati
Iuliia Svetlana Timofeeva-Letunovskaia
Spectacled botanist Evgenii Kulakov
Special Rapid Response Unit craftsman Aleksandr Orlovskii
Baikov, a former policeman, not Head of Security for Khondachev Leonid Gromov
‘Gangrene’, a ‘thief in law’ Valentin Golubenko
Seryi, Krest’s sidekick Sergei Gabrielian
Akimov Mikhail Lukashov
Misha Pechenkov, a drug dealer Mikhail Gorevoy
Kurepov Aleksandr Andrienko
Nazimov, an investigator in the Prosecutor’s Office Vitalii Nazimov
Valentina Fedorovna, a witness Valentina Berezutskaya
Rynda Igor´ Ganzha
Criminal authority Sergei Bolotaev
Policeman Pavel Derevianko
Head of skinhead gang Vladimir Epifantsev
Mayor’s secretary Nina Zabelinskaia
Worker in mayor’s office Vladimir Peregudov
Samson, a member of Metla’s gang Dmitrii Persin
126 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>English subtitles</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Chapter selection</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Russianvd.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Call number DVD-6193

KOZLOVSKII, Danila

Chernobyl´
Non-Stop Prodakshn, DK Interteiment, Tsentral Partnership, Gruppa kompanii GPM KIT, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Fond kino, Fond razvitii sovremennogo kinematografa Kinopraim, 2020
Producers: Aleksander Rodnianskii, Sergei Mel´kumov, Danila Kozlovskii
Executive producer: Natal´ia Kotkova
Co-producers: Rafael´ Minasbekian, Vadim Vereshchagin
Screenplay: Aleksei Kazakov, Elena Ivanova
Photography: Kseniia Sereda
Production design: Timur Shagiakhmedov
Music: Oleg Karpachev
Aleksei Karpuhin   Danila Kozlovskii
Ol´ga Savostina   Oksana Akin´shina
Lesha   Petr Tereshchenko
Valera   Filipp Avdeev
Boris   Nikolai Kozak
Nikita   Maksim Blinov
Tropin   Igor´ Chernevich
Stysin   Artur Beschastnyi
Sergei, a fireman   Andrei Kazakov
Dina, a radiologist   Ravshana Kurkova
Ivan   Aleksandr Al´iabev
Tigran, a fireman   Samvel Tadevosian
Dmitrii, a fireman   Nikita Karpinski
Iura Kondratiuk   Dmitrii Matveev
Katia   Mariia Abramova
Kolia, a fireman   Nikolai Samsonov
His wife   Mariia Ul´ianova
Kristina, a nurse   Dariia Liatetskaia
Father of girl on bus   Anatolii Prosalov
Inhabitant of Pripiat´   Svetlana Kotova
Nurses   Tat´iana Kargaeva, Margo Mezina, Katerina Mezina
Soldiers   Anton Shvarts, Anton Mataev, Vladimir Gordeev
Evacuees   Alina Mil´kova, Pavel Cherniavskii
Liquidator   Pavel Davydov
135 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   Optional English subtitles
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Russianvd.com
LAIE, Aleksandr

V iune 41-go [In June 1941]
Belarus’fim’ and Teleradioveschatel’naia organizatsiia Soiuznogo gosudarstva
Rossii i Belarusi (TPO Soiuza), in collaboration with Tsentral Partnership present a
M2F, Belpartner TV production, 2008
Producers: Sergei Danelian, Aram Movsesian, Iurii Moroz, Evgenii Aisikovich, Ruben
Dishdishian, Vladimir Zametalin, Igor’ Ugot’nikov
Executive producers: Gleb Shprigov, Aleksei Muradov
Line producers: Iurii Bazik, Robert Filatov, Aleksei Muradov
Line producer for Tsentral Partnership: Natal ia Dimitrievskaia
Screenplay: Sergei Ashkenazi, with the participation of Stanislav Govorukhin, based
on the story ‘Iiun’ by Oleg Smirnov
Photography: Nikolai Ivasiv
Production design: Aleksandr Kholodtsov
Music: Aleksandr Zatsepin, Vladimir Sivitskii
Lieutenant Ivan Burov Sergei Bezrukov
Hanna Belski Magdalena Gurska
Wojciech Belski, her grandfather Rostislav Iankovskii
Captain Otto Regner Pavel Delong
Wurf Vladimir Iankovskii (voiced by Andrei Popkov)
Sergeant Karpeniuk Mikhail Kalinichev
Günter Aleksandr -Laie
Jadwiga Olesia Pukhovaia
Rustam Rafael’ Mukaev
Mikhailov, the Head of the Fort Vitalii Bezrukov
Shuliak Oleg Kots
General Berg Leonid Ulashchenko
Mikhailov’s wife Dzhul’etta Gering
Mikhailov’s daughter Ekaterina Vezhnovets
Captain Igor’ Sigov
Military doctor Ivan Pavlov
Stoianov Vladimir Mishchanchuk
Policeman Sergei Prokopovich
Red Army man Kirill Novitskii
52 minutes 1 second + 52 minutes 7 seconds + 51 minutes 57 seconds + 52 minutes
5 seconds = 208 minutes 10 seconds
In Russian and Ukrainian with some Polish and German with Russian voiceover
and with optional (extremely poor quality) English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Russian voiceover for the Polish and German dialogue
Optional (extremely poor quality) English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6195

LOKSHIN, Mikhail

Serebrianye kon´ki [Silver Skates]
Tsentral Partnership, Gruppa kompanii KIT, Kinoslovo, Studiia Trite Nikity
Mikhalkova, Telekanal Rossii 1, with the support of Fond kino, 2020
Leading producer: Grigorii Stoialov
Producers: Petr Anurov, Leonid Vereshchagin, Anton Zltopolk-skii, Rafael
Minasbekian, Nikita Mikhalkov
Executive producer: Marina Bebenina
Screenplay: Roman Kantor
Photography: Igor´ Griniakin
Production design: Aleksandr Zagoskin
Music: Guy Farley
Matvei Fedor Fedotov
Alisa Sonia Priss
Nikolai Nikolaevich, Count Von Schlessenburg-Viazemskii, Alisa’s father
Aleksei Gus´kov
Severina, his wife Severija Janušauskaitė
Prince Arkadii Trubetskoi Kirill Zaitsev
Aleks Iura Borisov
Petr, Matvei’s father Timofei Tribuntsev
Grand Duke Konstantin Alekseevich Iurii Kolokol´nikov
Dmitrii Ivanovich Mendeleev Sergei Koltakov
Fly Vasilii Kopeikin
Count Mikhail Shelomentsev
Chingiz Bato Shoinzhonov
Margo Aleksandra Revenko
Miss Jackson Cathy Belton
Fourier Denis Lavant
Praskov’ia Margarita Adaeva
Doctor Dmitrii Lysenkov
Nikolai Nikolaevich’s manager Arkadii Koval´
Colleague Dmitrii Murashev
Principal of the Bestuzhev Courses for Young Women Sergei Barkovskii
Aleksandr Ivanovich, a policeman Denis P´ianov
Princess Trubetskai, Prince Arkadii’s mother Elena Rufanova
Little Matvei Vladimir Khrul´kov
Little Petr Aleksei Anurov
Leading cook Valerii Kukhareshin
Grey-haired man Sergei Zamorev
Junior cook Rostislav Matveev
Important personage’s adjutant Evgenii Kuz´min
Policemen Maksim Khanzhov, Iurii Evdokimov, Kirill Frolov
Policeman at crossroads Vasilii Shchipitsyn
Organ grinder Denis Kozinets
Coachman Anton Pulit
City dweller in a hat Aleksei Simonov
Engineer Sergei Trifonov
Master of ceremonies   Igor´ Pavlov
Rich student        Nikita Serkov
Dandy                Kirill Baloban
Tipplers             Iakov Petrov, Artem Leshchik
Barker               Roman Pritula
Fat grandee          Anton Denisov
Merchant in sleigh    Il´ia Borisov
Merchants           Leonid Filippov, Vladimir Mironov, Stanislav Oskolkov,
                    Vladimir Sin´gov, Aleksei Makretskii
Doctor               Andrei Levin
Bourgeois            Aleksei Galishnikov
Young man            Kirill Ivanov
Porters              Anton Bagrov, Valerii Smekalov
Candyfloss seller    Veronika Iurasova
Saleswoman in bakery  Evgeniia Kuznetsova
Telephonist          Stanislav Shapkin
Nurse                Polina Ul´ianova
Large ladies         Natal´ia Lyzhina, Tat´iana Polonskaia
Chamberlain          Nikolai Sonin
Salesman at fair     Egor Bakulin
Fourier’s assistant  Vadim Smirnov
Dusia                Viktoriia Plop
Musia                Meri Vakha
Girl in gang         Evgeniia Lykova
Praesidium           Aleksandr Bakharevskii, Aleksei Afanasˇev, Valerii Shamarin,
                    Pavel Sergienko
Lamplighter          Georgii Beliakov
Student              Mariia Tsempilova
Senior footman       Sergei Stolbov
Brunette             Viktoria Sobol´
Blonde               Adeliia Severinova
Boy                  Il´ia Frolikov
Twins                Anastasiia Shevtsova, Arina Shevtsova
Inspector            Vladimir Glazkov
Policeman at station Boris Chistiakov
Girl with prince     Sof´ia Iruko
Young men at skating rink Artemii Poliakov, Aleksandr Averin
137 minutes

In Russian with some English and French and with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages       Optional English subtitles
Features        Chapter selection
Source          Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-6196

LUKINSKII, Ivan

Ivan Brovkin na tseline [Ivan Brovkin in the Virgin Lands]
Kinostudiia imeni M. Gor’kogo, 1958; released 23 January 1959
Screenplay: Georgii Mdivani
Photography: Valerii Ginzburg
Production design: Liudmila Blatova
Music: Anatolii Lepin
Song lyrics: Aleksei Fat’ianov
The song ‘Zabrala podruza detstva serdtse u menia’ is sung by Leonid Kharitonov
The song ‘Na trudnykh dorogakh vsegda vperedi sem’ia komsomol’skaia nasha’ is
sung by Vladimir Nechaev
The song ‘Komsomol’tsy tridtsatykh godov’ is sung by Lev Iakovlev
The song ‘Na trudnykh dorogakh’ is also sung by Leonid Kharitonov and Lev
Iakovlev
Ivan Brovkin     Leonid Kharitonov
Evdokiia Makarovna, his mother     Tat’iana Pel’tser
Timofei Koroteev, the Kolkhoz Chairman     Sergei Blinnikov
Elizaveta Nikitishna, his wife     Anna Kolomiitseva
Liubasha, their daughter     Daia Smirnova
Zakhar Silych Peryshkin, a sailor in the Merchant Fleet     Mikhail Pugovkin
Polina Grebeshkova, manager of the dining room     Vera Orlova
Sergei Barabanov, director of the State Farm     Konstantin Sinitsyn
Mukhtar Abaev     Tanat Zhailibekov
Irina Nikolaevna, a doctor     Sof’ia Zaikova
Appolinarii Samokhvalov, the Kolkhoz book-keeper     Evgenii Shutov
Nikolai Bukhvalov     Stanislav Minin (as V. Minin)
Juris     Juris Leiaskalns (as Juris Likums)
Nikolai Petrovich, the battery commander Boris Tolmazov
Akulina, a neighbour of the Brovkins     Marina Gavrilko
Accordion player     Valentin Grachev
The Brovkins’ neighbours     Mikhail Vorob’ev, Galina Malinovskaia
Tonia, Akulina’s daughter     Klavdiia Kozlenkova
Kostia, a dismissed village brigadier     Evgenii Kudriashev
Vera Bukhvalova     Antonina Kolinichenko
Petro, a driver     Vadim Novikov
Stepan, a brigadier     Evgenii Novikov
91 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages     Optional English subtitles
Features     Chapter selection
Source     Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6197

LUNGIN, Pavel

Bratstvo [Brotherhood] [Leaving Afghanistan]
Masterskaia Pavla Lungina, Loco Films, with the support of Fond kino, 2019
Producers: Pavel Lungin, Evgenii Panfilov
Executive producer: Maksim Zolotov
Author of idea: Nikolai Kovalev
Screenplay: Aleksandr Lungin, Pavel Lungin
Photography: Igor´ Griniakin
Production design: Sergei Fevralev
Music: Kuz´ma Bodrov, Dmitrii Selipanov, the music of Kino and Grazhdanskaia
Oborona and the song Proshchanie Slavianki
Dmitrich, a KGB Colonel Kirill Pirogov
Volodia Fedor Lavrov
Khartamov Oleg Vasil´kov
The Greek Anton Momot
Abdusalamov Ian Tsapnik
Madzhed Parviz Pulodi
Malets Roman Kolotukhin
Giria Mikhail Kremer
Larek Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Mel´nik Kirill Ermichev
General Vasil´ev Vitalii Kishchenko
Aleksandr Vasil´ev Viacheslav Shikhaleev
Bacha Kamil´ Murzabekov
The Uzbek Evgenii Sangadzhiev
Military Council man Timofei Parshchikov
Sardar Mukhammad Ali
Zmarai Arslan Murzabekov
Abubakr Anton Kuznetsov
Khoshem, an engineer Karim Temirkhanov
Tarek Sukhrob Dzhandzhoglov
Nadim Dilover Nigmatov
Ulem Mirzo Khaiet
Old man Radzhab-Ali Khuseinov
Andriukha, a member of the Spetsnaz Evgenii Zelenskii
Turkmen Umedzhon Bakhanbaev
Sapog Vasilii Butkevich
113 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-6198

MKRTCHIAN, Al`bert and POPOV, Leonid

Zemlia Sannikova [Sannikov’s Land]
Mosfil´m, Eksperimental´noe tvorcheskoe ob´´edinenie, 1972; released 1 October 1973
Screenplay: Mark Zakharov, Vladislav Fedoseev, from Vladimir Obruchev’s 1924 novel of the same name
Photography: Mikhail Koroptsov
Production design: Vladimir Filippov, Valeriii Filippov
Music: Aleksandr Zatsepin
Song lyrics: Leonid Derbenev
Songs ‘Est´ tol´ko mig’ and ‘Vse bylo’ sung by Oleg Anofriev
Aleksandr Il´in in Vladislav Dvorzhetskii
Ignatii Georgii Vitsin
Evgenii Krestovskii Oleg Dal´
Vladimir Gubin Iurii Nazarov
The Black Shaman Makhmud Esambaev (voiced by Artem Karapetian)
Trifon Stepanovich Perfil´ev Nikolai Gritsenko
Il´in’s fiancée Alena Chukhrai
Dukkar Gevork Chepchian (as Georgii Chepchian)
Leader Petr Abasheev
Setenkar, his son Tursun Kuraliev
Annuir Ekaterina Sambueva
Goshar Nazira Mambetova
Men of Onkilon Murad Aliev, Oraz Amangel´ev
Women of Onkilon Larisa Li, Svetlana Khiltukhina, Zinaida Sidorkova
Gentleman Aleksandr Afanas´ev
Naval Officers who witness the bet Konstantin Grigor´ev, Sergei Dvoretskii
Naval Officer Nikolai Kriukov
Fedor Vasil´evich, a Naval Officer Vasilii Minin
Servant in the tavern Pavel Pervushin
Local leader Sergei Polezhaev
Witness of the bet L. Prokopenko
Guide Sundul Rabsalov
Officer in the restaurant Valerii Smoliakov
Reveller in the restaurant Aleksandr Susnin
Tavern keeper Arkadii Trusov
Gentleman who witnesses the bet Igor´ Shchepetnov
90 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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RIAZANOV, El’dar

Beregis’ avtomobilia [Mind that Car!]
Mosfilm, Tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie Luch, 1966; released May 1966
Screenplay: Emil’ Braginskii, El’dar Riazanov
Photography: Anatolii Mukasei, Vladimir Nakhabtsev
Production design: Boris Nemechek, Lev Semenov
Music: Andrei Petrov

Iurii Detochkin Innokentii Smoktunovskii
Inspector Maksim Podberezovikov Oleg Efremov
Detochkin’s mother Liubov’ Dobrzhanskaia
Liuba, Detochkin’s fiancée Ol’ga Aroseva
Dima Semitsvetov Andrei Mironov
Semen Sokol-Kruzkin, Semitsvetov’s father in law Anatolii Papanov
Inna Semitsvetova, Dima’s wife Tat’iana Gavrilova
Traffic Inspector Georgii Zhzhenov
Evgenii Aleksandrovich, the theatre director Evgenii Evstigneev
Iakov Kvochkin, Detochkin’s boss Gotlib Roninson
Bar director Sergei Kulagin
Tania Viktoria Radunskaya
Man who is late for the train Boris Runge
Salesman in tobacco kiosk Iakov Lents
Car mechanic Viacheslav Nevinnyi
Pastor buyer Donatas Banionis
Buyer of tape recorder Galina Volchek
People’s Judge Liubov’ Sokolova
Theatre actress Antonina Maksimova
Simochka Iuliana Bugaeva
The Semitsvetovs’ guests Zoia Isaeva, Nonna Ten
Cashier at telegraph office Nina Krachkovskaia
Prosecutor Nikolai Parfenov
Buyer of transistor radio Inga Budkevich
Buyer in second hand shop Aleksei Korenev
Salesman in hunting shop Georgii Shapovalov
Theatre actors Aleksandr Petrov, Sergei Zhirnov
Policemen actors Vladimir Lippart, Iurii Kireev
Witnesses E. Kir’iakova, Aleksandr Titov
Narrator Iurii Iakovlev
94 minutes

In Russian with English subtitles, with restored image and sound, colourised
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ZHIGULENKO, Evgeniia

V nebe “Nochnye ved’my” [The “Night Witches” are in the Sky]  
Tsentrál’naia kinostudiia detskikh i iunosheskih fil’mov imeni M. Gor´kogo (laltinskii filial), Tret´e tvorcheskoe ob´édenienie, 1981; released 30 November 1982  
Screenplay: Vladimir Valutskii, Evgeniia Zhigulenko  
Photography: Lev Ragozin  
Production design: Boris Komiakov  
Music: Evgenii Krylatov  
Song lyrics: Evgenii Evtushenko  
Song ‘Kogda vy pesni na zemle poete’ sung by Elena Kamburova  
Oksana Zakharchenko  Valentina Grushina  
Galia Polikarpova  Iana Druz´  
Fedor Pavlov  Dima Zamulin  
Mariia Ivanovna, the Regimental Commissar  Nina Men´shikova  
Guards Major Evdokiia Boguslavskaia, the Regimental Commander  Valeriia Zaklunnaia  
Iulia Nesterova  Tat´iana Mikrikova  
Katia Maksimova  Elena Astaf´eva  
Tonia Zhukova, the mechanic  Aleksandra Sviridova  
Kostia Lazarev, Galia’s fiancé  Sergei Martynov  
Sofiko  Dodo Chogovadze  
Air Force Major General  Stanislav Korenev  
Soldatova  Valentina Kliagina  
Aerodrome Duty Officer  Irina Ditts  
Little sailor  Dmitrii Titov  
76 minutes  
In Russian with English subtitles
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